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DOCUMENT A/46/7/Add.l 

second report 

. Review of tranm and interpreta- services for al& 
gfficial len aDQaes in the Economic Comm&~,j&n for Africa 

[Original: English] 

(14 November 19911 

1. The Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions has 
considered the note by the Secretary-General on the review of translation and 
interpretation services for all official languages in the Economic Commission 
for Africa @CA) (A/C.5/46/19). During the consideration of the question, 
representatives of the Secretary-General provided additional information to 
the Advisory Committee. 

2. The Advisory Committee recalls that in section II of its resolution 
45/246 B of 21 December 1990, the General Assembly requested the 
Secretary-General, inter al&, to make proposals in the proposed programme 
budget for the biennium iQQt-1993 on the improvement of conference services in 
BCA, including the provision of permanent staff for interpretation, and 
decided to consider again the question at its forty-sixth session. 

3. As indicated in paragraph 3 of the notes the vacancy rate at the ECA 
translation services unit vas 33 per cent at 31 August 1991, compared with 
41 per cent in 1990. The Connnittee notes that in order to find a more durable 
solution to the problems, it is proposed to re-establish a training programme 
for translators to be recruited primarily for ECA. Training would be offered 
to five persons each year for each of the three ECA official languages, namely 
Arabic, English and French, at existing African training institutions. The 
training course would start in September and continue until May of the aext 
year. At the end of the course, students vould sit for the regular world-wide 
examination for translators/p&is-writers. Successful candidates vould bs 
required to serve an initial assiqnmsat for a speoified period in EA. The 
Committee further notes that the costs of these arreaqeaeats vould comprise 
fees to be paid to education'institutioas (85,500 pm student, or 182,500 
per year), stipends to studaats ($1,700 per p6rSoafpet month, or $229,500 
per year) snd travel oxpemses of students brtvaen thsir how oountry amd tbs 
contracted institution ($2,900 per studmat, or $43,500 per year). The 
Committee recalls that the above estimates have been used in ths proposed 
progrixmne budget for the bismaium 1992-1993, vhicb inoludes in section 23 
(Bconomic Commission for Africa) a provision of 8710,700 for the establishment 
of the training progrmmns for translators at ECA. Ths Advisory Committee 
recommended approval of this amount in its first report on the proposed 
programme budget for ths biennium 2992-1993 I/ vith a viev to strengthening 
the ECA conference services and providing qualified staff for translation. 

4. The Advisory Committee was informed that successful candidates in the 
tfanslator/pr/cis-writer competitive exsmination oftan leave ECA followiag 
completion of a few years service. The Committee firmly believe8 that the 
Secretary-General should propose measures to resolve this problem on a 
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permanent basis, otherwise the conference services at ECA will continue to be 
seriously affected by the frequent movements of staff. The proposed 
arrangements are not a solution because they are tantamount to a training 
programme for staff who I,light go elsewhere to work. To this end, the 
Committee believes that the Secretary-General should explore possibilities to 
reinforce contractual obligations of the successful candidates yis-a-vi8 the 
Organisation to stay longer in ECA. There is a need fo; better coordination 
between Headquarters and ECA witb regard to the training. placement and 
rotation of translators, giving priority to filling vacancies at ECA. 

5. With regard to interpretation services, the Advisory Committee is of the 
view that the current practice of using freelance interpreters for ECA 
meetings and conferences is not efficient. The Committee understands, for 
example, that not all formal meetings at ECA headquarters are being covered in 
the required official languages. The Committee therefore recommends that the 
level of conference services at ECA bc reassessed following completion of the 
additional conference facilities at Addis Ababa to determine whether it would 
require full-time interpreters at ECA who could be redeployed elsewhere for 
short prrioas, as necessary. 

6. With regard to other conference services, the Advisory Committee notes 
that the editing functions are at present being performed by a translator. 
The Committee is of the view that there is au urgent need for editing; in this 
connection it recalls that it has recommended approval of a P-4 post of editor 
in its first report on the proposed programme budget for the biennium 
1992-1993. 21 The Committee trusts that the proposed establishment of an 
Editorial Unit at ECA, effective 1 January 1992, will significantly improve 
the quality of ECA caaference services. 

PfOicielIteco 2 
(A/46/7), iara. 23117. 

. . h iQ& 

.2/ Ibid., pate. 23.16. 
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DOCGMRRT A/46/7/A&.2 

Third report 

Revised estimates u der section 27 (Economic and Social 
fommistion for Western Asi&) 

[Griqinalr English] 

[15 November 19911 

1. The Advisory Committee on Administrative sad Budgetary Questions has 
considered the report of the Secretary-General (A/C.5/46/18) containing in its 
saaex the proposed proqr&e of work of the Economic and Social Commissfoa for 
Western Asia (ESCWA) sad the revised resource requirements for the biennium 
1992-1993. Duriaq its con8ideratioa of the report, the Advisory Committee met 
with representatives of the Secretary-General who provided additional 

' information. 

2. As stated in paragraph 27.2 of the eaaex to the Secretary-General's 
report, "the proposed programme of work of SSCWA is derived from progrsunme 34, 
Regional cooperation for development in Western Asia, of the medium-term plan 
for the period 1992-1997 (A/45/6.fRev.l)'*. The Advisory Committee was informed 
that the proposed proqrsmme of work has not been discussed by the Comn~ission, 
its sixteenth session having been postponed from April 1991 until April 1992. 
Rather, the proposed programme of work is a provisional one, based, in large 
measure, on the progrannne of work adopted for the biennium 1990-1991. It 
represents aa effort on the part of the secretariat of ESCWA to provide a 
legal basis for the con' 'uuatioa of the Cosnnissioa~s work and to remain 
productively eznBloyea. 

3. That being said, the Advisory Committee notes that the 
Secretary-General's revised estimate of S51,630,000 for section 27 (Economic 
ana Social Commission for Western Asia), &es not, in fact, represent an exact 
indication of the resource8 required by the Commission for the biennium 
1992-1993; that CM only be determined on the basis of then Cornmissioa'e 
decision coacerninq its programme of work, as well as it8 decision concerning 
itslocatioa. Ia this eoaaeotion, thecommittee notes fromparagrapb 27.1 of 
the annex to the Secretary-General's report that the matter will be discussed 
by the Commission at its forthcoming sixteenth session. 

4. The Advisory Committee also aotes from paragraph 27.1 that %he 
secretariat [of ESCWA] has been temporarily moved to Asensa, where all 
iateraatioaelly recruited staff have been retgrouped simae Auqust 1991". In 
response to its faquiry, the Committee wes'iaformed thet approximately 
95 members’of the local-level staff of the Commfssion rem&a at Beqhded. The 
Committee was also inf0m0a thet, in the ebeeace of a decision conceraiaq the 
Conraissioa's location, staff costs hsve been l stimeted on the bssis of 
requiremats for Saqbdadt ceruin other operationat costs such as tbe rental 
cad meinteasace of premises relate to both Beghdad cad Ammaa. 
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5. While appreciating the efforts of the Commission's staff as well as the 
need for an appropriation for section 27, the Advisory Committee, noting the 
many uncertainties which underlie the assumptions on which tbe revised 
estimates are based, questions the usefulness of a detailed review at this 
stage. In the Committee's opinion, the General Assembly should provisionally 
approve the Secret.ary-General's estimate of $51,630,000, on the understanding 
that further revised estimates for section 27 will be submitted to the 
Assembly at its forty-seventh session. Those estimates would be based on the 
actual progrsmrne of work to be approved by the Commission. 

6. With regard to the review of the programme of work, the Advisory 
Committee trusts that the Commission will carefully review the programmatic 
aspects and give particular attention to the designation of priorities. 

7. The Advisory Committee also recommends that, in the meantime, the 
Secretary-General carefully review the staffing situation at Baghdad; in the 
Committee's opinion, staff resources should relate to the level af current 
activities carried out by the Commission at its various locations. 
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DOCUMENT A/46/7/Adcl.3 

Fourth report 

Construction of additional conference facilities at 
Addis Ababa and Banakok 

[Original: English] 

[19 November 19911 

1. The Advisory Co.mmittee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions has 
considered the annual progress report of the Secretary-General on the status 
of the two construction projects at the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) 
at Addis Ababa and at the Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the 
Pacific (ESCAP) at Bangkok (A/C.5/46/22). During its consideration of tho 
report, the Advisory Committee received additional information from 
representatives of the Secretary-General. 

I. EXPANSION OF THE CONFERENCE FACILITIES OF TREi ECONOMPC AND 
SOCIAL COlmISSION FOR ASIA AND THE PACIFIC AT BANGKOK. 

2. In paragraphs 13 to 16 of his report (ibid.), the Secretary-General 
discusses the delays that have affected this project since construction 
commenced in Uay 1989. A revised timetable reflecting what is now foreseen as 
a one-year delay is provided in paragraph 18 of the Secretary-General's 
report. As indicated therein, final testing, furnishing and cosrnissioning of 
the building is expected to be completed during the period 
October-December 1992. 

3. As recalled in paragraph 19 of the Secretary-General’s report, the 
construction contract (which was signed for 955 million bsht,.($37,598,425 at 
the April 1989 exchange rate)) “is a fixed-price contract and no further 
allowance need he msds for inflation during the course of constructiwfg. The 
Advisory Conuaittee points out that this refers to the Wsin construction8* 
element.of the total project, 88 shown in the cost breakdown in parsgraph 22 
of the Seeretary-Gensral *s repert and as originally explained in paragraph 19 
of the Secretary-General’s report to ths General Assaxhly at its forty-fourth 
session, 21 wherein it was iadiaated that %he contract pries for the main 
construction includes full allowance for inflation. It also iacludes a 
contingent sum to cover variations in quantities aad other chan9Ww. 

4. In the opinion of the Advisory Committee, the clear implication of that 
statsxent was that the fixed price referred to ths total contract price and 
thus included the contractor’s responsibilities for changes in gusntities ss 
well as inflation. In other words, the price of the contract was protected 
from any chsnges, including those arising out of either inflation or 
variations in quantities required for the construction. LIespite this, 
hovelet, it has now been explained by representatives of the Secretary-General 
tk.t, in fact, the United Nations was never protected against changes in 
quantities and that the amount included in the contract as a contingency 
provision to cover for such variations was deliberately set at a low level by 
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1 the Unite6 Nations ($795,300) in an effort to reduce the contract price (see 
( para. 10 below). 

) 5. The Advisory Committee expresses its concern at this development and 
/ 
1 

strongly requests that full disclosux-e be made when a contract is negotiated, 
both as to the terms of the contract and their implications, and as to the 

i full costs, including potential costs, which are envisaged. 

6. As shown in poragraph 22 of the Secretary-General's report (A/C.5/46/22), 
in addition to the main construction cost which. as explained above, includes 
inflation, the total project estimate also contains provisions (which are not 
protected from inflation) for "other furnishings, equipment and miscellaneous 
costPI and 'consultants and construction supervisiorP. The estimate also 
includes a provision of $839,275 for contingency and administrative costs 
which is distinct from the contingency provision reflected in the contract 
price for the main construction, referred to in paragraph 3 above. 

In paragraph 21 of his report, the Secretary-General states that while 
:;t had previously been expected that the original estimate of $44,177,700 
approved in 1984 during the thirty-ninth session of the General Assembly for 
the construction project at Bangkok would be Sufficient to cover the cost of 
the project . . . it is now estimated that the final cost of tbe project will be 
848,549.OOG**, i.e. M increase of S4.362.300. The additional cost is due to 
both the additional work described in paragraph 20 of the Secretary-General's 
report and “other factors” outlined in paragraph 21. The Advisory Committee 
was informed that the amount of $4.362.300 is a net amount, which takes into 
account the uae of tbe contingent provision in the main construction contract 
and tbe ptovision for contingency and administrative costs. As indicated in. 
paragraph 23 of his report, the Secretary-General propose8 to finance this 
additional cost by applying up to $4,362,300 of tire interest income earned in 
respect of the appropriations for tbe Bangkok project, thereby obviating the 
need for appropriations in excess of 844,171,100. 

8. At Uirequest, the Advisory committee was provided with the following 
breakdown of the additional costs (rounded) as they relate to the descriptions 
in paragraphs 20 au& 21 and the breakdown in paragraph 22 of the 
Secretary-General’8 report: 

1 s Acceaar security and fire rafety 
requirements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 650 000 

(main construction) 

Parsatrrbb_lDIb)t Remeasurement of actual quantities .,... 1 105 000 
(main construction) 

&zagg& 20 (r): Other remeasurements and design 
cbanges/alterationa to building . . . . . . . . 1060 000 

(main construction ($460,000) and alterations to 
existing building ($600,000)) 
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WraDhs 21 (a) and (b): Site supervision, 
aclministrative an6 
consultant cost8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 535 000 

(consultants, construction supervision, an6 
administrative costs) 

UaraDh 21 (c)r New telephone equipment (net 
additional cost) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 010 OOQ 

(other furnishings, equipment costs) 

Total net increase 4 360 OOQ 

9. As stated in paragraph 20 of the Secretary-General's report, "any 
additional work required not covered by the original contract is calculated at 
the same unit prices in the original contract". The Advisory Committee notes 
tbat the additional work relates in part to changes in the provisions relating 
to the access, security ma fire safety requirements for the nest building 
(para. 20 (a) of the Secretary-General's report). As discussed in 
paragraph 17 of the Secretary-General's report, final reviews relating to 
these matters have been undertaken, and it was recalled that "the designs and 
specifications for the tender documents for the project were completed in 
1966". The Committee was informed that not all the details relating to these 
matters were included in the original tenders since it was necessary to issue 
the tenders without further delay in view of the escalating construction costs 
at Bangkok. 

10. The additional work described in paragraphs 20 (b) and (c) relates to 
quantities of material and work greatet than what is provided for is the 
construction contract. With regard to paragraph 20 (b), the Committee uas 
tnEermea+bet the*ifZs of ~tities,gregared~fheu~rfeba~t~~e~~ti+y 
surveyorr were included in the tender &cwnemts, and forme the bade for the 
contractor's quotation. Gouever, certain mechanical, structural and 
electrical drawings and specifiocrtions were completed after the invftation to 
tender (me pmt. 9 abcua) which affootod the quantititi and work involwd. 
Quantities fn excess of thcae foreseen mn the &tUa af~tit.&ru__ts*rstot 
tepteseirt additional work for uhi@t &II Vaitad l&tAomn ir mu AUbugb, 
as mentioned abcvo, a ccutinqency fta~ &z&a&d tn Eli@ ershn oonatstmthn 
contract to cover "vsriaticna in wtU8 aml e&tar elmngee”, tha Uuiaory 
Comdttee was informed that thir contingency, which urn originally ret at a 
low level in en effort to lower coats (see para. 4 &we) has, in fast, not 
proved sufficient. Oimilatlyr the mounta prwided for Demolition, 
relocation and alteration to existing building*@ (see the bteakdoun of coata in 
pata. 22 of the Secretary-General*8 report), proved insufficient onea ii-1 
engineering hsd been completedt hence the additional costs related to 
paragraph 20 (c) of the report. 

11. Ae indicated in paragraphs 21 (a) snd Ib) of *the SecretarpGeneral’r 
report, other factor8 contributing to the cost iuoresse relate to 8ite 
aupervirion. In this connection, the hdviaory Committee notes that nit has 
been necersary to provide a much larger rite supervirion tesm than originally 
contemplated"; furthermore, in view of the projected 6elay in completion by 
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approximately one year, the administrative costs and the costs for consultants 
and site supervision will be substantially greater. 

12. As mentioned above, the provisions for consultants and construction 
supervision, as well as administrative costs are separate components of the 
total estimate, and the related costs are not protected by the fixed-price 
contract. In this connection, the Advisory Committee recalls tbat in 
paragraph 19 of his report to the General Assembly at its forty-fourth 
session, 21 the Secretary-General noted that the boom in the construction 
sector at Bangkok had led to a serious shortage in field supervision staff, 
resulting in sharp increases in the salaries that had to be paid to obtain 
such personnel. However. at that time, it was felt that the provision for 
contingency was sufficient to cover the resulting increases. 

13. In addition to the higher salaries for the site supervision staff, the 
employment of a larger site supervision teem than foreseen for a longer time 
further increased the costs. The Advisory Commli,ee understands that the 
increase in the sixe of the site supervision team relates both to the need to 
provide more supervision in view of inadequate direction of workers and 
subcontractors by the contractor and to the need to speed inspection and 
checking (see A/C.S/46/22, para. 15). The Committee was also informed that 
the United Nations had underestimated the siae of the site supervision team 
that would be needed. 

14. As indicated in paragraph 21 (c) of the Secretary-General's report, the 
projected cost of the new telephone system has also "increased substantially, 
owing primarily to a change in specification for the related cabling”. In 
this connectfox, the Committee was informed that the original project budget 
included funda for a new PABX (Private Automatic Branch Bxchaeqe) telephone 
system to replace the obsolete system installed in 19%. The existing cabling 
and most of the instrumenta a&ready avallabble at E6CCAO were to be retaim&. 
%owever, it subsequently became apparent that those cables and instruments 
mouId eOtm~Ralt-BSCAP to iWJkd -fullMe ofmthefeatutee of tie-new PABX system 
not could they provide the necessary &ata commueicatione features for 
efffcient operation. Studies were then made of a diqital telephone system, 
COmpetible with thoSe in New Pork and Geneva eed it is cow proposed to install 
a 6iigltal telephone system. The Cow&tee was further informed that since the 
Secretary-Ganaral errlnnitteb We repert to the Qeeeral AeeenWy et it.8 
forty-fifth 8988i0tb 2/ in which it wee ateted that 8tuaLes Bad been made of 
tha new diqitel telephone system, the aonsu&ent*s et&y en the neoaeeary 
ceblinq for the Qiqital eyeteeb hee been eompleted~ the study iedicete~e that a 
complete receblfeg of SWAP heedquettite is required to support the 
coemndcat,tfoee requitemsate of the Comfnieeion. ruttharmote, it would he more 
eaoaomioal to undetteke this work in ooajunction with the iastalXation of t8e 
telephone system. 

IS. The Advisory Comittee has a number of coecetee regarding the additional 
costs which are submitted fn the Secretary-General*e report and 8esctibed 
above. Eotwithetandinq that the final engineering and structural, mechanical 
and eleattical drawinqs were completed titer tbfs invitation to ten&r, ee& 
that this has translated into a situation whare edditioeel queetitiee eed work 
are required over and above the allowances contained in the contract, the 
Committee is concerned that this fact had not been previously reported to the 
General Atxsembly with a warning that this miqht entail costs additional to the 
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overall estimate (see para. 4 above). Similarly, although previous reports of 
the Secretary-General have referred to final reviews of finished materials, 
furnishings and equipment. as well as studies of the new digital telephone 
system, no mention of additional costs. or of potential additional costs, has 
been made, even in so far as to alert the Assembly that, for example, in the 
case of the telephone system, the studies were incomplete. 

16. Instead of being previously alerted to potential cost increases, the 
General Assembly is, in the opinion of the Advisory Committee, now faced with 
an almost fait accomoli situation. particularly with regard to the additional 
work outlined in paragraphs 20 (b) and (c) of the Secretary-General's report, 
as well as tie various changes made in the provisions for security and fire 
safety requirements described in paragraph 20 (a). The Connrittee also finds 
it difficult to comment on the new telephone system in that it had not 
previously been provided with information regarding the total estimated cost 
and the increase which would result from the installation of the new cabling. 

17. With regard to the increased costs related to site supervision and 
administrative and consultant work (see A/C.5/46/22, paras. 21 (a) and (b)), 
the Advisory Committee questions why these should be borne in their entirety 
by the United Nations, particularly that portion related to the projected 
delay in completion. In this connection, the Advisory Committee notes that 
"the construction contract provides that damages would be levied against the 
contractor for failure to complete on time" (ibid., pare. 19). It would 
therefore seem that such damages ought to include the additional costs related 
to extending the site supervision team for one year (see pare. 2 above). 

18. On tbe other hand. the Advisory Committee also notes that, as stated in 
paragraph 19 of the Secretary-General's report, "on 26 September the 
contractor submitted a counter-claim greatly in excess of those damages. 
claiming compensation for additional coats incurred as a result of delays that 
were beyond his control*'. As also stated in paragraph 19 of the 
Secretary-Gsneral'e report, -it appeara~that~thia claimia~witaout merit,---but 
a more detailed review will be undertaken". At the same time, representatives 
of the Seoretary-General informed the Committee that in the case when the 
delay is attributable solely to the contractor, the aaditioBa1 coats of the 
site SUperViSiOB team due to the delay would be borne by the contractor 
~~~theoOarationof+be~~olauaeepeeiUe4inthecoprtMct. 

19. while meogni~hg the uemplaxitiea 0% the matter, including the fact that 
the prevailing situation at Bangkok map have hmperea the aontractor, th6 
Advisory Committee is nevertbeleaa of the view that the United Nationa should.. 
maintain a firm position in this matter. especially with regard to the 
increased administrative and site SUperViSiO8 coats it will ilrcur aa a result 
of the delay in project completion. The Committee &es not agree that all 
coats should be absorbed by the United Nations. 

20. In response to inquiries concerning whether funds had been 
connnitted/obligated in respect of the additioBa1 "projected" coats outlined in 
paragraphs 20 and 21 of tSia 8acretary-General’s report, tb &dviiory Cmittee 
was informed that commitments were entered into for the increased coats 
totalling $1,105,000 resulting from the remeasurement of actual quantitioa 
upon completion of piling, foundations and basements (See A/C.S/46/22, 
para. 20 (b), and para. 8 above). The Committee was further informed that 
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this was done because it had originally been expected that this amount could 
be met from the contingency provision of $795,300 included in the main 
construction contract together with the provision of $639,275 for 
administration and contingency in the total project costs. 

21. Bearing in mind its comments above, the Advisory Committee does not, at 
this stage. concur with the use of the interest income to provide for the 
$535,000 of aaaitional administrative, consultant ana site supervision costs 
referred to in paragraphs 21 (a) and (b) of the secretary-General's report. 
Rather, it requests that it be kept apprised of developments regarding the 
settlement of the claim submittea by the contractor and of the United Nations 
own claim for &images unaer the terms of the contract. The Committee 
therefore recommends that it be authorized by the General Assembly to decide, 
at the appropriate time, and on the basis of additional information, whether 
interest income can be used to finance some or all of the aaaitional cost of 
$535.000 related to these items. 

22. In the circumstances however, the Advisory Committee will not object to 
the use of interest income up to $3,02Sr000 to finance the aaaitional work 
referred to in paragraphs 20 (al to (c) and 21 (c) of the Secretary-General's 
report (see paras. 9. 10 aa 14 above). In view of its comments above, the 
CommitLao trusts that the Secretary-General will keep tile General Assembly 
better informed and in a more timely fashion regarding the details of 
potential additional costs in other construction projects. 

II. RRPANSION OF TRE CONFERENCE FACILITIES OF TRB ECONOMIC 
CO~ISSION FOR AFBICA AT ADDIS ABABA 

23. As stated in paragraph 7 of the Secretary-General's report, the 
construction contract for the project at Adais Ababa, which was signed on 
22 February 1991, %alle& for construction to be completed within 36 months 
from the official comuencement of the construction perio& i.e. on 
Z9 A$ril 1994. ~~~~ It also~provided~for aiextension of the 36-month construction 
period equal to any force mati period, plus whatever additional period 
might be required fog normal operations to resume under the specific 
circumstances*g. 

24. On 27 May 1991, the contractor , under the terms of the oontract requested 
recognition of a force m situation, which, as stated in paragraph 3 af 
the Secretary-Gener~@s report, was in effect until 12 July, on which date the 
contractor was informed that “full performme under the contract should 
resume". In fact, as discussed in paragraphs 8 and 9, this has not happened; 
the Advisory Committee notes in particular that the supply of materials to the 
project has been hmpered. 

25. In respnss to its inquiry, the Advisory Cozzzfttee was informed tbat in 
certain aspects the work is two to four months behind scbedulet howsver, with 
good mnagement, the contractor may be able to recoup s portion of the delay. 
The Committee was also info-d that the United lUations is engaged in active 
discussions with the contractor in an effort to expedite works however, as 
msntioned, the question of supplies rezmins a problem. In the circumstances, 
as stated in paragraph 10 of the Secretary-General's report, "it is considered 
premture to project a definitive timetable for completion at this tizW; the 
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Secretary-General will submit a more detailed revision to the timetable to the 
General Assembly at its forty-seventh session, "when the situation has been 
clarified anB information becomes available on the restoration of normal 
conflitions for transportation of materials for tbe project". 

26. The Advisory Committee recognises the difficult nature of the situation; 
taking these circumstances icto account, it urges the Secretary-General to 
continue his efforts to expedite work on the project. In this connection, it 
reiterates its position that "further delay is likely to result in a further 
escalation of the final total cost of tbe project'*. 81 

27. As stated in paragraph 11 of his report, the Secretary-General considers 
it premature, at this stage, "to propose a revision to tbe project budget anb 
schedule of appropriations, since both are dependent upon the timetableg8. ?Ie 
adds that "there is no firm basis at this time to anticipate that the net 
result of the various factors affecting the total project cost would cause a 
major increase over the 1990 estimate of 8107r576,900". For the time being, 
he proposes to retain the estimated total project cost of $107,576,900, 
including the estimatecl resources of $57,414,900 requested under section 35 
(Construction, alteration, improvement and major maintenance) of the proposed 
programme budget for the biennium 19924993. However, "it cannot be ruled out 
that the total project cost will be affected" by a number of factors which are 
enumerated in paragraphs 11 (a) to (e) of the report. 

26. The Aclvisory Committee notes that some of those factors may partially 
offset the total estimated cost, e.g. the alternative piling design mentioned 
in paragraph 11 (d) of the Secretary-general's report. Others, however, each 
as the use of a larger site supervis&on team for a longer period and the 
force majew situation will give rise to greater costs. With regard to those 
factors which may result in increased expenditures, the Committee requests 
that it be informed of such costs as they arise and before financial 
commitments are made that would affect the total approved project cost. 

29. The Committee also requests that it be provided with a progress report on 
ths project at its spring 1992 session. In addition to including general 
information concerning the project's timetable and the status of work, the 
report should include information on any events affecting the overall estimate 
as well as more detailed information on the request for the neu digital 
telephone system mentioned in paragraph 7 (f) of the Secretary-fZeneral*s 
report, with a preliminary coat estimate if possible. 

11 wc.5/44/7. 

, 
21 A/tg.5/45/53. 

Fortv-faptth , 
doaument W44/7/h&&li pare. 6. 
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DOCUMENT A146171Add.4 

Fifth report 

Revised estimates resultina from resolutions and decisiom 
of the Economic and Social Council at 'ts first and secona 

regular sessions of It91 

[Original: English] 

[27 November 19911 

1. The Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions has 
considered the report of the Secretary-General (A/C.5/46/34) on the revised 
eatimatos resulting from the resolutions and decisions adopted by the Economic 
and Social Council at its first and second regular sessions of 1991. During 
its coasideration of the report, the Committee met with representatives of the 
Secretary-General, who provided additional information. 

2. The total estimated requirements arising out of resolutions and decisions 
adopted by the Economic and Social Council are summarized in paragraph 3 of 
the report of the Secretary-General and reproduced below: 

us 1992-1993 J.994-1995 

(us dollars) 

Conference-servicing costs 1 634 000 3 771 400 134 000 5 540 200 

Other costs 2133300- 

Total 3 767 304 7 466 204 3 328 1OQ 12 563 6OQ 

3. As indicated in paragraphs 4 and 5 of the report of the 
Secretary-General, requirameatIl for 1991, both conference-servicing and other 
costs, are covered by provisions in the programme budget for the biennium 
1990-1991. For the reason provided in paragraph 4, it is also estimated "that 
no additional resources (for conference-servicing) would be required under 
section 32 (Conference services) of the proposed programme buuget for the 
biennium 1992-1993 as a result of the adoption of the resolutions and 
decisions by the Economic and Social Councfln. 

4. As shown above, non-conference-servicing (other) requlrementr for tha 
biennium 1992-1993 total 63,696,800# of that amount $3,068,200 has already 
been included in the proposed programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993, 
leaving a balance of $628,600. As shown in paragraph 6 of the report of the 
Secretary-General, $558,400 relates to preparatory activities for the I994 
International Conference on Population and Development and would bs providad 
from extrabudgetary resources (see also A/C.5/46/25 and Corr.1). Tha 
remaining $70,200 would be subject to the guidelines for the use and operation 
of the contingency fund. 
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5. The amount of $10.290 requested under section 22 (International drug 
control) of the proposed programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993 relates 
to Economic and Social Council resolutions 1991/39 and 1991149 of 
21 June 1991, by which the Council decided that the Commission on Narcotic 
Drugs should meet annually for a period not exceeding eight working days and 
tbat its membership should be increased from 40 to 53. Since the proposed 
programme budget already contains provision for the travel of representatives 
of the Commission's 40 members to attend both a special session scheduled for 
1992 and the regular session of 1993, the amount of $10.200 relates in its 
entirety to the travel costs for 13 additional members to attend the above tw( 
sessions of the Commission. 

6. In paragraph 11 of his report, the Secretary-General praposes that in tht 
event that the Sl0.200 could not be met from the contingency fund, some 
activities under subprogranune 4, Demand reduction, coordination and 
information, "would be identified on a selective basis for deferral to the 
biennium 1994-1995". In the opinion of the Advisory Committee, the proposal 
does not provide the **precise indication of how the alternatives . . . would be 
applied" as called for in the annex to General Assembly resolution 42/211 of 
21 December 1967. While it represents an attempt to comply with the 
guidelines mandated by the Assembly, the proposal falls short in that it does 
not specify which activity (activities) would be postponed and the resources 
that would be released through such action. 

I. Subject to the above, the Advisory Committee recommends that, at this 
stage, the Fifth Committee take note of the above estimate of $70,200 on t&e 
understanding that such additional appropriations as may be necessary will be 
requested by the Secretary-General, in the context of a consoliUated statement 
of programme budget implications and revised estimates to be submitted to the 
General Assembly towards the end of its current session in accordance with 
Assembly resolution 421211, annex, section C, paragrapbs 5 and 6 (see 
AIC.5/46/61 and Corr.1). The Advisory Committee notes that the requirements 
for the biennium 2994-1995 will be dealt with in the context of th-proposed 
programme budget for that biennium. 
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DOCUMENT A/46/7/Add.5 

Sixth report 

Conference aervicina of interaovernmental bodies 
9onvened at Nairou 

[Original% English] 

[27 November 19911 

1. The Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions has 
considered the note by the Secretary-General (A/C.51461291 concerning the 
conference servicing of intergovernmental bodies convened at Nairobi. During 
its consideration of the note, the Advisory Committee met with representatives 
of the Secretary-General, who provided additional information. 

2. The note was submitted pursuant to the request by the Committee for 
Programme and Coordination that the Secretary-General report on the overall 
issue of conference servicing relating to united Eations intergovernmental 
bodies cbnvened at Nairobi; within that context, the Committee for Programme 
and Coordination also specifically recommended that the General Assembly 
consider the practice of including under section 17 (United Nations 
Environment Programme (UNEP)) of the programme budget the conference-servicidg 
costs relating to the intergovernmental bodies of UNEP. 

3. As stated in paragraph 2 of the Secretary-General's note, "the 
intergovernmental bodies convened at Nairobi area the Governing Council of 
UBEP ana its Committee of Permanent Representatives; ana the Commission on 
Human Settlements and its Committee of Permanent Representatives to the United 
Nations Centre for Human Settlements (Habitat)". The estimatea costs of the 
biannial sessions dthe Governhg Councril of UBSP and the Commission on Human 
Settlements, both of which receive conference services in all six official 
languages, are included under various objects of expenditure in the proposed 
programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993 under sections 17 (United Nstions 
Environment Programne) and 19 (United Nations Centre for Human Settlements 
(Hshitatt)) respectively. For the reason given in $aragraph 8 of the note by 
the Secretary-General, pre-session documentation in Chinese has not been 
provided for in relation to the sessiong of the Commissioo~ hewever, it has 
now been requested. 

4. The Advisory Committee notes from paragraph 11 that there are no specific 
provisions in the proposed programam budget for the biennium 1992-1993 for 
meetings of the informal Committee of Permanent Representatives to the United 
Bations Centre for Buman Settlements (Habitat), which meets at least four 
times a year with the Executive Director. Rather, "relevant costs are met 
within the overall provision for the Commission sessions in the progrsmme 
budget of the Centre". 

5. As decided by the Governing Council of UBEP, its Committee of Permanent 
Representatives also meets at least four times a year with the Executive 
Director of UNEP. As stated in paragraph 7 of the note by the 
Secretary-General, 
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"In its decision 15/12 of 25 Way 1969. the Governing Council . . . 
decided to recognise the requirements for full language services for 
meetings of the Committee of Permanent Representatives and to provide 
them as soon as funding for the costs of these services can be provided 
from the regular budget of the United Nations. However, no specific 
provisions were made in the programme budget for conference-servicing of 
the Committee." 

6. The costs referred to in the decision of the Governing Council are 
quantified in paragraph 26 of the note by the Secretary-General; as stated 
therein, "based . . . on the assumption that the Committee will meet four times 
a year for a one-day session with conference services provided in all six 
languages, the estimated cost (at 1991 rates) would be $614,400 for the 
biennium, on the basis of a cost of $16,000 per one-day session". That amount 
includes the average cost (salaries, travel, subsistence. etc.) of interpreter 
teams to be recruited from Europe. 

7. In paragraph 25 of his note the Secretary-General states that **a review 
of existing arrangements for servicing of similar bodies at Wabitat, ESCAP 
[Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific]. ECE [Economic 
Commission for Europe] and ESCWA [Economic end Social Commission for Western 
Asia] indicates that the related costs are being accosnnodated from within tbe 
overall provision8 made in the budget8 of those organisational units for 
conference servicing of their respective intergovernmental bodies". At the 
same time, bearing in mind that roughly 25 per cent of the permanent 
conference-servicing establishment of UNEP is charged against the regular 
k&get of the United Nations (the balance being financed from voluntary 
contributions to the Environment Fund), the Secretary-General proposes that 
approximately 25 per cent of tbe above-mentioned estimate of $614,400, tbat 
is, $150,000, be include8 under section 17 of the proposed programme budget 
for the biennium 1992-1993 (pare. 27). The Secretary-General also states that 
"the General Assembly might wish to reque-st the Governing Council of UNEp to 
authorire the financing of the balance . . . from the Environment Fun&' (ibid.). 

8. A8 stated in paragraph 28 of the note by the Secretary-General, it is 
also proposed that the additional requirements related to pre-session 
documentation in Chinese for the Coxsnission on Human Settlements, estimated at 
$73,000 for the biennium 1992-1993, be included under section 19 of the 
proporied programme buUget. 

9. The Secretary-General concludes by stating that, should the Fifth 
Committee decide to endorse his recommendations, "a statasmnt of prograsnse 
budget implications would be submitted". 

10. With regard to the overall issue of conference servicing relating to 
those intergovernmental bodies convened at Wairobi, the Advisory Committee 
notes tbe Secretary-General's view that: "the current conference-servicing 
arrangements at Nairobi provide for a sufficient degree of flexibility for 
both UNRP and Habitat in tbe planning and servicing of meetings of tbeir 
hte:g=;'6rtk;sttd bodies* (para. 24j. As indicated in the same paragraph, the 
Secretary-General will keep tbe situation under review; relevant proposals 
will be submitted to tbe General Assembly for different arrangementa, if 
circumstances warrant such a change. The Committee concurs in such an 
approach and asked that it bs kept apprised of any development8 in this area. 
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11. With regard to the proposal to finence meetings of the Committee of 
Permanent Representatives of UREZP, the Advisory Committee regrets that no 
statement of programme budget implications was submitted to the Governing 
Council prior to the adoption of its decision 15/12. The Advisory Committee 
also points out that the costs for servicing similar bodies at Habitat, ECE, 
ESCAP and ESCWA are met from within "the overall provisions maae in the 
budgets of those organisational units for conference servicing of their 
respective intergovernmental bodies" (para. 25); the amounts for such meetings 
are not separately indicate& that is, no specific provision is made for them. 

12. The Advisory Committee does not object, in principle, to the financing of 
25 per cent (i.e. $150.000) of the requirements of the Committee of Permanent 
Representatives of UNEP under section 17. However, the Atfvisory Committee 
recommends that any additional appropriation be reported under section 17 in 
the context of the first performance report on the programme budget for the 
biennium 1992-1393. 

13. The Aavirory Committee also has no objection to the Secretary-General's 
proposal that the requirements for pre-session documentation in Chinese for 
the Commission on Human Settlements ($73,000) be included under section 19. 
Rowever, as recommended above, any a&ditional. appropriation should be reported 
under section 19 in the context of the first performance report on the 
programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993. The Committee further recommends 
that in future the cost of this service, as well as that referred to in 
paragraph 12 above, be included in Vie total conference requirements budgeted 
under sections 17 and 19 of the programme budget. 
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DOCUMIINT A/46/7/Add.6 

Seventh report 

& ini r i natia dm st at ve and financial arranaements for the Inter 
Conference on Pooulation and DevelODment. 1994 

[Original: English) 

127 November 19911 

1. The Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions has 
considered the note by the Secretary-General on the administrative and 
financial arrangements for. the International Conference on Population and 
Development, 1994 (A/C.5/46/25 and Corr.1). During its consideration of this 
question, the Advisory Committee met with representatives of the 
Secretary-General and of the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA). 

2. The aote by the Secretary-General was submitted pursuant to the Advisory 
Committee's observations and recommendations regarding the funding of ths 
preparatory arrangements for the Conference , as contained in its first report 
oa the proposed programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993. L/ 

3. As stated in paragraph 3 of the note by the Secretary-General, the 
*'overall requirements for the preparation and holding of the Conference have 
been estimated . . . at $5,651,000 (at revised 1991 rates)", compriaiag 
93.000,700 in non-conference-servicing costs and $2,650,300 for coafereace 
SeWiCing. A breakdown of that amount is provided in the annex to the xote by 
the Secretary-General; as showa therein, the 1992-1993 portion for 
non-coafereace-servicing would be financed from the regular budget 
($1,432,300) and from extrabudgetary funds ($556,400). 

4. Ia paragraph 7 of the aote by the Secretary-Geaeral it is stated that 
**the Secretary-General has established the Trust Fund for the 1994 
Iateraatioaal Conference oa Population and Development, which would ba a 
primary sourae of fiaanciag of the pteparatory activities from axttahudge~ 
reaource8”. Thus far, as stated in paragraph 8, a contribution of $250,000 
has Bala received, while another $500,000 has been pledged. Ix add&ion, tha 
Volaatsry Pund for Supporting Developing Countries Participating fn GM 1994 
Lateraatioaal Conference oa Population sad Development has been aatabliahad. 

5. Siace the above-meatioaed Trust Fund ire to be the primary aoutca of 
fiaaaciag t-t portioa of preparatory activities ta be funded tluotqh 
extrabudgetary resources, the Advisory Committee sought additional inform&ion 
regarding the statemeat in paragraph 10 of the aote by the Secretary-Ganaral 
that the coats relating to meetings of regional corfdniaaioaa, Wiaclobing aapart 
group meetiagr, preperatioa of working documents ead assistance to 
participants from developing countries . . . will be covered by DNFPA funds, 
and not from ths two funds mentioned above. In particular, ths @zmsittee 
isquired as to why the coats of these activities had not been included in tha 
overall estimate of requirements contained in the note by the 
Secretary-General. 
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6. The Advisory Committee was informed that the activities referred to in 
paragraph 10 of the Secretary-General's note related only to regional 
conferences, the arrangements for which had yet to be finalised. The related 
conference-servicing costs would be charged to the United Nations but no other 
requests under the regular budget of the United Nations would be made. The 
non-conference-servicing costs would be borne by UNFPA project budgets. 

7. Notwithstanding this explanation, the Advisory Committee remains of the 
view that at the very least, based on past experience, indicative figures 
should have been provided yis-&-via the activities referred to in paragraph 10 
of the note by the Secretary-General, in order to provide the General Assembly 
with a more comprehensive estimate of the cost of the preparatory activities 
and of the Conference. In the Committee's opinion. the above-quoted figure of 
$5.6 million, given as the total of overall requirements for the preparation 
and holding of the Conference, is incomplete (see also para. 12 below). 
Moreover, the Committee questions the use of project funds by UNFPA for the 
funding of the regional activities described in paragraph 10 of the note by 
the Secretary-General. In the opinion of the Committee. these activities 
cannot be treated as projects and the funding for the meetings should come 
from UNFPA's administrative and programme support services budget. 

8. As indicated in paragraph 5 of the note by the Secretary-General, the 
regular budget portion of (1.432.300 (at revised 1991 rates) for the biennium 
1992-1993 includes 8630,700 for six expert group meetings, as authorired by 
Economic and Social Council in its resolution 1991/93 of 26 July 1991. The 
related conference-servicing requirements for the expert group meetings amount 
to S600,400, to be covered from within the resources requested under 
section 32 (Conference services) of the proposed programs budget for the 
biennium 1992-1993. The Advisory Committee was informed that the meetings haa 
been costed at New York ratest however. the contribution of S250.000 referred 
to above had been made available to help defray the additional cost resulting 
from the change of the venue of one of the expert meeting8 to a developing 
countrv. ~~~~.~~ ~ ~~ ~_~ ~ ~~~~_~~~~~~~~~~- ~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~-~~ 

9. As ahown in paragraph 5 of the note by the Secretary-General, the regular 
budget ptovision Of #,432,300 (at revised 1991 rates) also includes 8472,300 
for gemera.l temporary assistance equivalent to 24 t?ork-months each of one 
D-1 *St, one P-3 poat sad two Gen6rel Service (other lev81) posts. In 
addition, ae noted in the Mvieory Committee%3 firstreport on tke prapotwa- 

progzame ha8g8t for the bW 1902~W3, 21 a pgwQ+ably 14w Profess&oa8l 
and 59 &Ural SUvice work-months of the Population Division “would be geared 
towards the requirements for the deliberations of the C~nfeten~e~. 

10. The Advisory Committee notes from paragraph 11 of the note by the 
Secretary-General that the Administrative Committee on Coordination has 
established an ad hoc task force to ‘koordinate inputs from various agencies 
and organisattions to the preparation of the Cooferencgw. In the opinion of 
the Advisory Committee, given the multiplicity of other organisations in the 
system that wiil have a role in the preparation of tbe Conference, it is 
possible that not all tbe resources requested under the regular budgdt will be 
required. 
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11. Notwithstanding the above, the Advisory Committee recommends 
reinstatement of the amount of $1,432,300 (at revistd 1991 rates) under 
section 13 (Department of International Economic and Social Affairs) of the 
proposed programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993. At the same time, it 
requests that it be provided with a report at its session in autumn 1992, 
indicating, jnter alia, the extent to which additional funding has been 
provided, the inputs from other agencies ana organisations and the savings 
that have been realised, thereby enabling it to review requirements for 1993. 

12. The Advisory Committee notes that the figures provided for 1994 are 
indicative only and are based on New York costing. The actual requirements, 
which will be submitted in the context of the proposed programme budget for 
the biennium 1994-1995, will depend. in part, on the decision to be taken by 
the Preparatory Committee,regardfng the venue of the Conference. In this 
connection, the Advisory Committee points out that the decision on the 
convening of the Conference should be taken early enough so that it can take 
into account section I, paragraph 10 (h), of General Assembly resolution 
401243 of 10 December 1985, which stipulates that *‘no more than one special 
conference of the United Nations shall be convene& at the same time". The 
Committee also notes that the overall estimates with regard to certain items 
may also have to be a&juste& furthermore, the extent to which the adjusted 
requirements are funded from the regular budget vi11 depend, inter al.& on 
the level of other funding that has been receive& 

13. As shown in the annex to the note by the Secretary-General. the estimate' 
of 1994 requirements provides $50,400 for the travel of Population Commission 
members to the third session of the Preparatory Committee to be held in 1994. 
The Advisory Committee points out that, in paragraph 3 of its resolution 
1989191 of 26 July 1989, the Economic and Social Council decided "to designate 
the Population Commission . . . as the preparatory committee for the 
international meeting on population, and for that purpose (decided] that 
rule 11 of the rules of procedure of the functional ~om&sssi~ons o&the 

-%conomic sndSocial~Coun~Zilanb mruie F(d) of the rules governing payment of 
travel expenses and subsistenae allowances . . . shall be waived". The 
Comittee also points out that the Population Commission will meet in 1993 and 
1995r thus its meeting in 1994 will only be as the Preparatory Committee. 
Since in the above-mentioned resolution, the Economic and Social Council 
waived ths payment of travel an& subsistence alloxanaes to me&era of 
preparatory commf+teea, the Committee is of the opgnion that tha provision for 
trmfel of Population Camdosion msmbsrs should not be rsquited. 

de of the vv. For- , 
(A/46/7), pars. 13.4. ' 

21 Ibid., para. 13.3. 
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DOCUMENT A/46/7/Add.‘l* 

Eighth report 

Administrative and financial implications of the decisions 
and reCOnWeBdations contained in the report of thg 

International Civil Service Commission 

[Original: English] 

[29 November 19911 

1. The Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions has 
considered the statement submitted by the Secretary-General (A/C.5/46/33) on 
the administrative and financial implications of the recommendations and 
decisions contained in the report of the International Civil Service 
Commission (ICSC). &/ During its review of the statement, the Advisory 
Committee met with representatives of the Secretary-General, who provided 
additional information. 

2. As indicated by the Secretary-General in paragraph 1 of his statement, 
the decisions and recommendations of the Commission that would entail 
financial implications for the biennium 1990-1991 and the biennium 1992-1993 
relate to the following issues: 

(a) Comprehensive review of pensionable remuneration for the General 
Service and related categories of staff; 

(b) Remuneration of the Professional end higher categories of staff: 
base/floor salary scale; 

do)- vlsvieor of conditionscfaervice of assistant 
secretaries-general and under-secretaries-general) 

(d) Remuneration of the General Service and related categories of staff. 

3. As can be seen from the table following paragraph l8 of the 
Secretary-General's statement, the financial implications for the United 
Nations ragular budget, as a reeult of iinplemeatat* ef the dechioa6 ad 
recoamrendstio~ts of ICSC, are estimeted at Sl,225,600 for 1992 end $1,605,010 
for 1993. In addition, as indicated in the footnotes to that table, net 
finencial implications of $4,166,650 are estimated for 19918 this relates to 
remuneration of the General Service end related categories of staff. 

4. The Advisory Committee notes that, with regard to the comprehensive 
review of pensionable remuneration for the General Service and related 
categories, no financial implications have been presented by tbe Commission in 
relation to its recommendation for a revised staff assessment scale. 

* Incorporating document A/46/7/Add.'I/Corr.l of 2 December 1991. 
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5. Paragraphs 5 to 7 of the Secretary-Geuaral's statement deal with the 
financial implications resulting from the establishment of a base/floor salary 
scale, approved by the General Assembly in its resolution 44/198 of 
21 December 1989. As noted in paragraph 5, that scale was part of an 
integrated package in which negative classes of post adjustment were 
eliminated; it is used also to calculate payments under the new mobility and 
hardship scheme, as well as separation payments. 

6. Because of salary increases in the comparator civil service, the Advisory 
Committee notes from paragraph 6 of the Secretary-General's statement that the 
Commission has recommended an increase of 8.6 per cent, effective 
1 March 1992. in the current base/floor salary scale through the consolidation 
of classes of post adjustment. The costs to the United Nations regular budget 
would amount to $1,088,160 for 1992 and $1,305,780 for 1993; as showa in 
paragraph 18 of the statemept, most of that amount relates to anticipated 
payments under the mobility/hardship matrix. 

7. In this connection, the Advisory Committee recalls that, in it* 
resolution 45/241 of 21 December 1990. the General Assembly reiterated "its 
request to the International Civil Service Commission to report to the General 
Assembly at its forty-seventh session on the operation of the mobility and 
hardship allowance an& in particular , on the evolution of the mobility and 
hardship allowance in reference to equivalent allowances granted by tbe 
comparator and in relation to the base/floor salary itself". The Committee 
was informed by representatives of the Secretary-General that ICSC would be 
making a study in 1992 of the mooility and hardship allowance and its 
comparability to equivalent allowances granted by the comparator. 

8. As stated in paragraph 7 of the Secretary-General's statement, the 
implementation of the recommendation meationed in paragraph 6 above would also. 
necessitate an increase of 66,391,OOO for 2992 under section 36 (Staff 
assessment) of the proposed programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993, to be 
offset by an increase in the same Fount nru¶er income section 1 [Income from 
staff assessment). The comparable figure for 1993 would be $7,669,000. 

9. The Advisory Committee sought clarification as to why an increase in 
costs of $1,088,160 in 1992 resulted in an increase of $6,391,000 in staff 
assessment in 1992, that is, the increase in staff a6sessment appears 
~ispropottiuaately high. The Cemmittes was inforaed t&at, -as a in 
paragraph 1% of tlm Secretary-Gsneral~s 8tatemsnL tha ~increacra af ~088,160 
fn 1992 related only to those staff affected By aegstiw3 pbst si&justmnt, the 
mability/hardshipmatrix andthe separationscale. On theother head, the 
smount of $6,391,000 in staff assessment in 1992 has been calculate8 in 
relation ta the base salary changes in teepect of all staff in the 
Professional end higher categories. In other words, the consolidation of 
classes of post adjustment (8.6 per cent) into the base salary with a 
corresponding decrease in the amount of post adjustment paid affects all staff 
in the Professional and higher categories. 

10. The comprehensive -review of conditions of service of assistant 
secretaries-generai and under-secretaries-general is discussed in paragraphs 8 
to 15 of the Secretary-General's statementt the Commission~s recommendations 
in this regard relate to three itemsz revised housing arrangements, 
representation allowances and net remuneration. No financial implications for 
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these were given by ICSCt as stated in paragraph 15 of the statement, the 
United Nations has estimated the.costs to the regular budget in respect of 
revised housing arrangements and representation allowances. With regard to 
the latter. the Advisory Committee note6 that, as stated in its report 
(document A/46/1/Add.S below), the Secretary-General intends to conduct a more 
comprehensive review of representation allowances. honorariums, and related 
matter6 and to submit a report to the General A66embly at its forty-seventh 
Session; COnSeqUSntly, financial implication6 for the biennium 1992-1993 for 
representation allowances would not arise at this stage. 

11. The Advisory Committee notes from paragraph 12 of the Secretary-General'6 
statement that the Commission has reiterated its recommendation made in 19YO 
concerning revised housing arrangements for staff at the assistant 
secretary-general and under-secretary-general and equivalent levels3 should 
the General ASSembly approve that recommendation, the cost to the United 
Nation6 regular budget has been estimated at $317,000 in 1992 and $383,000 in 
1993, a6 shown in paragraph 15 of the Secretary-General's statement. 

12. As stated in paragraph 9 of the Secretary-General'6 statement, ICSC has 
recommended an increase in net remWI6ratiOn for staff at the assistant 
secretary-general and under-secretary-general level6 in a range of 7 to 
11 per cent. Although the Commission further recommended that the specific 
amount of the increase should be determined by the Gsneral Assembly in the . 
light of such recommendations as the Secretary-General might wish to make, the 
Advisory Cormnittee notes that no specific proposal has been submitted by the 
Secretary-General. 

13. In this COBneCtioBLI the Advisory Committee believe6 that smong the 
COBSideratiOBS to be taken into account when deciding this issue is the 
relative ratio of average net remuneration of United Nations officials fo 
New.York and United States officials in Washington by equivalent grades, as 
shovn in annex II to the report of ICSC. A/ The ratio8 range from 1.68 for 
E-I~dficiala~Q~llZdfol: n-2offiQi&ls$ as dmwn in the +alh in ~~~ ~~ 
paragraph 10 of the statement by the Secretary-General, the corresponding 
ratios for officials at the under-secretary-general and assistant 
secretary-general levels are 1.12 and 1.09 respectively. 

14. The Advisory Committee also pointe out that staff in the Professional 
category an6 above in Hew York are due to receive a 3.9 per cent increase in 
net remunsratien ae a result of 8 ckange in post adjuetmmt multiplidri a6 at 
1 Uovemher 1991r the general Aesambly may wish to take this factor into 
account when considering the recommendation of ICSC referred to in Paragraph 9 
of the Secretary-General's statement. 

lb. As discussed in paragraphs 16 and 17 of the Secretary-General’s 
statement, the finaBaia1 implicationr of implementing the C~ID~~~SS~~B'S 
reCO6nIIeBdatiOBS resUltiBg from it8 survey Of the best prevailing conditions Of 
service of staff in the General Service and related categories at Geneva are 
estimated at 84.3 million for the United Nationr regular budget in 1991; 
implementation of the Co666irsion's recommendation6 resulting from it6 rttrvey 
of the be6t prevailing Condition6 Of 8etviCe at VieBBa ba6 resulted iB SaViBgS 

in 1991 of $169,350, with additional navings projected for the biennium 
1992-1993. 
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16. It is indicated in paragraph 19 of the Secretary-General's statement 
that, as in the past, *'it. is intended to deal with the impact of the 
recommendations of ICSC . . . in the first programme budget performance report 
for the biennium 1992-1993". The Advisory Committee notes that this statement 
refers to the increases related to the biennium 1992-1993: the net 
implications of $4,166,650 (see pare. 3 above) for 1991 will be dealt with in 
the context of the final performance report on the programme budget for the 
biennium 1990-1991 (A/C.5/46/46 and Corr.1). 

A/ pff TRecoBsim 1 
(A146:30),f~~l. I. 

-six , 
Sunnlement No. 3Q 
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DOCUMENT A/46/7/Add.0 

Ninth report 

klooorariums DEWable to members of otaans and subsidiary 
praans of the United Nations - Reoresentation allowance8 
for under-secretaries-aeneral ana assistant 

secretaries-aener& 

[Original: English] 

127 November 19911 

1. In documents A/C.5146112 and A/C.5/4~/32 and Corr.1, the 
Secretary-General has submitted reports concerning honorariums payable to 
members of organs and subsidiary organs of the United Nations and 
representation allowances for under-secretaries-general aa assistant 
secretaries-general, respectively. 

2. Notwithstanding these reports, the Advisory Committee on Administrative 
and Budgetary Questions has been informed of the Secretary-General's intention 
to conduct a more comprehensive review of these matters , as well as the issuee 
raised in paragraphs 67 and 85 of the Advisory Committee's first report on the 
proposed programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993, 11 and to report thereon 
to tk?, General Assembly at its forty-seventh session. In this connectioab the 
Cosnnittee had an exchange of views with representatives of the 
Secretary-General concerning some of the aspects to be covered by the report. 

3. In the ciraumstanoes, the Advisory Committee will not comment on the 
proposals contained in the current reports of the Secretary-General and it 
recommends that the General Assembly defer these matters until its 
fdrty-s@v&nth session. 

1 Records of the be-v. For- * 
(~14617). 
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DOCUMENT A/46/7/Add.9 

Tenth report 

Administrative and financial arrancements reaard'na the . ppfntetoDruQ n trol 

[Original: English] 

[27 November 19911 

1. In paragraph 14 of its resolution 45/179 of 21 December 1990. on the 
enhancement of the United Nations structure for drug abuse control, the 
General Assembly requested the Secretary-General to submit to it. at its 
forty-sixth session, a report on measures taken to implement that resolution. 
The Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions has 
considered the report of the Secretary-General (A/46/480) snbmitted in 
response to the request of the Assembly. The Advisory Committee has also 
considered the report of the Secretary-General (A/C.5/46/23) containing the 
proposed administrative and financial arrangementa for the United Nations 
International Drug Control Programme. 

2. During the course of its consideration of the reports mentioned above, 
the Advisory Committee met with the Executive Director of the Prograuune, as 
well as with other representatives of the Secretary-General. 

3. The Advisory Committee recalls that. in paragraph 3 of its 
resolution 451179, the General Assembly requested the Secretary-General "to 
areate a single drug control programme" and @*to integrate fully thereiil the 
structures and functions" of the existing programmes and entities within the 
system "with the objective of enhancing theffectiveess and efficiency of 
the Uniteddtations Btructure for drug abuse control". The Committee motes 
that, PurSuEint to the request of the Assenrblyr the Division of Uarcotic Drugs 
of the Secretariat, the secretariat of the International Baravrica Control 
Board and the United Bations Fund for Drug Abuse Control ware intsgrated to 
form the United Batioas International Drug Control Programme. 

4. Ih paragraph 7 of its resolution 451179, the General Amssably reqtlaafsd 
the Cammisriun on Sarectic Drugs, at its thirty-fourth regular ueasiom, to 
consider ways and smans of improving its functioning as a policy-making body 
and to submit its recommendations to the Economic and Social Council at its 
first regular session of 1991. ;he Council in ite resolution 1991/38 of 
21 June 1991 called upon the Cosxniaaion to give policy guidance to tba now 
United Bations International Drug Control Prograarme. based at Vienna, and to 
monitor its activities. From this the Secre,$ary-General has inferred that the 
Coannission would be empowered to provide legislative overview and guidance to 
811 of the Programe’a activities (see A/46/480. para. 10, and AX.5146123, 
para. 2). Uevertheleaa, it is still not clear whather the Coraniasion ia 
ampowered to approve the operatf-n u al prograiiiiw and 'sha adfaiiistrative budget 
of the Programam aad ensure their implementation. 8hoold the General Asse&ly 
decide ao, tha Advisory CosWttee would, as a conseq~enco~ report on the Fund 
of the Prograsmm to ths Commiaaion on uarcotic Drugs. 
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5. In paragraph 5 of its resolution 45/179, the General Assembly invited the 
Secretary-General to structure the Programme along the following lines: 
(a) treaty implementation (b) policy implementation and research and 
(c) operational activities. The integrated organisational structure is 
outlined in paragraphs 15 to 24 of the report of the Secretary-General 
(A/46/460) and the Advisory Comnittee received additional information together 
with an organizational chart. In addition to the Office of the Executive 
Director, it is intended to establish the following divisions, offices and 
units: 

(a) Treaty Implementation and Legal Division; 

(b) Division for Operational Activities; 

(c) Technical Services Division; 

(d) Inter-,orgarisation Cooperation Division; 

(e) Policy Planning and Evaluation Office; 

(f) Information Resources Management Service; 

(g) Service for External Relations and Public Information: 

(h) Programme Support Service; 

(i) Secretariat of the International Narcotics Control Board. 

6. The structure would be further subdivided into additional offices and * 
units as follows: 

(a) Personnel; 

(b) Budget, Finance and General Services; 

(c) Information bfaaagement Unitt 

(d) Information Systems Offi& 

(a) External Relations and Bon-Governmental Organisation Unit; 

(f) Public Information Unit. 

These units and offices are further divided into about 15 sub-units and as 
many field offices. 

7. Taking into account the sise of the Programme, the Advisory Committee 
believes that the organisational structure propose8 in the report is too 
unrealistic. Believing as it does that the emphasis of resource utilisation 
should be on substantive rather thm en e&!fairtrative tctivitics, th6 

Comittee recommends that the proposed administrative structure be reviewed * 
and rationalised by the Secretary-General by, m, a merger of some 
units and offices, which would result in the release of additional resources 
for prograxunes. The combination of the proposed Information Management Unit 
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with the Information Systems Office and the External Relations and 
Non-Governmental Organisation Unit with the Public Information Unit could be 
two cases in point. 

8. The Advisory Committee recalls that in paragraph 4 of its 
resolution 45/179, the General Assembly invited the Secretary-General "to 
appoint a senior official at the level of Under-Secretary-General, who will 
execute the integration process and head the new integrated Programme starting 
from 1 January 1991 with the exclusive responsibility for coordinating and 
providing effective leadership for all United Nations drug control 
activities". Accordingly, the Secretary-General appointed an Executive 
Director who assumed office on 1 March 1991, and the Administrative Committee 
on Coordination decided to admit him to participate fully in its work 
(Administrative Committee on Coordination decision 1991115 of 19 April 1991). 

9. The Advisory Committee believes that although integration of the drug 
contra structures has taken place as required by General Assembly resolution 
45/179 and a senior official with the exclusive responsibility for 
coordinating and providing effective leadership for all United Nations drug 
control activities has been appointed, the implications of the additional 
measures proposed by the Secretary-General in his report are not quite clear. 
For example, the Secretary-General states in paragraph 8 of his report 
(A/46/480) that through appropriate arrangements of delegation of authority, 
tbe Executive Director will have the latitude and control that are necessary 
over the personnel and financial resources of the Programme. 

10. Since the issuance of that report, ths Third Committee, at its 
47th meeting of the forty-sixth session of the General Assembly, recommended 
the adoption by the Assembly of the draft resolution contained in document 
A/C.3/46/L.33. Paragraph 3 of the draft resolution emphasises %be need for 
the Rxecutive Director of the United Nations International Drug Control 
Programme to have the necessary degree of managerial flexibi_l_ity tod$acharqe 
effectively and expeditiously the functions of the Progrmme under the terms 
of United Nation8 treaties and resolutions relatinq to international drug 
control, while recognising that the Programme is now a part of the United 
Rations Secretariat". 

11. In the @nion of the Advisory Committoe, whether the arrangement8 
described h the reperts of the Secretrrry-General are in fact meweasy to 
achieve manager&l fleaibility is c+psn to qwation aml ths General Aammblp 
may wish to qive further guidance in this rear& On&r the afraums~s, 
the Committee is unable to endorse or pronounce itself on the peraoaael 
arrangements outlined in document NC.6/46/23, particularly in parsgraphe 12 
to 14 thereof. Nowever, tha Committee rtrongly believes that in the 
application of United Nations procedures for appoinmat and promotion, care 
should be taRen to ensure that there is no overlap or fraqmentation of these 
procedures. 

12. In considering tbe Secretary-Gsneral'r proposal in paraqrapb 18 of 
&cumcnt A/C.5/46/23, namely, aoahverrion of the Executive Director.8 post from 
a temporary port to an established one, tha Advirory Committee recalls the 
'comments it made in paragraph 10 of its twelfth report on the programme budget 
for the biennivm 1990-1993. I/ that ‘ktrict observance of general Assembly 
resolution 41/213 of 19 December 1986 would require that the appointment of 
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such a senior official should be accommodated within the existing number of 
posts at that level". The Committee reiterates that position at this time, 
with particular reference to ensuring a rational staffing and administrative 
structure for the United Nations activities at Vienna (see also General 
Assembly resolution 4512413 B of 21 December 1990). 

13. The Advisory Committee recalls that in its consideration of the programme 
budget implications of General Assembly resolution S-17/2 of 23 February 1990, 
it had not objected to the establishment of 20 additional posts for drug 
control activities. The Committee has now been informed that many of these 
posts have not been filled to date. In view of this, the Committee does not 
believe that the four additional extrabudgetary posts mentioned in 
paragraph 19 of document A/C.5/46/23 need be created at this time. In any 
case the Committee will, in the near future, revert to this issue in the 
context of its consideration of the administrative and programme support costs 
budget of the United Nations International Drug Control Programme (see para. 4 
above). 

14. From paragraph 8 of document A/C.5/46/23 and the annex thereto, the 
Advisory Committee notes that the Secretary-General, in accordance with the 
Financial Regulations of the United Nations, intends to promulgate separate 
financial rules applicable to the Fund. In this connection, tbe Committee 
believes that care should be taken by the Secretary-General to ensure that the 
rules eventually promulgated by him are and will be kept consistent with the 
relevant General Assembly decisions, it being understood that where there is a 
conflict, the appropriate Assembly decision will apply. There will, 
therefore, be a need for the Secretary-General to review carefully the rules 
annexed to document A/C.5/46/23, in the light of such action as the Assembly 
may take at its current session. In addition, a number of suggestions were 
made in the Committee with regard to specific rules; these will be 
communicated to tbe Secretary-General. 

15. While the General Assembly need not take formal action with regard to the 
financial rules for the United Nations International Drug Control Progrsmme, 
as indicated in paragraph 7 of document AX.5146123, it is necessary for the 
Assembly to record its understanding with regard to the application of the 
Financial Regulations of the United Nations to the Psogrsmme, as indicated in 
paragraph 16 below. 

16. In this connection, the Advisory Committee believes that the General 
Assembly would need to establish the Fund of the United Rations International 
Drug Control Programme and to decide that it shall be adatiaistared in 
accordsnce with the Financial Rules of the Fund to be promulgated by the 
Secretary-General in accordance with the Financial Regulations of the United 
Nations. The General Assembly should also decide that, notwithstanding 
regulations 11.1 and 11.4 of the Financial Regulations of the United Uationa, 
the Executive Director of the Programme shall maintain the accounts of the 

Fund of the Programme and shall be responsible for submitting the accounts 
thereof, no later than 31 March following the end of the financial period, to 
the Board of Auditors, and for submitting financial reports to the Cosnniaaion 
on Narcotic Drugs (see para. 4 above) and to the General Assembly. 

A/ Gfficisl Records of the General Assemblv. Forty-fifth SesskR 
Syoolement NO. 7 and addendum (A/45/7 and Add.l-14, and A/45/7/Adcl.l5),* 
document A/45/7/Add.ll. 

, 
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DOCDMENT A/46/7/Add.i0 

Eleventh report 

proaranune budaet imnlication.9 of the Graft resolution 
pontained in docvunent A/46/L.l& 

(Agenda item 29)* 

[Original: English] 

[29 November 1991) 

1. The Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions has 
considered the statement of the Secretary-General (A/C.5/46/38), submitted in 
accordance with rule 153 of Vhe rules of procedure of the General Assembly, on 
the programme budget implications of the draft resolution contained in 
document A/46/L.13, relating to the situation in Afghanistan and its 
implications for international peace and security. 

2. On the basis of the assumptions outlined in paragraphs 4 to 16 of the 
statement, the Secretary-General estimates that an additional appropriation of 
$6,873,400 would be required for 1992 under section 2 (Good offices and 
peacemaking, peace-keeping: research and the collection of information) of the 
proposed programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993, with an additional 
appropriation of $369,400 under section 36 (Staff assessment), which would be 
offset by the same amount under income section 1 (Income from staff 
assessment). 

3. The Advisory Committee recalls that the Office of the Sectetqry-W&e_r_gl 
in Afghanistan and Pakistan (OSGAP) wasestablished and headed by the 
Secretary-General'e Personal Representative in the area, upou the cessation of 
the arrangements for the United Nations Good Offices Mission.in Afghanistan 
and Pakistan WNGOMAP). Subsequent to the relinquishment of his Post by the 
Coordinator for the United Nations Humanitarian and Boonomic Aaaiatance 
Programmer, relating to Afghadaten, the Secretary-General decided to aaaipa 
his P8raonal Representative te the vaaat post of Coordinator under t&e 
Afghaaiataa Emergency Trust Pund and aiao to appoht a8 Aiternate Parsonal 
Representative for OSGAP. While the Conrmittee doer notdiaagrea, atthia 
stage, with the propoaal to continue a post at the aaaiatant recretary-geaeral 
level to accommodate the Alternate Personal Representative, the Committee 
intends to keep the matter under review. 

4. The Advisory Comnittee notes that, in addition to the post at the 
asaistant secretary-general level mentioned above, the requirements include 
the provision for continuation through 1992 of the 32 post8 originally 
authorised for 1990 (1 D-l, 3 P-5, 1 P-4, 6 General Service (other level), 
8 Field **-t-e Md 13 lOC81 .I&" leV61) Ma th6 25 SdditiOMi pOSti dxmquently 

l The situation in Afghanistan and its implications for international 
peace and security. 
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authorised, comprising 1 General Service (other level), 3 Field Service and 
21 local level posts. which were added from 16 March 1990 with the concurrence 
of the Committee; there are also 10 military advisers. 

5. As indicated in the statement of the Secretary-General, it is proposed to 
provide two additional posts in 1992 (1 P-4 and 1 General Service (other 
level)). Notwithstanding the reasons given in the statement of programme 
budget implications, and seeing that there are at present a total of seven 
General Service posts in addition to 34 local level posts, the Advisory 
Committee is not convinced of the need for the proposed additional General 
Service post. 

6. With regard to the P-4 post of interpreter/translator, the Advisory 
Committee recalls that this proposal had also been made in the 
Secretary-General's previous statement of programme budget implications &/ and 
that the Committee had questioned the need for the post at that time. 
However, in view of the additional information provided in the 
Secretary-General's statement (A/C.5/46/36). as well as by the representatives 
of the Secretary-General, the Committee believes there is justification for 
establishing the post at this time. 

7. The Advisory Committee recalls that, at the time of the establishment of 
OSGAP, the Secretary-General had requested the host Governments to continue to 
bear the local operating cost of OSGAP, which is similar to their undertaking 
for UNGOMAP. During its consideration of the subject in May 1990, the 
Committee was informed by the representatives of the Secretary-General that 
the same support had not been provided for OSGAP as had been previously 
provided for DNGOMAP. However, the Committee is pleased to note that the 
Government of Afghanistan has continued to provide office premises at Kabul ' 
free of charge during 1991. The Committee trusts that this arrangement will 
continue in 1992 and that, pursuant to the Secretary-General's further 
negotiations with the host Governments , support in the form of local staff, 
includinq security staff, vehicles and premises.for OSGAP will be forthcoming. 

8. The Advisory Committee reiterates its belief that considerable savings 
could be realised in items of expenditure such as the rental of aircraft for 
whichestimates exceed considerably the costs inourred in the biennium 
19994991. fesuranee aoverage f6r the aircraft sliould alsc be considerably 
lower. The Condttee believes that significant economies can also be achieved 
with regard to the conrultancy setvices proposed in the statement. The 
Cewn-ittee requested the effect, in b!aaqetary terms, of the devaluation of the 
local cusremy refersetl to in pareqrsph 9 of the Secretary-General's 
statement. This information bee not been provide& however, the Committee 
believes that further economies may well be possible as a result. 

9. On the basis of the considerations mentioned above, the Advisory 
Cennnittee reoommends the reduction of the Secretary-General's estimate from 
$6,673,400 to $6.6 million for 1992. Accordingly, the Committee recmnbs 
that the Pfftb Connnittee inform the General Assembly that, should it adapt 
draft resolution AI46IL.13, there will be a need to appropriate an additional 
amount of $6.6 million for 1992 under section 2 of the proposed proqreuane 
budget for tbe biennium 1992-1993s furthernmre, in accordance with the 
provisions of General Aslrembly resolution 411213 of 19 December 1966, these 
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additional requirements should be provided without recourse to the contingency 
tUnd. In addition, there would be a need to appropriate an amount of $359,700 
under section 36, to be offset by the same amount under income sectiun 1. 

11 A/C.5/45/25 and Corr.1. 
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DOCUMBBT A/46/7/Add.l1 

Twelfth report 

Proaramme budaet imolications of the draft resolutions 
Bubmitted bv the First Committee in the following 
documents: A/46/671 (draft resolution A). A/46/673 
(draft resolution G). A/46/674 (draft resolution C) 

and A/46/678 (draft reeolut&& 

(Agenda items 58, 60 (b), 61 (f) and 65)e 

[Original: English] 

[5 December 19911 

1. The Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions has 
considered four statements of programme budget implications concerning 
disarmament matters submitted by the Secretary-General in accordance with 
rule 153 of the rules of procedure of the General Assembly (A/C.5/46/40, 
AX.5146142, A/C.5/46/43 and A/C.5/46/44). During its consideration of these 
statements, the Advisory Committee met with representatives of the 
Secretary-General who provided additional information. 

[itern+58,. 
Implementation of the Declaration on the Denuclearisation of Africa 

General and complete disarmament: international arms transfers 
[item 60 (b)l. 

Review and implementation of the Concluding Documsnt oi the I!welfth 
Speaial Session of the General Assembly: United Uatfons Begioarl Ceatre for 
Peace and Disarmsment in Africa, Unite8 Bations Regional Centre for Peace and 
Disarmament in Asia and the Oacific and United Bations Regional Centre fOt 
Peace, Disarmament and Development in Latin America and the Caribbean 
[item 61 (f)]. 

. 
Implementation of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace 

[item 651. 
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2. The financial implications of the draft resolutions to which the 
Secretary-General's statements relate can be summarised as follows: 

Secretary-General's 
statement Draft resolution 

-- 
Non-conference 

servicing 
Conference 
servicing 

(US dollars) 

A/C. 5146140 A/46/676, para. 8. 
draft resolution 

10 300 a/ 653 600 81 

A/C.5146142 A/46/671, para. 12, 
draft resolution A 

55 300 

AK.5146143 A;46/674, para. 20, 
draft resolution C 

600 000 

A/C.5/46/44 A/46/673, para. 46, 
draft resolution G 

318 500 326 200 h/ 

Total 984 100 1 179 800 

a/ To be absorbed within the overall level of resources under section 3 
(Political and Security Council affairs) of the proposed programme budget for 
the biennium 1992-1993. 

w To be covered by the provision for conference servicing in the 
proposed programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993. 

3. ~~~~Tho Advisory Committee notes that in view ofthe-provisionmade-in the 
proposed progremme budget to cover not only meetings which had already been 
programed but also those that would be subsequently authorixed, no additional 
appropriation is requested under section 32 (Conference services) of tha 
proposed programme budget to cover the conference-servicing requirements, 
estimated at &179,kMW ralated to the draft realutiona. 

4. The fineneiei ir~lioatioas of the four draft resolutions anmat to 
$984,lW for non-conference-ServIcfag aCtiVitieS; as indicated abow, the 

Secretary-General estimates that only $10,300. related to the draft resolution 
submitted in document A/46/676. paragraph 6, could be absorbed within the 
provisions in the proposed progrwme budget. Furthermore, notwithstanding the 
provisione of General Assembly resolution 411213 of 19 December 1966 and 
Aasambly resolution 421211 of 21 December 1967 regarding the desigaatioa of 

alternatives, the Advisory Committee notes that in respect of draft 
resolution C submitted in document A/46/674, paragraph 20 ($600,000) and draft 
resolution Q submitted in document A/46/673, paragraph 46 ($318,500) %o 
atcstfvitg he6 be&~ identified SOL t~mitiation, def@iiai, curtaiiment or 
modification under rection 5 [Disarmament1 of the proposed programs budget 
for the biennium 1992-1993" (see A/C.5/46/43, para. 10. aad A/C.5/46/44, 
para. 17). With regard to draft resolution A contained in document A/46/671, 
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paragraph 12, for which the financial implications total $55,300, the 
Secretary-General, in paragraph 13 of document A/C.5/46/42. indicates several 
low priority activities from which resources could be redeployed. 

5. The Advisory Committee regrsts that the approved procedure has not been 
followea in all cases: in this connection, it reiterates its previous 
observation: 

"The Committee strongly stresses the need for the Secretariat, when 
preparing statements of programme budget implications of draft 
resolutions ana decisions, not to abdicate its responsibility to provide, 
for consideration of intergovernmental bodies concerned, precise 
indications of alternatives in the event that total additional 
expenditures proposed exceed resources available witkin the contingency 
fund.** 11 

6. The draft resolution submitted in document A/46/676 and discussed in 
document A/C.5/46/40 relates to the United Nations Conference on the Indian 
Oceans as noted in paragraph 3 of document A/C.5/46/40, the proposed programme 
buaget includes provision "for substantive services for the Ad Hoc Committee 
on the Indian Ocean and preparation for and substantive servicing of the 
Conference". Additional costs of 810,300 for the travel of representatives of 
national liberation movements would arise: howaver, as indicated above, these 
costs would be absorbed. In response to inquiries, the Advisory Committee was 
informed that the amount of $10,300 relates to the travel of representatives 
from the African National Congress of South Africa and the Pan Africanist 
Congress of Azania. 

I. The financial implications of draft resolution A submitted in document . 
A/46/671, amount, as shown in paragraph 2 above, to $55,300; as stated in 
paragraph 4 of document A/C.5/46/42, this relates to the holding of a five-day 
meeting at Aaais Ababa of the Group of Experts designated by the United 
Nations in cooperation with the Organitation of African Unity. As shown in 
paragraph-9 of docum@nt~WC.5/46/42. kbe amount of $56,~300 aomprisesP6,900 
for temporary assistance for meetings 8na 648,400 in subetantive costs. In 
patagraph 10, the Secretary-General states that "it is not anticipated that. 
the cost of $55,300 . . . could be absorbed from within, the provisions unaer 
section 5 of the proposed programme budqet". 

8. The AdvLoty Committee notas from paragraph 5 of document A/C.5/46/42 
that interpreteta and translators would ba hired locally for this meeting. 
N0tdtbtanaing that statement, the Committee believes that the related cost 
of $6,900 should be financed undet section 32 of the proposed programme 
budget, the estimate of additional non-conference-servicing requirements 
attributable to araft resolution A submitted in document A/46/671 should 
therefore be revised to $40,400. 

9. Draft resolution C submitted in document A1461674 call8 for the 
administrative expenses of the United Nations Regional Centre for Peace and 
Disarmament in Africa, the United Nations Regional Centre for Peace and 
Disarmament iii Asia and the Pacific and the United Nations Regional Centre for 
Peace, Disarmament and Development in Latin America and the Caribbean to be 
financed from the regular budget. A breakdown of the estimated requirements 
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of $600,000 is provided in paragraph 6 of document A/C.5/46/43. The Advisory 
Committee notes that this is over and above the resources included in the 
proposed programme budget to cover the poets of the clirectora of the centres. 

10. The Advisory Committee has serious reservations regarding the 
recommendation of the First Committee on the financing of tile regional 
centres. The A&?iaory Committee recalls that in section VI of its resolution 
45/246 B of 21 December 1990, the General Assembly reaffirmed that "the Fifth 
Committee is the appropriate Main Committee of the General Assembly entrusted 
with responsibilities for administrative and budgetary matters"; it also 
reaffirmed the role of the Advisory Committee and expressed "its concern at 
the tendency of its substantive Committees end other intergovernmental bodies 
to involve themselves in administrative and budgetary matters”. 

11. Moreover the Advisory Cpmmittee believes that a decision, such as that 
taken by the First Committee , should have been preceded by a comprehensive 
report containing a full description of the centres' programmes of work, the 
related coats, and adequate justification for the amouut of administrative 
support that is being requeateu. The report would also have provided specific 
information, not only on the amount of voluntary contributions received but on 
the expenditures incurred by the centres. Such information, as well as a 
description of any administrative problems might have provide& at least a 
partial rationale for such a decision. The Committee also points out that 
unless sufficient voluntary contributions are received to finance substantive 
activities it is doubtful whether mere financing of the aUminiatrative 
expenses from the regular budget would in end of itself ensure the financial 
viability of the centres. 

12. In fact, the report submittea by the Secretary-General pursuant to 
General Assembly resolution 45159 E of 4 December 1990 (A/46/365) makes no 
such case for thaw financing of the administrative expenses. In this 
connection3r the Advisory Committee notes that although the report describes 
tbe activities of each centre no indication of the related coata is provided. 
In Wke sections entitled g%taffing -and finance’*, the Seoreta~-Gener~lPmm 
indicates the voluntary contributions which have been pledged or received for 
each centre since aubmisaion of his previous report; however, 00 data on the 
overall financial positions of :.ie centres have been provided. 

13. TM Secretary-General else ampbaaiaees that, Yander the terms of the 
General Asseutbfy resolutions establishing the Wee regioqal centre& the 
basis for their financing has heen existing resources and voltqtary 
aontrfbutionr from Member States an8 interested organisationa* (ibid.. 
para. 19). Bearing thle in mind, the Secretary-General, with reference to the 
regional centre in Africa, emphasises the importance of continued voluntary 
contributtonr "if the Centre's programme of work ia ta be maintained and 
increased, and in view of tba continuing financial crises facing the united 
lfations" (ibid.. pare. 20). 

14. Purtbermore, the Secretary-General states that "in accordance with the 
terms on which the regional Centre [in Latin America and the Caribbean] was 
estebliah+X? ais% isi View of the fismriciai crisis fadng ihe United Bafione, no 
reiources from the regular bu&get of the Organisation can be made available 
for the Centre'8 variour work progrsmes” (ibid., para. 441, hence the need 
for voluntary contributions. Similarly, the Secretary-General mekea en appeal 



for voluntary contributions to the regional centre in Asia and the Pacific 
(ibid., para. 54). Thus, far from requesting a change in the financing of the 
centres, the Secretary-General, in explicit terms, indicated that this was not 
an option. 

15. As stated above, the basis for the financing of the regional centres, as 
stipulated by the General Assembly was to be existing resources and voluntary 
contributions. Although in its resolution 441117 F of 15 December 1989 the 
Assembly requested the Secretary-General to establish the post of Director at 
each of the centres, to be funded from the regular budget, the Advisory 
Committee sees no reason to modify the underlying policy regarding the 
financing of the centres. The Committee also points out that, as shown in 
paragraph 6 of document A/C.5/46/43. the amount of $600,000 requested would 
provide, inter alig, for the salaries and common staff costs of 22 local level 
posts, thereby increasing the regular budget staffing table of the 
Organization. In this connection, the Committee also recalls 
recommendation 62 of the Group of High-level Intergovernmental Experts to 
Review the Efficiency of the Administrative and Financial Functioning of the 
United Nations 21 which states that "a serious effort should be made by the 
Secretary-General to discourage the present practice of transferring 
extrabudgetary posts to the regular budget.". 

16. The question also arises whether, in the event that voluntary funding of 
the centres' substantive activities falls short of expectations, financing of 
those activities under the regular budget will. in future, be requested. 
Should that occur, the Advisory Committee is convinced that other requests of 
a similar nature would be forthcoming. 

17. Without prejudice to its above observations, the Advisory Committee, 
recommends that should the General Assembly adopt draft resolution C submitted 
in document A/46/674, the Fifth Committee and the Advisory Committee, bearing 
in mind their respective responsibilities, would advise tha Assembly as to the 
actual level of administrative support which will "ensure the continuea 
financialviability of the centres". To that end, -the Advisory Committee also 
recommends that the Assembly request the Secretary-General to submit a 
detailed report to the Piftb Committee, providing, inter alia, a full 
disclosure of the financial aosition of each centre,,with supporting 
documentation, the proposed programme of work , 83ia a functional breakdown of 
all staff, whether administrative or operational. On the basic of this 
report, it mould be the Advisory Committee's intention to submit 
recommenaations asi to t&i level of a&kiaiStrathe resources to be funded ftom 
the regular budget, by means of either a subvention or otherwise. Pending 
receipt of that teport, the Advisory Committee recommends no change in the 
existing arrangements for the financing of the centres. 

18. As stated in paragraph 6 of document WC.5146144. should the General 
Assembly adopt ataft resolution G submitted in document A/46/673, “the 
Secretary-Genetal would establish snd maintain at the Department for 
Disarmament Affairs in New York a universal and non-discriminatory Register of 
Conventional Atms”t he would also establish a panel of governmental technical 
experts which would hold three 86sSfOBs it N6:6v Pork in i992. m0 related 
non-conference-servicing requirements smount to $318,500, comprising $258,500 
for the travel and subsistence allowance for 18 governmental technical 
experts, $49,200 for consultants (both actual consultancy services and the 
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travel and subsistence of consultants to attend the sessions of the experts) 
and $lO,sOO for three work-months of temporary assistance. 

19. In paragraph 14 of document A/C.5/46/44. the Secretary-General states 
that *'no provision has been made under section 5 of the proposed programme 
budget for the biennium 1992-1993 for the holding of meetings of the 
panel . ..I' and "it is not a&icipated that the cost of $318,500 . . . could be 
absorbed from within the appropriations proposed under section 5". In this 
connection, the Advisory Committee points out that in paragraph 5.22 of the 
proposed programme budget, under the heading of disarmament studies, the 
Secretary-General explains that a provision of $329,800 (at revised 1991 
rates) has been included in the proposed programme budget and distributed 
among the objects of expenditure of general temporary assistance, ad hoc 
expert groups, consultants and travel of staff in anticipation of disarmament 
studies which may be authorised by the Assembly in the biennium 1992-1993. 
However, the Committee notes that no such studies have as yet been authorised 
for the biennium to be covered by this provision. I 

20. In the circumstances, the Advisory Committee believes that the amount of 
$329,800 (at revised 1991 rates) can be appropriately used for this purpose; 
consequently no additional appropriation is needed. Furthermore, although the 
breakdown of the amount of $316,500 by object of expenditure does not dovetail 
exactly with the breakdown of the $329,800 in the proposed programme budget, 
the Committee, noting that the overall amount is sufficient, recommends that 
amounts be redeployed among the objects of expenditure as needed. 

21. Furthermore, in the opinion of the Advisory Committee, there is scope for 
economy, that is, the estimated smount of $316.500 is excessive. particularly 
the amount included for consultancy services. The Committee therefore expects 
that the activities will be administered judiciously with a view to achieving 
savings. In keeping with its previous observations in respect of disarmament 
studies, the Committee also believes that in future the structure for 
undertaking suah act&vitiss should be racollyfdare 6 particularly inrespect of 
the number of experts, the number of sessions convened, and the amount of 
consultancy services. 

22. The Advisory Committee points out that should requests for disarmament 
studies arise at the forty-seventh session of the Ganeral Assembly, the 
Secretary-General CBD submit the related requirements at that time. 

23. Bearing in mind its observations in the preceding paragraphs, the 
Advisory Committee recommends that the Fifth Committee inform the General 
Assembly that should it adopt the draft resolutions no additional requirements 
would be necessary in respact of draft resolution G submitted in document 
A/46/673, paragraph 46, and the draft resolution submitted in document 
A/46/676, paragraph 8; bowever , additional provisions in the amount of $48,400 
would be required in respect of draft resolution A submitted in document 
A/46/671, paragraph 12, under section 5 of the proposed programme budget for 
the biennium 1992-1993. Requirements in respect of draft resolution C 
submitted in document A/46/674, paragraph 20, are to be determined as 
indicated in paragraph 17 above. 
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24. The Advisory Committee notes that the additional requirements of $48,400 
will be dealt with in accordance with the guidelines for the operation and use 
of the continqency fund. Accordingly, such additional appropriations as may 
be requested by the Secretary-General will be considered in the context of a 
consolidated statement of programme budget implications and revised estimates 
to be submitted to the General Assembly at the end of its current session in 
accordance with Assembly resolution 42/211, annex, section C. paragraphs 5 
and 6 (see A/C.5/46/61 and Corr.1). 

11 See Qfficial Records of the General Assemblv. Fortv-fol 
Suoolement No. 7A (A/44/7/Add.l-6). document A/44/7/Add.l, para. 10 and ibid:, 

Session. mt No. 7 and addendum (A/45/7 and Add.l-14, and 
A/45/7/Add.15), document A/45/7/Add.& para. 9. 

21 Ibid., J'ortv-first Session. mt. No. 49 (A/41/49), para. 50. 
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DOCUMENT A/Q6/7/Ad&12 

Thirteenth report 

Status of technoloaical innovations in the United Nations; 
Status of telecommunications activities in the United 
Nations: Intearated manaaement information svstem proiect: 

Gotical disk storaue and retrieval svstem 

[Original: English] 

[6 December 19911 

1. The Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions has 
considered the reports of the Secretary-General relating to: 

(a) Status of technological innovations in the United Nations 
(A/12.5/46/1 aa Corr.1); 

(b) Status of telecommunications activities in the United Nations 
(A/C.5/46/5); 

(12) Integrated management information system project (AK.5146124); 

(a) Optical disk storage and retrieval system (A/C.5/46/26). 

During the ConSideratiOn of the above-mentioned questions, representatives of 
the Secretary-General provided additional information to the Advisory 
Committee. 

A. the tatus ef technoloaical inn0 vations in 
United Natiom 

2. The Advisory Committee recalls that the General Assembly requested in its 
resolution 451254 C of 21 December 1990 that an updated report on the status 
of technological innovations in the United Nations be submitted in the context 
of tha proposed programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993. The mport of 
the Secretary-General (AK.5/46/1 and Cotr.1) summarises developments in 
technological innovations during 1991. 

3. As stated in paragraph 3 of the report, the Secretariat has continued its 
efforts to place a computer on the desk of each ateff member (etcludimg trades 
and crafts and security staff). For example, the Committee notes that it is 
expected that 3,000 computers will have been installed at Headquartera, by the 
end of 1991, which represents an increase of 1,400 duriug the biennium 
1990-1991; the number of computers at Headquarters is expected to increase to 
4,000 in the biennium 1992-1993. 

.4* The Committee was not fully convinced of the need for one computer par 
staff member in view of the different tasks performed by departments and the 
wide range of functions of staff who may not always require a computer in 
their work assignments. The Committee notes that the General Assembly has not 
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set an implementation target for automation and cautions against the concept 
of one computer per staff member throughout the Secretariat. 

5. Upon inquiry, the Committee was informed that so far there are no 
criteria for the allocation of computers, which are provided to departments 
according to their requests. The Committee points out that there is a need 
for a systematic approach in the development of desktop technology with 
guidelines and criteria based on actual operational needs, taking into account 
the current status of office automation. The Committee therefore recommends 
that the Electronic Services Division develop a long-term strategy on 
automation based on the specific needs of each department according to the 
tasks to be performed to ensure a more rational distribution of desktop 
technology. 

6. As indicated in paragraph I of the report, the Electronic Services 
Division purchased a limited supply of laptop and notebook computers together 
with portable printers to support staff on mission, including peace-keeping 
operations, ana for conferences. The Committee notes that sizeable computer 
installations are planned for 1992 for the United Nations Conference on 
Environment and Development at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and the eighth session 
of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development at Cartagena de 
Indies, Colombia. The Committee trusts that such equipment will enable a 
smaller number of staff to meet conference requirements in a more timely 
manner and to perform in peace-keeping operations more effectively. 

7. Upon inquiry, the Committee was informed that tbe standard price for a 
class III microcomputer, including maintenance and printer. is $4,100 at 
1992-1993 rates. The Committee is of the view that the above budgeted emount 
is high in view of the declining market prices for computers and that 
computers of a good quality can be acquired commercially at lower cost, taking . 
into account their short life-span and the large-scale needs of the 
Organisation. 

B. 

6. The Advisory Committee recalls that in 1969 the Plenipotentiary 
Conference of the International Telecormaunication Union decided by 
resolution 50: 

"that the United Bations telecommunication network may carry the traffic 
of the specialise6 agencies which participate voluntarily on condition 
that tlae specialised agencies would pay for the telecommunications 
service based on the expenses of operating the service by the United 
Bations and tariffs, established by administrations within the framework 
of current regulations ana practices:" (See A/C.5/46/5, annex II.) 

The Committee welcomes the fact that the United Bations is taking the lead to 
set as a C~DIIR~S carrier f a t  t ! !  telec~r??liceticss =f the 8,vciali8d agsacf~ 
and the organ8, offices and programmes of the United Nations. The Comb&tee 
notes that a well-functioning service may result in significant savings to 
Member States in the long term. 
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9. The Committee was informed that the operational arrangements for 
implementation of the proposed global telecommunications network for the 
United Nations common system have not yet been worked out owing to a lack of 
information from the specialized agencies regarding their participation and 
requirements. The Committee notes that a questionnaire was sent to all United 
Nations agencies to assess existing traffic patterns for various 
telecommunications services and projected requirements8 however, the responses 
did not cover regional and field offices and the information relates to only 
21 locatiors with estimated telecommunications expenditures of $40.1 million 
system-wide (ibid.. annex I, table 3) while the total activities are estimated 
to amount to at least $100 million a year (ibid., pare. 44). 

10. Furthermore, a detailed breakdown of telecommunications expenditures per 
individual country is not available. The Committee further notes that table 4 
of document A/C.5/46/5. annex I , indicates 36 locations justifying United 
Nations common network nodes where there is heavy telecommunications trsffict 
this does not cover a large number of regional and field offices on which no 
information is available. As indicated in paragraph 50 of the 
Secretary-General's report (ibid.), during the period 1991-1992 a more 
thorough study would be conducted to assess the requirements of United Nations 
offices in the 36 locations referred to above and of all other offices not 
covered by previous surveys. 

11. Upon inquiry, the Committee was informed that in view of the lack of 
basic information and the uncertainty with regard to the scope of a global 
telecommunications network depending on traffic projections and usage by the 
agencies, the Electronic Services Division was at present not in a position to 
submit a detailed cost estimate for implementation of the projrct. The 
Committee notes that as a result, in terms of reliebility, quality aad 
cost-effectiveness it is not possible to compare the proposed United Datione 
global teleconnnunications network with existing national/corxnercial 
faoSlLt&es. The Corm&tee furthe~mntas that the3hitedNatione bn~ot 
received any commitments from UBer agencies end that the contractual relatiene 
with other users end the financing of the project are uncertaia. Bearing ia 
mind that the use of the United Nations telecommunications network ie em e 
voluntary basis, the standard financial arrangements therefore wed te & 
worked out with the specialised agencies based on their traffic projeetieae 
and usage. 

12. As stated in paragraph 53 of the Secretary-Geaeral*e report, *ir &m 
expected that the startup and recurrent costs associated witb the operatioae 
of the network will be financed from additional income frem use by speciali~ 
agencies*@. Upon inquiry, tbe Committee was informed that the project ma 
only be financed by agencies once the global telecommunications network ir 
fully operational. The Committee points out that as a result the Uaiw 
Nations first would have to pay the startup.costs which might be toiabur~~ by 
the agencies following operation of the expended United ltatione mtrork. 

13. fn view of what is stated above, the Committee believer that the 
operational arrangements for implementation Of a Cosnsoe carrier system need to 

'be further developed togsther with detailed cant estimates, in aloee 
consultation with the epecialfzed agencies. At such time ae the operatioml 
plan is clearly worked out and agreed to by the specialired agencies, a 
comprehensive proposal for expansion of the existing telecommunicationr 
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network should be submitted in a report to the General Assembly, including the 
implementation schedule, cost estimates and plan of financing. 

14. The report should also contain a cosr-benefit anaiysis, comparing the 
rates of national/commercial communication carriers with the current and 
proposed rates of the United Nations network for comparable service and 
maintenance lines. In this connection, the Committee recalls its 
recommendation in paragraph 33D.11 of its first report on the proposed 
programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993 L/ that "given developments in 
technology and the ckangos in rates charged by national/commercial carriers, 
the Committee trusts that the report [of the Secretary-General] will include 
an analysis of the merits of the United Nations maintaining or expanding its 
existing network". This information has not been provided in the current 
report of the Secretary-General and should be included in the next report. 

15. In the meantime, the Committee recalls that the estimate for section 33D 
(Office of General Services) of the proposed programme budget for the biennium 
1992-1993 includes provisions for telecommunications services as indicated in 
paragraph 33D.35 thereof. 21 namely the provision of telecommunications 
facilities to United Nations offices and to organisations within tho United 
Nations system and telecommunications support and network facilities to the 
Organisation. 

16. With regard to the proposed satellite earth station sub-network, the 
Committee notes from paragraph 16 of the Secretary-General's report 
(A/C.5/46/5) that four additional earth stations are planned. The Committee 
was informed that the project was intended to provide reliable, independent 
communication links in case of emergencies and for support of peace-keeping 
operations. Considerrng the i..igh average costs of one medium-scale earth * 
station of over $600,000 additional staffing requirements, the increasfing 
number of peace-keeping operations and thebudgetary constraints, the 
Committee reiterates its recommendation in paragraph 2.11 of its first report 
on the proposed prograwne budget for 1992-1993 A/ with regard to the 

Secretary-Generalyspropoaal forsetting up a satellite earth 6tatlon at 
Sawalpindi. Pakistan. 

17. The Committee feoi~Uu chat thu General Assembly, in its resokwion 42/217 
of 21 Decembef 1988# approved the implumuntation of phaue I of the hte$fated 

management information system (IMIS) project at a total wst not to exceed 
$28 million at 1988 rates. The third progress report of the Secretary-General 
on IMlS (WC.51461241 indicates the current status of the project, plans until 
1993 with estimated expenditures, and the implementation schedule. 

18. In this connection, the Committee points out that the content and 
language of tie third progress report on IMIS is highly technical with 
excessive use of jargon and that the terminology ia difficult to understand. 
The Committee therefore requests that the next progrem report on IWIS should 
be presented in a more comprehensible manneri including SsCifiC data ti 
tables on the implementation schedule and related costs. 
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19. The Committee notes that id1 potential IMIS users at Headquarters have 
accepted the external design of IMIS and expect improved operations in 
aaministration and management that would provide greater uniformity in the 
application of rules and procedures, expedite administrative actions aa 
enhance efficiency. The Committee was informed that the advantage of the new 
system for regional commissions and field offices would he their ability to 
process administrative actions in a more consistent manner and to improve 
coordination and communication with Headquarters; all offices would be given 
the same support as an integral part of the new system. 

20. The Committee notes that the developed software would be made available 
to other agencies and that no usage fee would be charged them; only costs 
incurted in making the system available would have to be reimbursed. Tbe 
Committee was informed that no fees are charged for the development of the 
system end that costs for direct expenditures such as printing and 
reproduction and per die& of United Nations officials would be reimbursed. In 
this regard, the Codnnittee encourages the Secretary-General to seek fair and 
reasonable reimbursement for actual costs incurred. 

21. The Committee welcomes the interest of agencies in the effective use of 
MIS, which will facilitate the development of common standards of accounting, 
enhance reporting and accountability and the presentation of financial 
statements pursuant to General Assembly resolution 44/183 of 19 December 1989 
and AssembXy resolution 451235 of 21 December 1990, as recommended by the 
Committee and the Board of Auditors (ibid., paras. 16 and 17). 

22 With regard to the implementation of IMIS, the Committee notes from 
paragraph 21 of the Secretary-General's report that the workflow analysis, 
internal design. progranrming, conversion an8 inSt8l~8tiOn Of the new system 
will be completed at Headquarters by the end of 19932 at offices away from 
Headquarters it will be completed during the first half of 1994, once the 
system is fully tested 8na operational at H88dquarters. 

~-23, Ths-ComL_ttes notes frcrmparagrapbuaf portth8tYitianot ~~~ 
possible at this stage to estimate whether a revision in the total cost of the 
project 8s approved by the General Assembly at its forty-third session will be 
required since the actual costs of several contracts will be known only in 
1992 8nd 1993, when the requests for proposals have been issued". 

24. The Committee notes that the estimated espendituree for IMIS will be 
tXd8W8d 8ld d tWpOrt Stlbdtt~d t0 #8 &+338r8i AWWlbly,~8t itsfo+ly-l%fenth 
session, upon receipt of inform8tien regardlag several contracta in 1992. 
Taking into account the continuad delay in the isiplememtatioa of the project 
since its inmptib and that the hahnoe us&r the regular budget carried 
forward to the biennium 1992-1993 is projecta to inereaee from $4.6 million 
to $6.1 million, the Coamittee sees no reason to change its recomen&tion in 
p8r8gr8ph 33A.7 of its first report on tha’proposed progremme budget for the 
biennium 1992-1993 &/ for an appropriation of $7 million from the regulat 
budget. 

25. As regards the origin8l proposal of 8 total 2,000 termin for 811 IMIS 
' usors 8t 811 duty stations, the Committee believes th8t 8 system8tic survey 

should be made desk-to-desk to determine the actual needs for O&e effective 
use of IMIS. 
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26. With regard to maintenance of the system, the Committee notes from 
paragraph 50 of the report that the related costs will be examined as part of 
the preparation for the proposed programme budget for the biennium 1994-1995 
and cannot be indicated at present. Upon inquiry, the Committee was informed 
that there is a warranty of one year on the purchase of all hardware and 
software. The Committee notes that the progress report should indicate 
clearly the order of magnitude of costs for maintenance of the project per 
year on a long-term basis. . 

27. The savings which are expected to at least partially offset the costs of 
IMIS are discussed in paragraphs 49 to 51 of the Secretary-General's report. 
The Committee notes that staff reductions in the administrative area were 
higher than the average staff reduction in the Secretariat during the 
retrenchment exercise in anticipation of the expected improvement of 
administrative processesr however, there is no indication in the report which 
specific systems have been cancelled and which processes and procedures have 
become redundant. Upon inquiry, the Committee was informed that staff 
reductions as a direct result of the implementation of IMIS could not be 
indicated. 

28. The Committee recalls that the General Assembly, in its resolution 
441200 C of 21 December 1989, requested the Secretary-General to submit a 
report to the General Assembly, at its forty-fifth session, indicating, 
inter ali& "the results obtained with the introduction of technological 
innovations, including cost-benefit analyses, utilisation capacity and 
budgeting and accounting practices". The Committee therefore expects the 
Secretary-General to indicate clearly in his next progress report the effects 
on productivity in those units which are particularly affected by IMIS and the 
systems and processes that have been made redundant. The Committee further 
requests that the number of posts that have been reduced in the various areas 
should be indicated a.9 well as new posts that will be required for other 
functions for IMIS users. 

29. So view of its observations in S&L 28~abovs, -the--Committee ~~ 
trusts that effective measures are being taken to ensure the early completion 
of the project, thus avoiding further increases in costs. The Committee 
expects that the substantial savings and the large number of benefits referred 
to in the second progress report of the Secretary-general 21 end the current 
report will be indicated in detail in the next report. 

0. w retrieval svstgm 

30. The Advisory Committee notes that implementation of phase I of the 
project has begun and that the system will be expanded during the bienaiunr 
1992-1993 to include additional Secretarirt and remote users at Beadquarters 
and Genevat further ezcpansion of the system to other conference centres, 
including Vienna and the regional commissions, is planned for the biennium 
1994-1995. The Committee was informed that the plans for empansion of the 
project to Vienna and the regional commissions have yet to be developed and 
ths costs to be determined. The Committee expresses its concern that the 
implementation of the project and the related costs are not known an8 erpects 
that a detailed implementation scbebule and cost estimates will be submitted 
upon completion of the project at Headquarters and Geneva in 1992. The 
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Committee also notes that little information was available on the 
telecommunications requirements and related costs which are an indispensable 
part of the remote use of this technology. 

31. The Committee notes from paragraph 4 of the Secretary-General's report 
(A/C.5/46/26) that 62 permanent missions to the United Nations responded to 
the questionnaire on data management and 52 indicated they use computers. 
However, it is not clear to the Committee whether all missions were contactad 
and whether adequate effort was made in this regard. The Committee was 
informed that the advantage of the project to permanent missions is limited: 
only 39 missions indicated that the optical disk could replace the 
distribution of documents and 12 missions considered the most important use to 
be as a source of text for the preparation of internal papers. Furthermore, 
the number of retrieval stations will be limited. The Committee was informed 
that use of retrieval stations requires the presence of an operator and that 
documents would be printed at the speed of one page per minute. In the 
circumstances, the CormLttee was not convinced that a large number of Member 
States would participate in the project in view of the limited cost benefits. 
However, the Committee recommends that the Secretary-General follow up with 
the permanent missions that have not yet responded to the survey. 

32. The Committee notes from paragraph 6 of the Secretary-General's report 
that the pace of expansion at Headquarters will be largely dependent upon the 
proposed implementation of a wiring and networking plan for the Headquarters 
complex of buildings. The Committee points out that the linkage with the 
wiring system is very important and that it should be carried out in such a 
way as to meet the needs of the Organisation for computer, telephone and 
telecommunications activities. The Committee further notes that close 
coordination between the various units dealing with telecommunications 
activities, the integrated management information system and the optical disk 
storage an8 retrieval system is essential to ensure cost-effective 
implementation of the projects and compatibility of the various technologies 
(see paras. 43 and 44 below). 

33. The Committee is of the view that there is a lack of aoordination in ths 
area of workstations which ar% being procured by each department. The 
Committee believes that there is a need for closer coordination in the planned 
establishment an8 upgrading of workstations. 

24. TheCommitteewasinformedthatthe installation ef%quipme&fcw ghaeo I 
of the grojeat will not be Completed until the eraQ of the first: garter-of 
1992. Taking this into account and its observations and recommendations in 
paragraphs 30 to 33 above, the Committee recommends that the Secretary-general 
submit to it a report on the implementation of phase I prior to undartakiag 
phase II (see paras. 41 and 42 below) and updated proposels for phase II. 
lJn&er the circwbtances, the Committee tieiterates its recomriendation in 
paragraph 32.15 of its first report on the &iroposetl progrsnnne buUget for ths 
biennium 1992-1993 A/ that the estimate of $1,381,000 for phase II (81,487,400 
at 1992-1993 rates) be rSdUCSd to $1 million in view of the considerable &elay 
in the completion of phase I of the project. 

35. The Committee notes from paragraph 19 cf the SecretaryGeneral*s report, 
that **it is also expected that the totaL number of users will increase to 
1,300 for the New York site and 606 for the Geneva site by the end of 1995. 
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Users from Vienna, Nairobi and the regional commissions will be accommodated 
through the upgraded United Nations telecoxmunications networks however, 
Vienna and some of other duty stations may require additional inputting 
workstations for documents produced at those locations". The Committee is of 
the view that the actual needs should be clearly determined on the basis of a 
desk-to-desk assessment in the relevant areas. 

36. As stated in paragraphs 20 and 23 of the report, the total expenditures 
for the biennium 1994-1995 are projected at $6.1 million and these relate only 
to the development costs for additional hardware and software necessary for 
users in the Department of Conference Services. The Committee notes from 
paragraph 22 of the report that the cost of upgrading an ordinary workstation 
is $5,000 and the full cost to acquire a station with maximum configuration is 
approximately SlO.000. The Committee further notes that the costs for 
facilities management in the biennium 1994-1995 are estimated to remain at the 
same level of S74U.000 while the maintenance costs will increase from 8226,900 
in the biennium 1992-1993 to $500,000 in the biennium 1994-1995. As stated in 
paragraph 21 of the report, the annual maintenance costs for the equipment are 
estimated to stabilise at about 10 per cent of acquisition costs and the 
annual cost of facilities management services at S372.000: ongoing costs for 
the system are estimated at about $1 million after 1995. 

37. The Committee was not convinced that the costs for facilities management 
would remain at the same level of $740,000 in the biennium 1994-1995 and 
decrease thereafter, taking into account the fact that the costs for rental of 
equipment in 1992-1993 were initially underestimated at $505,900 41 and that 
with the expansion of the project the facilities management costs usually 
increase. The Committee is also of the view that the estimated rate of annual 
maintenance costs at 10 per cent of the acquisition costs is low and normally 
does not stabilise on the long term, but rather increases through extensive . 
use of equipment over a number of years. Upon inquiry, the Committee was 
informed that the warranty for software is three months and for hardware one 
year and that the estimated maintenance coats are not part of the contract. 

38. The Committee expresses its serious concern that after expiration of the 
warranty the Organisation would have to rely on the contractor who may raise 
the maintenance coats substantially. Bearing in mind that the costs for 
maintaining the equipment are not fully known at present and that those costs 
may increase substantially after several years, the Committee recommen&s that 
the Secretary-General negetiete with the eentractor prior to the signature of 
the contract-to extend the warts&y period for the software and hardware ad 
to provide for 8 maximum level of maintenance costs on a long-term basis 
(long-term maintenance contract in excess of five yeare). The Committee 
wishes to be informed of the results of this negotiation. 

39. In view of its observations in paragraphs 36 and 37 dove, the Committee 
believes that the costs for full implementation and maintenance of the project 
may be substantially higher to cover all users effectively and to maintain 
this system at a high standard. At- the same time, the Committee notes that 
tho return nf investment from the project will be minor until 1995 and the 
loxig=tsrni bstefits -umsrtafn. 
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40. The Committee notes from the report that the project is essentially for 
conference services while it was initially planned for a large number of u5er5 
in various areas. The Committee points out the need for an organized 
assessmeut of the needs of all offices and the related costs. 

41. The Committee is of the view that the budgetary requirement8 should not 
necessarily be entirely met from the regular budget, taking into account the 
potential for use in other areas, including extrabudgetary activities and 
peace-keeping operations. Bearing in mind that the potential benefits of the 
project as currently envisaged are limited. the Committee cautions against the 
plaMed expansion of the project in the biennium 19961995 unless the benefits 
have been clearly demonstrated and the total costs are established. To this 
end, the Committee proposes a waiting period at the end of phase I in 1992 to 
reassess the benefits and costs of the project. 

42. The Committee therefore recommends approval of phase II of the project 
for the biennium 1992-1993 subject to submission of a detailed performance 
report on the completion of phase I in 1992 (see para. 34 above), and updated 
proposal5 of the Secretary-general for phase II which should indicate how the 
estimated costs could be shared with peace-keeping operations and other 
extrabv.dgetary activities. 

Conclusion 

43. The Committee notes that the extent of Coordination in design, 
procurement, implementation and operation of IMIS, the optical disk storage 
and retrieval system snd telecommunications activities is not indicated in the 
Secretary-GeAeral'S reports on the above projeots. The Conznitt6e points out 
that it is essential that all organizational units involved in the planning 
and operation of the above systems closely coordinate their activities and 
harmonise their existing and planned u8e of technologies in order to prevent 
future incompatibilities, given the major investment involved, 80 as to ensure 
thCiE Cffid8A~S4AdCOSt4ffC ctivaus8+TbeCommitteaaote8 that it is ~~~~~~~~~ 
therefore necessary to estpand and strengthen the coordinating and monitoring 
meohanism existing in the form of the Teobnological Innovations Board and it8 
subsidiary bodies, the Technological Innovation8 Board'8 Working Group at 
HebAquartere and the T8cbnologiaal Innev8tions Committees at Geneva, Vienna, 
WairoBf and at the regional commiesions. . 

44, In view of the close interrelation&rip between the projects relating to 
tb8 implementation of advanced technology in the United Wati0nh the Cosmittae 
recommends that the Secretary-General submit on8 compreh8n8ive report on the 
etstus of all technological project8 covering technological innovations in the 
United Watioas, teleoommunioations activities, tba intagratad wazmat 
information system and the optical disk storage and retrieval system, thu8 
making it more coherent and transparent. Tha Committee further reooztmendr 
tbst the report should also describe tb8 information technology strategy for 
tb8 Organisation on a long-term baeis. 
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Official Reco ds of the General Asuemblv. 
(A14615). 

Portv-8 ixth Red , 

21 Ibid., mlement No. 6 (A/46/6/Rev.l). vol. II. 

21 A/C.!i/46/20. 

Dfficial Records of the Ge era1 &wWlv. Wrw-tdxth sess.bz& 
(A/46/6/Rev.l), vol. II: table 32.14. 

, 
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DOCUMENT A/46/7/Add.13 

Fourteenth report 

R i . ev sea estimates unde section 6 (Specxal DditiCa& r 
auestions: reaional coooerationr trusteeshin and 
$ecolonizationl. section 36 (Staff assessment\ ana 

. 
xncome section 1 (Income from staff assessment) 

[Original: English] 

[5 December 19911 

1. The Advisory Committee'on Administrative and Budgetary Questions has 
considered the report of the Secretary-General (AN..5/46/39) in which. 
pursuant to a request of the Committee for Programme and Coordination, he 
submits revised estimates under section 6 (Special political questions: 
regional cooperation: trusteeship and decolonisation) of the proposed 
programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993. During its consideration of the 
report, the Advisory Committee received additional information from 
representatives of the Secretary-General. 

2. As stated in paragraph 5 of the Secretary-General's report, "the present 
report attempts to supplement the information proviaed in the proposea 
prograxxe budget for the biennium 1992-1993 on the activities carried out 
under the various subprograxmes by the Department for Special Political 
Questions, Regional Cooperation, Decolonisation and Trusteeship", with 
particular emphasis on the review requested by the General Assembly in its 
resolution 451240 B of 21 December 1990 of the activities of the Unit for 
Special Emergency Programxes. 

3. --The Department’s progrtuiuiie of work relate8 to three subprogramsesa 
Special political questions and regional cooperationt trusteeship and 
decoloniaationt and special emergency progrsmnes. Section II of the 
Secretary-General’s report (pares. lo-37), supported by annexes I to III, 
reviews the staff requirements under these aubprogramnes in the context of the 
activities that are carried out. Ln several instanoerr, the Seoretary-General 
cites was ubere activities or uerkload has inereaeed (e.g. paras. 12 
asd2G)t houeJvor,ae shownin aanexoa ZandEI, fnotber wee& deoreased 
output8 are projected for the bienniaus 1992-1993. The Secretary-Gexeral 
aoneludes, in paragraph 42 of his report, that on balance “there has been no 
significant decrease in the workload of tbe Department over tbe biennium 
1998-1989 and 1990-1991 under subprogrmme 1, Special politioal questions and 
regional cooperation, end subprogrannne 2, Trusteeship and decolonisation, of 
programne 4 [of the xediue-terx plan for the period 1992-1997]“. At tbe same 
time, he states that staff resources allocated to ulese two s,ubprogrames 
bvs, in fact, decreased over the same period. 

4, In the epinion of the Advisory Coxxittee, the increase iii aotivities in 
certain areas under the two above-xsntioned suhprogrammes is not drsxatic when 
viewed in relation to the number of available staff. Uoreover, ths Comnittee 
is of the view that the statistics provided in annexes I and II indicate that 
it would not be unreasonable to expect a higher delivery than what is shown, 
given the total staffing resources available. 
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5. The revised estimates for section 6 amount to G9.500,590. The following 
compares the revised total, broken down by programme, with the initial 
estimate: 

Estimate in 
Estimate in the proposed document 

Programne programme budget A/C.6/46/39 (Decrease) 

(Thousands of United States dollars at 
1992-1993 rates) 

Policy-making organs 750.1 750.1 

Executive diraction 
and management 1 272.8 1 161.8 (111.0) 

Programme of work 6 269.7 6 269.7 

Programme support 
services a 472.6 1 318.9 miiu) 

Total 9 P GsL!2) 

6. As showB above, tba revised estimates submitted in respect of Section 6 
are $264,900 (at 1992-1993 rates) lower than the initial estimates for this * 
section include8 by tba Secretary-Gcnaral in the proposed programme budget; . 
tb8 reduction relates to executive direction and management and progrcmune 
support. A8 discussed in paragraphs 46, 47, 51, and 52 of the 
~Secretary-GaBar8l's reporL tb8decreasad requirements are attributable to 
reductions under consultants, travel of staff, established posts (and common 
staff costs) and general temporary assistance. 

7. * The Advisory Conunittae notea from paragraph 46 of document WC.5146139 
that the r8ductioa in consultants ($72,900 at revised 1991 rates) is the 
result of a further review of the activities to be carried out und8r 
progr8me 4 (Special political questions, tro8t&Mhip and dacoloniisation). 
sixIC8, as noted %a paragraph 6.19 of the proposed programnu3 budget, resourc8s 
for coneultancy services for the Department 8s a whole are coosolidated under 
executive direction end management, the reduction is SbowB under that 
programme. 

8. A reduction of $29,800 (at revised 1991 rates) is proposed under travel 
of staff, as diocureed in paragraph 47 of document A/C.5/46/39. As noted 
therein, that am8uBt "is equivalent to the reduction proposed by ti8 Advisory 
Cotxnittee against the initial estimate”. 

9. A negative growth of $23,200 (at revised 1991 rates) is proposed under 
general temporary assistance , as stated in paragraph 62 Of document 
A/C.5/46/39; the balaoce of the total reduction is due to the proposed 
abolition of one P-2 post, as discussed in paragraph 51. The Advisory 
Committee does not object to the reductions under there objects of expenditure 
or to those diecusred in paragraphs I and 0 above. 4 
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10. The Secretary-General is also revising his proposal concerning the 
conversion of 12 temporary posts to established status, with no financial 
implications for the proposed programme budget. As indicated in paragraph 49 
of document A/C.5/46/39e the Secretary-General had proposed that all 12 posts 
be converted (see paras. 6.24, 6.29 and 6.32 of the proposed programme budget 
for the biennium 1992-1993 L/); however, he now proposes the conversion of 
5 posts only (1 P-4 and 4 General Service) under subprogramme 1 (Special 
political questions and regional cooperation). That request is justified as 
stated in paragraph 13 of document A/C.5/46/39 by reason of the continuing 
nature of the activities related to the posts. 

11. Despite that reasoning, the Advisory Committee recommends that the posts 
be maintained as temporary. In this connection, it points out that, 
notwithstanding the Secretary-General's statement that the overall reduction 
in workload under subprogrammes 1 and 2 (see para. 3 above) is not 
significant, the activities of the Trusteeship Council and the Special 
Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the 
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples 
have been decreasing for years; the Advisory Committee was informed that there 
have been significant savings against the appropriation for successive 
bienniums. That being the case, it may become necessary at some point to 
redeploy posts from subprogramme 2 to subprogramme 1. Accordingly. and taking 
into account the fact that all staff may not be fully occupied (ibid.), the 
Committee sees no reason to increase the permanent staffing table of the 
Department and thus give rise to a situation not unlike the present (see 
para. 14 below) where it will become necessary to place staff without 
functions. 

12. For the reasons provided in paragraphs 20 and 37 of document A/C.S146/39, 
the Secretary-General withdraws his proposal, made in the proposed programme 
budget, to redeploy a D-2 post from the Division for Decolonisation and 
Trusteeship -to -the -Unit 4?or Specialdnergenoy Srogramme& -3~ 4,hiaamaeotioab 
the Advisory Cosnnittee recalls that in paragraph 6.12 of its first report on 
the proposed programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993, 21 it had reiterated 
it8 view that it was not OOnViaCed that $hei fuWAon8 Of the Unit did not 
duplicate +Jlose activities falling trithia the mandate of other agencies that 
provide emergency relief. The Committae also indicated tbet when the 
Secretary-General*8 reViW of th9 Uait, aalled for in General Assembly 
resolution 451248 3, was made avaflable to ft, with propem justification for 
the activities as well as then staffing of the Unit, it would revert to the 
matter. 

13. The review has now been submitted in the context of the 
lecretary-General's revised estimates for section 6t as noted above, the 
Becretary-General now proposes that the D-2 post should be retained in the 
Division for Decoloniration and Trusteeship. IRotwithstanding tbe 
Oecretary-Genbral's assertion in paragraph 20 of decumeet A/C.S/46/39 that the 
implementation of General Assembly resolution 43147 of 22 Illovmber 1988 uwill 
have an impact on the Secretariat's workload in respect of tlm preparation of 
sdditional report&@, the Advirory Comnittee, on the basis of the statistics 
contained in annex II (see parar. 3 and 4 above), question8 whether the-post 
is essential in that Division. Under the circumntances, the Committee ir not 
in a position to make a further recommendation at this point with regard to 
this pout. The Committee believes that the functions of the post in the 
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Department should be reviewed by the Secretary-General and reported to the 
Assembly at its forty-seventh session. In this connection, the Committee 
understands that the post is currently vacant. Bearing in mind what is stated 
above, the Committee is of the view that the post should remain vacant, 
pending submission of the above-mentioned review and consideration thereof by 
the General Assembly. 

14. The Advisory Committee notes that, in keeping with its previous 
recommendation, 2/ no provision has been made under section 6 for the salary 
and common staff costs of the 12 remaining staff members from the Office of 
the United Nations Commissioner for Namibia who are still awaiting placement 
within the Secretariat. However, the Committee was informed that an amount of 
approximately $1.3 million will be reported in the context of the final 
performance report on the programme budget for the biennium 1990-1991 
(A/C.5/46/46 and Corr.1) in respect of such staff. The observations of the 
Committee in this regard will be submitted in the context of its report on the 
final performance report. However, at this time, it wishes to reiterate that, 
as provided for in staff regulation 1.2, staff members are suk‘sct *- the 
authority of the Secretary-General and to assignment by him ta. -y c\f the 
activities or offices of the United Nations. It thereforr, fo1a.w that 
Department heads, who are also subject to the same authority, should not 
refuse to accept qualified staff members seeking placement. Furthermore, in 
the opinion of the Committee, if such staff are in need of additional training 
available in the Organisation, it should be provided. In the view of the 
Committee, it is imperative that this problem be satisfactorily resolved in 
the near future. 

15. Searing in mind its observations in the preceding paragraphs, the 
Advisory Committee recommends approval of the reductions of $264,900 proposed 
by the Searetary-General against his initial estimate. In this connection, . 
the Committee notes that some of the proposed reductions (general temporary 
assistance and established posts) are new, while others dovetail (travel of 
staff) or 6x666& (6oiWult6rit6) the ~reiductionslecomMend6d~hy the CosiiDitt66 in 
paragraph 6.14 of its first report on the propoeed programme budget for the 
biennium 1992-1993. 21 The Committee also recalls that, a8 shorn in table 1 
at the end of chapter I of its first report, the recommendations on the 
estimates for the biennium 1992-1993 made by the Committee, as applied to 
seation 6, resulted in reductions totalling $4Sr300. That amount included the 
reduction of $32,260 (at 1992-1993 rates) under travel of staff. Accordinglyr 
the Committee reoomamnde that the revised estimates of $9,SOO,SOO propocled by 
the Secretary-General be reduced by $16,160 to $9,464,400. 

4s Of the v, Fortyx&&b Sesni6& 
(A/46/6/Rev.l), vol. I. 

21 Ibid., B Uo. f (A/46/7). 

. 21 Ibid., # lo. Z and addendum (A/45/7 
and Add.l-14, and A/45/7/Add.15), document A/45/7/M&2, para* 7. 
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DOCDMENT A/46/7/Add.14 

Fifteenth report 

Revised estimates under section 33F (Administration, 
Vienna) and income section 2 (General income) 

[Original: English] 

[9 December 19911 

1. The Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions has 
considered the report of the Secretary-General (A/C.5/46/36) in which he 
submits revised,estimates under section 33)" (Administration, Vienna) of the 
proposed programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993. During its 
consideration of the report, the Advisory Committee met with representatives 
of the Secretary-General. 

2. The Advisory Committee recalls that in the proposed programme budget, the 
Secretary-General stated that "no definite agreement has yet been reached with 
the international organisations at Vienna , either in the determination of the 
assignment of functions, or the appropriate share of all users in the cast of 
common and joint services” .and that *'concrete proposals will be submitted to 
the Assembly during the course of its forty-sixth session". 21 

3. In this connection, the Secretary-General states in paragraph 4 of his 
report WC.5/46/36) that *'no conclusive results EegarUing the allocation of 
common services among the Vienna-based organisations or the related 
cost-sharing arrangements have been attained to date"t in paragraph 5 he 
states that he "will finalise his position on the redistributian of 

responsibility for the various common services at Vienna end report to the 
General Assembly-in due course"! 

4. With regard to the question of joint services with the United Nations 
Industrial Development Organisation (UNLDO), the Sacretary-General proposes in 
paragraph 8 of his report "to establish separate and independent personnel, 
financial and general services at Vienna as of 1 Jaauary 1992”; however, as a 
transitioiial measure "it is also proposed ta retain joint arrangements with 
UDIDO in the areas of finance andgeneral sexvices Qurimg the first six months 
of 1992”. The revised estimates of $33,563,240 subdttadbytbe 
Secretary-General nn&er section 333 of the proposed programme budget reflect 
these proposals and include provisions for administrative strengthening 
related to the Secretary-General’s propoisal for separata Unite& Bations 
conference-services arrangements, discussed in his report on the question 
(A/C.5/46/30 and Add.1 and 2). 

5. As discussed in the Secretary-General's report (A/C.5/46/36), the 
establishment of separate personnel, financial and general services at Vienna 
would entail the establishment of 29 new ports (4 Professional and 25 General 
Servicej, the reclassification of 2 P-5 posts to the D-l level, as well as 
various redeployments. It would also require the establisbrnent of related 
computer systems in these areas and would give rise, m, to other 
connnon service requirements. 
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6. In the opinion of the Advisory Committee , these proposals warrant a 
careful ana detailed oxamination in order to ascertain whether all are in fact 
justified. Unfortunately+ the Committee has not been given the opportunity to 
make such a review at this session since the report of the Secretary-General 
was received only at the beginning of t'.wembwr, at a time when the pressure of 
work is intense. The Advisory Committ 3 sees no reason wby this report could 
not have been submitted by 15 October. 

7. In this connection, the Advisory Committee recalls its first report on 
the proposed programme budget for the biennium 1986-1987 wherein it noted that 

"The time of the Advisory Committee and of the Fifth Committee is 
increasingly devoted, during the latter part of a General Assembly 
session, to statements of programme budget implications and other matters 
arising out of the work of the Plenary and of the other Main Committees. 
As the end of the session nears, it therefore becomes increasingly 
difficult to give adequate attention to the many complicated matters of 
far-reaching importance that are raised in the various reports of the 
Secretary-General. 

"The Advisory Conxnittee set's no reason for the reports of tbe 
Secretary-General to be submittud to the General Assembly late in the 
session. The Committee expects that, starting with the fortieth session 
of the General Assembly, unless there are special circumstances, it will, 
by 1G October of each year, receive all reports which require its 
consideration, and which are not linked to draft resolutions recommended 
by the Main Committees or sponsored directly in Plenary". 11 

8. In the circumstances, and pending a more detailed review of the 
proposals, the Advisory Committee recommends that the estimate of $35,124,500 . 
which it recommended for section 33F in its first report on the proposed 
programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993 ;i/ be maintained. It would be the 
Committee's intentian to report to the General Assembly at its forty-seventh 
session on this matter. 

. Portv-sixth SesaLQgr 

21 Ibid., &&$eth m Uo. 7 (A/40/7), parae. 75 and 76. 

51 Ibid., Portv-s SUOQ&~~~@& No. 7 (A/46/7), para. 331.34. 
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DOCUMENT A/46/l/Add.l!i 

Sixteenth report 

&vised estimates under section 32D [Conference and 
librarv services, Vienna) 

[Original: English] 

(9 December 19911 

1. The Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions has 
considered the report of the Secretary-General (AfC.5/46/30 and Add.1 and 2) 
in which he submits revised estimates under section 32D (Conference and 
library services, Vienna) of the proposed programme budget for the biennium 
1992-1993. During its consideration of the report, the Advisory Committse met 
with representatives of the Secretary-General who provided additional 
information. 

2. As stated in paragraph 3 of document A/C.5/46/30, the report of the 
Secretary-General has been submitted pursuant to General Assembly resolution 
45/248 A of 21 December 1990. The Advisory Committee also recalls that in 
paragraph 32.36 of its first report on the proposed programme budget for the 
biennium 1992-1993, 11;/ it requested the Secretary-General to "report to the 
General Assembly at its forty-sixth session on the outcome of the 
consideration by IAEA [International Atomic Energy Agency] and UDIDO [United 
Nations Industrial Development Organisation] governing bodies of his proposal 
for a unified 13nited Nations/GNIDO conference service under the management of 
the United Nations and serving IAEA for interpretation only**. 

3. Also in paragraph 32.36 of its first report, the Advisory Committee 
xeqles~ the Secretary-General _to-'Ifnclude detaibd~non~the full 
cost of such a service and outline the advantages and disadvantages of this 
approach" and, "in the event that agreement has not been reached with IJDIDO on 
this service," to "present a proposal for a United Datione service with a full 
statement of financial implicatioas, thereby enabling tire Advisory Conaittee 
to make recommendations concerning the resources required under section 32 in 
respect- of conference and library services at Vienna". 

4. As stated in paragraph 6 of document A/C.5/46/30, IADA has accepted the 
proposals of the Secretary-General on interpretation services. On the other 
hand, as stated in paragraph 1 of the appendix to document AfC.5f46f2OfMIb.2, 
on 22 November 1991, the General Conference of VlDIDO adopted decision 
GC.4fDec.20, in which it &et a&& 

"Becommended to the General Assembly of the United Blations that it 
defer action affecting the status of the joint UNDO-United Sations 
conference services until the relevant organisations bad had an 
opportunity to study the detailed cost analysisH. 
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In the same decision, the General Conference 

"Requested the Director-General to continue consultations . . . on the 
most efficient and cost-effective conference-service arrangements at the 
Vienna International Centre and to report to the Industrial Development 
Board at its eleventh session on the conclusions of those consultations". 

The consultations are scheduled for June 1993. 

5. In this connection, the Advisory Committee also notes the statement in 
paragraph 16 of the appendix to document A/C.5/46/30/Add.2 that "MID0 is 
willing to continue. within any framework, consultations with the United 
Nations Office at Vienna on conference-servicing arrangements so that the 
governing bodies of the two organizations could arrive at a final decision on 
the United NatSons/UNIDO conference services in 1993". 

6. The Secretary-General, as requested (see para. 2 above). has submitted 
proposals for the establishment of a separate United Nations conference 
service and the consequential revised estimates for section 32D. As stated in 
paragraph 9 of document AX.5146130. given the time-frame, those estimates 
reflect the continuation of joint services in 1992 and the establishment of 
the United Nations service in 1993. 

7. At the same time, however, the Secretary-General reiterates in 
paragraph 10 of document A/C.5146130 that "a unified conference-service 
operation for the United Nations organisations at the Vienna International 
Centre under the auspices of the United Nations would provide the most 
effective, and ultimately the least costly, arrangernest’*. The 
Secretary-General also emphasises that UUIDO "has not expressed objection in 
principle to the est.aDlishment of a unified conferenoe service” but has 
recommended that any change in the present arrangements be examined in the 
light of the efficiency, economy and quality of services it would bring. That 
being the case, the Secretary-General proposes "to continu%~tbro~~hout~lPQt ti 
seek UUIDO agreement-to participate in a unified conference service 
administered by the United Rationsv. 

8. Beariug in mind the above considerations, the~A&visory Committee 
recommends that the current joint service arrangements continue for the year 
1992. In making this reaemmemdation, the Committee states its intention to 
submit to the General Assembly at its forty-savent% sedition bt8Oed 
observations aad recomxemda tfona 011 conference-rervice srr~nte at Vienns 
with due regard to the criteria of efficiency and ecamny, bearing in mind the 
contributions of Member States to both the United nations and UJUIDO. The 
Committee will rake into account aay developments that may result from further 
consultations emoaq the parties concerned. This course of action vouId permit 
the Aesembly to consider and take action on the Committee’s recomnendations~ 
the decision of the Aesembly will be kaewn by the time the Industrial 
Development Board takes a finsl decision in 1993 (see parss. 4 and 5 above), 

9. In the circumstances, the Advisory Coamnittee further recommends approval 
of the initiai estimate for conference and library services at Vienna as 
contained in the proposed programme budget, that is, $32,672.800. That amount 
included $6.7 million in resource growth (at reviseb 1991 rates), due, as 
reported by the Committee in paragraph 32.31 of its first report on the 
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proposed programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993, a/ largely to previous 
underbudgetiag. On the basis of expenditure data provided to it in respect of 
the bienniums 19fM-1999 and 1990-1991, the Committee does not object to this 
growth. 

10. In making the above recommendation, the Advisory Committee empbasises 
that the 1993 portion of the appropriation should be regarded as provisional; 
that is. requirements for 1993 and any related proposals for new posts will be 
discussed by the Committee in the context of its detailed review of 
conference-service arrangements at Vienna, and the recommendations it makes 
thereon. 

&/ Official Records of the General Assemblv, Fortv-sixth Sa , 
SuDDlement So. 7 (~14617). 
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DOCDMUT A/46/7/Ad8.16 

Seventeenth report 

pi 1 i r- i 
. Bq ll 

[Original, English] 

[I3 December 19911 

1. The Advisory Committee on Administrative and Buagetary Questions has 
considered tbe Secretary-General's report (A/C.5/46/64) on the establishment 
of the offices of the Secretary-General in the IIslamic Republic of Iran an6 
Iraq. Dnring its consideration of the report, the Advisory Committee met with 
representatives of the Secretary-General. 

2. The Advisory Committee recalls that, in Pebruary 1991, with the 
implement&ion of paragraphs 1 and 2 of Security Council resolution 598 (1987) 
of 20 July 1907, the Secretary-General concluded that the man&ate of the 
United Bations Iran-Iraq Military Observer Group (DNIIMOG) had ended, and 
pursuant to his other responsibilities unaer that resolution, proposed the 
establishment of civilian offices at Baghdad and Tehran and in a third country 
in the Region. In his letter of 28 February 1991 to the Secretary-General, I/ 
the Presiaent of the Security Council indicated that the members of the 
Council concurrea with the arrangements propose& Accordingly, the unitea 
Nations Offices of the Secretary-General in the Islamic Republic of Iran and 
Iraq (DBOSGI), each including three military observers, replaced the WBIIMOG ' 
operations at Tehran and Baghdad in March ana April 1991 respectively. 

3. On lA May 1991, ia a letter to tbe Secretary-General, the Advisory 
Committee concurred in the Secretary-General's proposal to enter-into 
coiitiiitG6nts up to $3 million through December 1991 in connection with the 
above-mentioned OPfices. In autborizing *he connnftment, however, the 
Cormnittee aid not pronounce itself on the mesa08 of financing that amount and 
rtated that that question should be decided by the .General Assembly at its 
forty-sixth session upon receipt of a report from the Secretary-General, which 
would, i&g.r aLFg, indicate the expeadituru perfomence up to that poiqt, as 
well aa such proposals as the Secretary-General might. wi6b to make for the 
continuation of UNOSGI beyond 31 December 1991. 

4. For reasons given in his report on tbe implementation of Security Council 
resolution 598 (1987), 21 the Secretary-General believes that the presence of 
uI?OSGI at Baghdaa ana Tehran will need to be continued through 1992. 

5. As stated in paragraph 7 of the report under consideration (A/C.5/46/64), 
and as detailed in annex I thereto, the estimated expenditure on UBOSGI for 
April to December 1991 will be 83,015,OOO. There requirements will be 
reflected in the final performance report on the prograsnne budget for the 
bisnniua 1990-I991 (A/C.6/46/46 and Corr.1). 
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6. On the basis of assumptions given in paragraphs 6 and 7 of the report, 
the Secretary-General estimates that net requirements in 1992 will amount to 
$4.410.400. Details of these requirements are shown in annex III to the 
report. 

7. In paragraph 10 of the report, the Secretary-General proposes financing 
the operation under section 2 (Good offices and peacemaking: peace-keeping; 
research and the collection of information) of the proposed programme budget 
for the biennium 1992-1993 with an additional appropriation of $4.410.400, 
together with an appropriation of $363,100 under section 36 (Staff 
assessment), to be offset by the same amount under income section 1 (Income 
from staff assessment). 

8. Proposed staffing requirements include the provision for continuation 
through 1992 of the 31 posts originally authorised for 1991, in addition to an 
increase of five posts (2 P-5, 1 P-4. and 2 local level). Details of proposed 
staffing are shown in annex II to the Secretary-General's report. 

9. In view of the information given orally by the representatives of the 
Secretary-General, the Advisory Committee does not object to the creation of a 
P-5 post in New York. However, with regard to the staffing requirements for 
the Office at Baghdad, the Committee is not convinced that the operational 
requirements of that Office warrant an additional P-5 post at this time. The 
Committee has no objection to the addition of a P-4 level post. With regard 
to the two new local level posts proposed, the Committee recommends that the 
requirement be met from redployment of local level staff available at the 
Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia at Baghdad. 

10. The Advisory Committee therefore recommends that should the General 
Assambly agree to regular budget financing of UNOSGI under section 2, 
requirements for 1991 amounting to $3,015,000 should be reflected in the final 
performance report on the programme budget for the biennium 1990-1991 and an 
additional amount of $4,170,100 be~appropriated under section 2 of the 
proposed programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993, together with an 
additional appropriation of 6325,400 under section 36, to be offset by the 
same amount under income section 1. The Committee further recommends that 
ehouLd this operation be financed in the manner proposed by the 
Secretary-General, the related requirements should be dealt with without 
recourse to the contingency fund. 

11. The Advisory Committee requests the Secretary-General to review the 
structure of UNOSGI with a view to determining whether their mandate could be 
achieved through a more streamlined structure , within the resources that are 
available to the united Nations, both at Headquarters and in the reqion. 

&I E(eeolutions and Oecisions of the WV Council. 1991, document 
S/222eo. 

21 S/23246. OfficialRecords of the Seceuncw 
Suoolemeat for October. November and mr 1991, document S/23246. 
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Jnternatipgal Comoutinu Centre: 1992 budaet estimatea 

1. At the 36th meeting of the Fifth Committee, the Chairman of the Advisory 
Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions said that the Advisory 
Committee had examined the budget estimates of the International Computing 
Centre for 1992 in accordance with section III of General Assembly resolution 
31/206 of 22 December 1976 and taking account of the additional information 
provided by the Director of the Centre. The 1992 budget estimates, based on 
an exchange rate of SwF 1.40 to the dollar and an inflation assumption of 
4.65 per cent, amounted to $13.053.600 as compared to $10.515.500 in 1991. As 
could be seen from table 1 of the Secretary-General's report (A/C.W46/6), the 
estimates included resource growth of $305,100, or 2.5 per cent. The Advisory 
Committee notea that the presentation of the 1992 estimates had been revised 
to conform to the programme budget format of the United Nations. 

2. Tabla 2 of the Secretary-General's report showed that the five largest 
users of the Centre's services were the Unitea Nations, the World Health 
Organiration, the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, 
the World Food Programme and the World Intellectual Property Organization. 
those organisations together providing 84 per cent of the funding for the 
Centre's operations. The buaget estimates also included residual income in an 
amount of $224,500, under "Other funde?, from non-participant organisations 
which used the Centre's facilities. The Unitea Nations share of the costs for 
the use of the Centre in 1992 amounted to $2.064,200 at an exchange rate of 
SwF 1.40 to the dollar. That amount would be met from the resources included 
in section 34 (Special expenses) of tie proposed programme budget for the 
biennium 1992-1993 for that purpose. 

3. Concerning the breakdown of the budget estimates by category of 
expenditure, the Advisory Committee noted that salaries and related costs in 
respect of the 34 exi_sting posts for 1992 were at roughly the awe level as in 
1991. The estimated requirements under Vupplieag8 showed aa iacrea3Se of 
SwF 500,000m, wl$ch-w* attr&u$qbl_e_$o_expenditutea on officeeutomation and 

~teleco~%&nicationa software. The estimated comnon services coats also 
increased by SwF 360~000 to cover additional computing and office apace 
tequitemanta and the cost of the electtic& support system. 

4. The Advisory Connnittee had 110 ahjectinn to the SonWe’s lnadgetastimates 
WE LW2 end reaommendad chat fhe Benaral Saambly approve an amount of 
518,043,6BO, Qf SaB l&2&M& te-c~ltet- %Ii@W~~ -Zegasdin#XiW 
presentatictn of t&e Centre's lmdget, hmwer , t&e Mvisosy Somitts felt that 
the summary of eatimtaa by objeat of expaaditure should be more #omprehenaive 
and, in addition to tha estimates, should indicate any incr8aaeea dscreaaa 
relative to the previous year's budget for each objeot of eqenditu& It 
would also he useful for the budget estimates to give a clearer indication of 
expenditures funded fromextrabuUgatary:eaaty~a. It appeared from 
paragraph 10 qf the Secretary-General*8 report that three Professional poets 
had been filled in 1990, thus reducing tha vacancy rata from 40 per cent to 
25 per cent. The Advisory Committee recalled that, in its report on the 
Centre's bu8get estimates for 1991, y it had taken the view that the Centre 
sh0uia be fuily staffed upon completion of its morgankation in order to 
teapond to the needs of its participants. The Advisory Cosnnittee trusted that 
the poets still vacant would be filled very shortly. (See A/C.5/46/SR.36, 
paraa. 35-38.) 
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L!ai g 
for Namibian student6 

5. At the 36th meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee recalled the 
decisions taken by the General Assembly in its resolution 441243 B of 
11 September 1990, which were surnmarized in paragraph 3 of document 
A/C.5/46/10. The results of the proceedings to liquidate the United Nations 
Institute for Namibia would be presented in the final performance report on 
the programme budget for the biennium 1990-1991 (A/C.5/46/46 and Corr.1). 

6. With reference to the scholarship programme, the Secretary-General 
indicated in paragraph 7 of his report (A/C.5/46/10) that there had been 
80 scholarship holders at 1 January 1991 and it was projected that 40 awards 
would be extended to 1992 and 10 to 1993. In paragraph 0 of the report and in 
annex I thereto, it was indicated that the total estimated cost of the 
programme for the period 1991 through its anticipated completion in 1993 was 
$2r098,000 and that the difference of $491,000 in relation to the figure of 
S1,607,000 reported to the General Assembly at its forty-fifth session 8/ was 
to be explained by the increasing costs of education and the repatriation of 
students as well as by the fact. that several students would need extra time to 
complete their degrees. With regard to the Nationhood Programme, six of the 
ongoing training projects were to be completed in 1991. four in 1992. one in 
1993 and two in 1994. Their total cost was estimated at $3,385,300, as stated 
in paragraph 12 of document A/C.5/46/10. 

7. As indicated in annex III to document A/C.5/46/I01 it was projected that 
by the end of 1994 the United Nations Fund for Nernibia would report a surplus 
of $2,673,400 under the Nationhood Programme Account and a deficit of S205.700 
under the General Account, resulting in a net surplus of $2.467,700. The 
Advisory Committee had been informed that the completfion earlier than 
anticipated of the assistance project at the Namibia Secondary Technical 
School at Loudima, the Congo, should enable further substantial savings to be 
made. 

8. The Secretary-General stated that it was his intention. should the need 
aril)e, to review with the United Nations Trust Committee for the United 
Nation.8 yuxd for Namibia the possibility of absorbing the deficit under the 
General Account within the overall fund balanc9. yhe Advisory Committee had 
no objection to that proposal end noted that no apprepriation would thus be 
required WI&W +he requlat budget. The Advisory bfnmittee trusted that the 
Searetary-43eaeral would continue to monitor clgaely #e individual Bcholarahip 
proqr&mne and the various training projects to ensure that they were completed 
as scheduled. (See A/C.S/46/88.36, paras. 41-44.) 

9. At the 36tb meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee said that tha 
Advisory Committee recomended approval of a subvention to the United nations 
Institute for Disarmament Maearch in the amount of $220,000 for 1992. De 
etrerwd once again that every effort should be made to secure unrestricted 
contributions and to charge a fair share of the Institute's support costs to 
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tied contributions so that the cost to the regular budget could be minimized. 
(See A/C.5/46/SR.36, Para. 49.) 

Establishment of a UniteC Nations information centre 
At Windhoek 

10. At the 36th meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee indicated 
that the Advisory Committee had taken note of the Secretary-General's report 
on progress towards the establishment of a United Nations information centre 
at Windhoek (A/C.5/46/14). The Advisory Committee had been informed that a 
number of applications had been submitted for the post of Director of the 
centre and that an appointment was expected to be made before the end of the 
year. The Advisory Committee had also been informed that the resource8 
allocated to the centre for 1991 would probably not be utilised in full. On 
the basis of that information, the Fifth Committee might wish to recommend to 
the General Assembly that it take note of the report issued as document 
NC.S/46/14. (See A/C.5/46/SR.36, para. 69.) 

imolications of draft resole I submitted 
& the Sixth Committee in its report (A/46/690. Data. 13). 

noncernina aaenda item 13X* 

11. At the 46th meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee noted that in 
the draft resolution on the report of the Special Committee on the Charter of 
the Waited Nations and on the Strengthening of the Role of the Organisation, 
the General Assembly would decide that the Special Committee should hold its 
next session from 3 to 21 February 1992. In addition, the Assembly would 
request the Secretary-General to publish and disseminate widely the Handbook 
on the Peaceful Settlement of Disputes between States. The 
conference-servicing requirer,lents for the cession in New York was $298,000 

aa&, -rinse *at amount vseeoverscl4uuleraeetdoob22 ~Cenfeseaee bervices) sf ~~ 
the proposed programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993, no additional 
appropriations were required. (See NC.5146183.46, para. 54.) 

At ths 46th meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Connnittee said that the 
&on by the General Assembly et the draft reeolutioa on the comprehensive 
rovimw of the whole question of peats-keepfag operation8 in all their aspects 
would call for no additional appropriations under the proposed programme 
h&get for the biennium 1992-1993. (See NC. W46l8R.46, psra. 57.) 

4 Report of the Special Committee on the Charter of the United Dations 
and on the Strenqtbeninq of the Role of the Organiration. 

l * Comprehensive reviw of the whole question of peace-keeping 
0Parations in all their aspects. 
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ramme budaet imolications of the draft resolutions 
EPB ~cerning n 

Baenaa item 19* 

13. At the 46th meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee noted that 
the programme of the Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the 
Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Pndependence to Colonial 
Countries and Peoples was adopted annually by the General Assembly. In 
paragraph 6 of his statement (WC.5/46/57), the Secretary-General pointed out 
that the full cost of implementing the programme of regular activities under 
draft resolution AI46jL.27 in 1992 was estimated at $309,000, and that a 
detailed breakdown of that estimate was provided in the annex to the 
statement. However, in paragraph 13 the Secretary-General indicated that no 
more than S216.300 would be required, an amount within the provisions of 
section 6 (Special political questions8 regional cooperation; trusteeship and 
decolonisation) of the proposed programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993. 
The adoption of draft resolutions A1461L.27 and L.26 by the Assembly would 
therefore call for no additional appropriations under the proposed programme 
budget for the biennium 1992-1993. (See A/C.5/46/88.46, para. 61.) 

- of draft resol&ima 
by the ~ Political Cdttee in its reoort (A/46/641, 

=a. 22). concernina acrenda item 75ee 

14. At the 46th meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee noted that 
the draft resolution on United Nations public information policies and 
activities had been adopted by the Special Political Committee without a vote 
on the basis of the information reproduced in document A/C.5/46/50 and the 
annex thereto. The Advisory Committee wished to point out that the adoption * 
of the &aft resolution would give rise to estimated expenditures of $692,100 
under the regular budget but that no additional appropriations would be 
required under section 31 (Public information) of the proposed programme 

-bu&get fortbe biennium 199%1993.34 lklpattient of Publi~Information 
should be instructed to implement all the activities called for in the draft 
resolution using the resources available to it through redeployment, including 
the proaedurea indicated in the annex to the statement (AX.5146150) of 
programme budget implications of the draft resolution. (See A/C.S/46/SD.46, 
par. 65.) 

1s. At tha 48tb meeting, the CJmirmaa of the Advisory Committee said that the 
Seoretary-General bad propose& certain modifications to the procedures 
governing travel arrang6tnmtts. The Advisory Committee recommended that any 
decision should be deferred and that the Secretary-General should be requested 

e xmpi6iaentatton of the Deciaration on the Granting of Independence to 
Colonial Countries aad Peoples. . 

** Questions relating to information. 
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to submit a report to the General Assembly which would evaluate the current 
system with t view to determining whether any adjustments were needed to 
eliminate inconsistencies. A new system that met the objectives of the 
Assembly and would be applied fairly throughout the United Rations could then 
be introduced. In his evaluation the Secretary-General should take account of 
tne procedures followed in the specialised agencies. (See A/C.5/46/SR.48, 
para. 1.) 

16. At the 48th meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee said that the 
General Assembly, in its resolution 441201 B of 21 December 1989, had 
requested the Secretary-General to review the question of resources for the 
evaluation function in the regional commissions prior to the preparation of 
the proposed progrannne budget for the biennium 1992-1993, and had decided that 
the post of Chief. Office Automation , at the Economic Commission for Africa 
(ECA) should be an established post at the P-5 level for the biennium 
1990-1991 and that the post of Evaluation Officer , also at the P-5 level, 
should be restored on a non-recurrent basis, subject to renewal, in the 
context of the proposed programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993. Pursuant 
to the resolution, the Secretary-General had submitted a note on the 
self-evaluation capacity of ECA (A/C.5/46/37). That document contained 
confusing statements regarding the P-S post of Evaluation Officer. According 
to paragraph 9, the post was currently vacant , although that was not the 
A4visory Cosraittee's understanding. lZor was there any indication that the 
post had been included in the proposed programme budget for the biennium 
1992-i993. Retention of the post would thus require a specific decision by 
the Assembly. (See WC.W46/SR.48, para. 12.) 

17. At the 49th meeting, the Chairmaa of fihe Fifth Committee aafd that he had 
heen iuformed by the ChaLrman of the Mvisory Committee that a0 a88itSonal 
appropriations would be require8 a8 a result of the &option of draft 
resolutions AI46It.33 to L.35 outline8 in document AIC.5/46/39. (See 
Ivc*5/4w15&49* p&r& 1.) 

l Question of Palestine. 
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Proaramme budaet imolications of the draft resolutionR 
contained in documents AI46IL.25. L.31. L.32 and L.41 

to L.43. concernina aaenda items 102 and 37* 

18. At the 50th meeting, the Chairman of the Fifth Committee said that he had 
been informed by the Chairman of the Advisory Committee that adoption of the 
draft resolutions would not give rise to any additional appropriations for the 
biennium 1992-1993. (See A/C.5/46/SR.50, para. 2.) 

Proaramme budaet imolications of draft resolutions A 
and B contained in document AI46IL.30. concerninq 

aaenda item 31** 

19. At the 51st meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee said that 
draft resolutions A and B contained in document AI46IL.30 related to 
subprogramme 1 (Good offices and peacemaking) of proyramme 1 (Good offices and 
peacemaking, peace-keeping, research and the collection of information) of the 
medium-term plan for the period 1992-1997. S/ 

20. The Advisory Committee noted the comment in paragraph 3 of the statement 
(A/C.5/46/62) of programme budget implications of the draft resolutions that 
while resources were provided in the programme budget for activities in 
support of the Secretary-General's functions in the area of international 
peace 8na security. related activities were often not programmed since their 
very nature precluded such an approach, as was true in the case of activities 
to promote peace in Central America. 

21. During the course of a biennium the Secretary-General entered into 
commitments pursuant to the General Assembly resolution on unforeseen and . 
extraordinary expenses for that biennium, and the commitments were then 
reported to the Assembly ia the context of a performance report on the 
programme budget for the biennium. In that connection, the Secretary-General 
at&it68 tbattan estidiated commitment 6f $964.400 would be reflected In the 
final performance report on the progrfumne budget for the biennium 1990-1991 
WC.5/46/46 an& Corr.1). 

22. The SeCr8tary-General had estimated that requirements amounting to 
$761,590 related only te draft resolution A, since in draft resolution B the 
pr4wisioa,asappropriate aads&hin milableresources,of technical and 
financial support to the Central Amerioan Governments for the purpose of 
consolidating peace, freedom, democratisation and development would be 
requested. 

l United Rations Educational and Training Programme for Southern 
Africa [item 1021. 

POliCfet t f  oTSZth&id Of ths Gexwximett of Sx~th Afrfcz [item 371. 

** The situation in Central America: thriats to international peace 
and security and peace'initiatives. 

4 
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23. In order to implement draft resolution A, the Secretary-General would be 
required to undertake certain activities specified in the statement of 
programme budget implications. To that end, the Secretary-General was 
requesting the establishment of one P-5 post, one P-4 post and one General 
Service post on a non-recurrent temporary basis for one year, together with 
the provision of additional travel funds , office automation equipment, ana 
consultancy services relating to the establishment of the new Civilian police 
in El Salvador. 

24. The Secretary-General maintained that the increased workload in the 
Secretariat, which motivated the request for the posts, related to other 
regions in addition to Central America. 

25. The provision of $278,400 for consultants related to the services of 
three consultants for a period of 60 working days per year, with associated 
travel costs. The provision of $219,900 for travel of staff related to the 
Personal Representative of the Secretary-General, the director concerned and 
an observer, as well as to other staff members. 

26. The Advisory Committee had concluded, however, that the resources 
requested here not justified. Of the temporary posts requested, only the P-5 
post and the General Service post should be approved, as temporary posts for 
1992 only. The Advisory Committee did not object to the provision of $5,000 
for office automation equipment. Given that it was difficult to predict exact 
requirements, the Secretary-General should continue to deal with travel of 
staff and consultants under the resolution on unforeseen and extraordinary 
expenses, with the actual requirements ana expenses being indiCat8d in a 
p8rfOrmaZICe report on the programme budget for th8 biennium 1992-1993. 

27. The Advisory Committee was therefore recommending that, shoul& the 
General Assembly adopt draft resolution A, an additional appropriation of 
$163,300 would b8 required under section 2 (God offices end peacemskiug$ 
peace-keeping; research ma the collection o~infom~t~o~)_of~~~~_ureproposea 
progremme T&get for taebiennium~l992-1993. In addition, an amount of 
$35,990 WOUid be required under section 36 (Staff ass88sment), to be Offset by 
the 8ame amount under income section 1 (Income from 8teff assessment). In 
that connection, the Advisory Committee c0ncurred.h the Secretary-General's 
view that the additional requirements related to the maintenance of peace and 
eecurity and should be treated outside the proeedure8 flovernbg the use and 
operation of the contingency fund. (See A/C.b/46&LSi, pera8. S-13.) 
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Proaramme b&jet imnlications of draft resolutions II. I& 
VLX9ioa II submitted bv the Third 

e in its reaort (~/46/7D. oaras. 102 -1, 
Boncernino aaenda item 9S* 

28. At the Slat meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Connnittee said that 
under draft resolution VII, the General Assembly would decide that the World 
Conference on Human Rights should be convened at Berlin for a period of two 
weeics in 19931 that the Preparatory Committee should meet for three further 
sessions at Geneva, twice in 1992 and once in 1993; and that the 
Secretary-General should give the Conference and the preparatory process 
thereto the widest possible publicity and ensure full coordination of public 
information activities in tbe area of human rights within the United Nations 
system. 

29. The Secretary-General had estimated total requirements for the 
preparatory activities and the Conference at 66.040,400. Of that amount, 
S4,049,400 related to conference-servicing costs under section 23 (Economic 
Comm1seion for Africa), section 24 (Economic and 3ocial Commission for Asia 
and the Pacific), section 26 (Bconomic Commission for Latin America and the 
Caribbean) and section 32 (Conference services) of the proposed programme 
budget for the biennium 1992-1993, $525.000 related to public information 
costs under section 31 (Public information), and $1,466,000 related to other 
costs under section 28 (Human rights). 

30. With regard to the amount of $4,049,400 for conference servicing, the 
Advisory Committee recalled that provisions totalling 1452,400 had been made 
for regional meetings under sections 23. 24 and 26. The estimate of 
S3.597.000 for conference-servicing costs under section 32 would not give rise 
to any requirement for additional resources under thst section. 

31. With regard to non-conference-servicing costs, under section 28 of the 
proposed programme budget the Advisory Comittee badmrecplnme@ded prnuiaional 
-approval for the-iaclusfon of-a non-recurrentamount of Il.5 millioa under the 
object of expenditure Vonference preparationegg. The estimate of $1,466,600 
for non-conference-servicing costs was therefore covered in that overall 
amount. thus achieving a saving of $34,006 us&r-section 26. 

32. The Advisory Comittee, while it had not recommended any further 
reduatione under aect~n 22, wa8 ef the opinion that there were a number ef 
areas where savings could be aahfeved. For 4memple, given that the Conkrenoe 

* Htesen rights quertioner 

(a) Implementation of human rights inetrumenter 

(b) Human rights guestions, including alternative approaches for 
improving the effective enjoyment of Amen rights and ftmdatnertal 
f reedome j 

(c) Human rights situations and reports of’apecial rapporterrs and 
repreeentatities. 
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was likely to last 10 days, the Advisory Committee questioned the need for a 
provision for general temporary assistance for a period of eight months, as 
proposed by the Secretary-General. Similarly, the request of $100,000 for 
external printing was high, given that the introduction of in-house printing 
facilities should make for savings in that area. Adjustments were also 
possible in resource requirements for other items of expenditure such as 
electronic data-processing equipment, while the need for a monetary human 
rights prize of $10,000 was questionable; a more symbolic and less expensive 
substitute should be found. 

33. Under the provision fo- public information activities, an amount of 
$75,000 was being requested for fellowships for journalists in addition to the 
provision of $25,000 already included under section 31. Since an amount of 
$259,800 at revised 1990-1991 rates had been included for such fellowships in 
the proposed programme budget, the entire requirement for that item could be 
accommodated from within existing resources. The Advisory Committee also 
believed that a more cost-effective approach could be taken with regard to the 
production and distribution of information materials. Accordingly, the 
estimate under section 31 could be reduced to $400.000. 

_ . . 
34. Draft resolution II and draft decision II related to financing from the 
regular budget of activities of two treaty bodies , under the International 
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination and the 
Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or 
Punishment, respectively. Should the draft resolution and the draft decision 
be adopted, a number of steps would need to be taken by States parties to 
amend the Conventions before the General Assembly could take a decision to 
transfer the costs relating to the functioning of the two bodies to the 
regular budget. Although no additional appropriations would be required for 
the time being, once the amendment process had been completed the related 
estimated costs, as indicated in paragraphs 36 to 39 of the statement of 
programme budget implications (A/C.5/46/58), would be submitted to the General 
~AssemblyL _Ip thrrt c~nnectiop* the&Wsoryeonanitteehadnot -yBtJlaa-time-to-- 
consider the information submitted by the Secretary-General on the methods of 
financing treaty bodies under the seven international human rights instruments 
in force that provided for monitoring of treaty implementation by expert 
bodies. 

35; With respect to.the reqiai+emsnts of $900,000 under~draft resoiutlan III' 8 
Ontheimplementsuorr of the iowenciea 88 t6e Ri@tts ef am ChAld, -80 
additional appropriations would be raquired at the current 8-e. Gnee St&es 
parties had determined the duration of future meetings of the Committee on the 
Bights of the Child, the Secretary-General would submit appropriate proposals 
for additionel costs to the General Assembly. 

36. The activities proposed in draft resolption XIX, on the International 
Year for the World's Indigenous People, related to pregrasmms 35 (Proxwbtion 
and protection of human rights) and 38 (Public information) of the medium-term 
plan for the period 1992-1997 G/ and to sections 28 and 31 of the propose& 
progrsmme budget. should the General Assembly adopt draft resolution xxx, no 
additions1 appropriations would bs required. 

37. By way of clarification, the Chairman said that the Advisory Cmittee 
was recommending an additional appropriation of $400,000 in respect of the 
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World Conference on Human Rights under section 31, rather than the $525,000 
requested by the Secretary-General. The statement of programme budget 
implications indicated a net reduction of $34,000 under section 28. 
Accordingly, the total amount for the budget as a whole was the net of the 
additional appropriation of $400,000 under section 31 and the reduction of 
$34.000 under section 28. (See A/C.5/46/SR.51, paras. 16-24 and pare. 26.) 

p oaramme budaet imolicationa of the draft resolutiQg 
f&&ted bv the Second Committee in its reoort 

(A/46/137. oara. 101. concernina aaenda item 87+ 

38. At the 53rd meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee said that the 
Advisory Committee had considered the statement by the Secretary-General 
(A/C.5/46/60) of programme budget implications of the draft resolution. The 
activities which the Secretary-General would undertake in response to the 
requests contained in paragraphs 6 and 7 of the draft resolution were outlined 
in paragraph 4 nf the statement and the related requirements for 1992 were 
estimated at $QP4,5GG. Four temporary, non-recurrent posts - one D-l post. 
one P-4 post and two General Service posts - would be required, as would 
provision for consultants, overtime, common staff costs, travel of staff, 
contractual translation and printing, general operating expenses, supplies and 
materials and office automation equipment. 

39. The Secretary-General indicated that coordination of the related 
activities had not been envisaged in the medium-term plan for the period 
1992-1997, nor was there a related provision under section 1 (Overall 
policy-making, direction and coordination] of the proposed programme budget 
for the biennium 1992-1993. IO requesting support from the regular budget in 
1992, the Secretary-General also stated that, should tbe coordinating 
activities relating to the Joint Plan of international cooperation to s&t&q&e 
the consequences of the Chernobyl disaster extend beyond 1992, he proposed to 
seek to identify alternative financing as indicated in paragraph 8 of~the 
statement of programme budget implicatione.~ Proposals inulsrt regard would be 
included in his report to the General Assembly at its forty-seventh eereion. 
The Advisory Committee noted that such an approach was in line with tba draft 
resolution, which called upon the United Watione.ayetem for assistance, and 
recalled tbat the Governing Council of the United Rations Development 
Programme (UNDP), in its decision 91123 of 25 June 1981, requested UNDP 
assistance in that area* 

40. The Advisory Cosuaittee baa been informed that, during the current year, 
support had been given to the Secretary-General's efforts through the use oi a 
P-3 post loaned from the United Watione Environment Programme and a P-4 poet 
frolp the Department of Technical Cooperation for Development of the 
lecretariat. However, thOSe arrangements had either elready ended or were 
about to end. Hence the request for temporary poets. 

L International cooperation to study, mitigate and minimise the 
consequences of the disaster at Chernobyl. 
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41. In the circumstances, the Advisory Committee did not object in principle 
to the request for support from the regular budget in 1992. However, it 
trusted that the recourse to alternative financing either from the United 
Nations Chernobyl Trust Fund or through contributions from other parties would 
be vigorously sought. 

42. As to the actual level of support being requested, the Advisory Committee 
noted that the staff would be working under the Director-General of the United 
Nations Office at Vienna, who had been aasignated as the United Nations 
Coordinator of International Cooperation for Chernobyl. It had sought 
information as to the reason for providing a post at the D-l level, but no 
explanation had been provided. It therefore believed that posts at the P-S 
and P-4 lavels should be sufficient. It was also of the view that one General 
Service post should be provided. In that connection, it noted that the 
Director-General of the United Nations Office at Vienna had in her immediate 
office four Professional and eight General Service posts, and that one of the 
functions of the office, according to the proposed programme budget, was to 
assist the Director-General in all her functions, including ad hoc 
responsibilities assigned to her by the Secretary-General. 

43. The Advisory Committee did not object to the other provisions being 
requested in paragraph 7 of aocument A/C.5/46/60. The A.iviaory Committee 
therefore recommended that the General Assembly be inforaed that, should it 
adopt the draft resolution, an additional, non-recurrent appropriation of 
6414,700 would be required under section 1 of the proposed programme budget 
for the biennium 1992-1993. In addition, $60,600 would be required under 
section 36 (Staff assessment), to be offset by an increase in the same amount 
under income section 1 (Income from staff assessment). The additional 
requirement of $414,700 would be dealt with in accordance with the guidelines 
for the operation and use of the contingency fun& Accordingly, any 
additional appropriations required would be consideted in the context of the 
consolidated statement of programme budget implications and revised estimates 
to be submitted to the General Psse-mbly by the-end of- the curr_eatts~s~~~on~_Lhe_e 
A/C.5/46/61 and Corr.1). (See A/C.5/46/88.53, paras. 46-51.) 

p r too .amme buaoet imolications of draft r- 
tted bv the m ite revert 

4-m. 401. cv 

item)(a)* 

44. At the 53rd meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee observed that 
draft resolution VII called for the convening of a United 
Nations/International Maritime Organisation Conference of Plenipotentiaries on 
a Draft Convention on bfaritime Liens and Mortgages at Geneva during the first 
half of 1993 for three weeks. The Secretary-General, in paragraph 4 of 
document WC.5/46/66, estirneted the confereabe-servicing costs at /1,439,000 
and indicated that the amount would be covered uader section 32 (Conference 
services) of the proposed programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993, 

e Development and international economic cooperation: trade and 
development. 
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therefore no additional appropriation would be requested. Be also indicated 
in paragraph 5 that the amount of Sl4.700 required for the travel of 
representatives of national liberation movements would be covered under 
section 15 (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development) of the 
proposed programme budget. 

45. The Advisory Committee therefore recommended that the General Assembly 
should be informed that, should it adopt the draft resolution, no additional 
appropriations would be required under the proposed programme budget for the 
biennium 1992-1993. (See A/C.5/46/SB.53, paras. 53 and 54.) 

EEparamme budaet imulications of draft resolution 1 submitted 
B & ir i / .l/Add.l, . para. 28). concernzna aae nda item 98 lb)* 

46. At the 53rd meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee observed that 
the detailed provisions of draft resolution I were sununarized in paragraph 2 
of the Secretary-General's statement of programme budget implications 
(AK.5/46/67). The activities arising out of those provisions were described 
in paragraphs 4 to 6. One such activity was the designation of a senior 
official in the Offices of the Secretary-General to act as a focal point for 
electoral matters (ibia., para. 4). The Secretary-General provided the 
estimated requirements at full cost (ibid., paras. 8 and 91% two Professional 
staff members (one P-5 and one P-3) and one General Service staff member would 
be required to provide support for the senior official (ibid., para, 9). The 
requirement for those temporary posts amounted to 8349,600, which together 
vith other related requirements came to a total of $526,100. However, the 
Secretary-General indicated (ibid., para. 10) that it was not possible to 

* specify the exact requirement that would have to be appropriated under tbe 
regular budget until such a senior official bad been aeaignatea and the 
relevant progrsme of work developea. ft was therefore his intention to seek 
authority, if neceesary,from the AdvisorvX9m&'3e to enttiUe-- ~~~-~ 

~ai~~~~s~~y~com&mentr in 1992. 

47. The Advisory Committee accordinqly recommended that, should the General 
Assembly adopt the draft resolution in question, Ino additional appropriations 
voulir be required at the current stage. (See A/C.5/46fSR.53, paras. b6 
and 57,) 

. 
* Buman rights -questions, including alternative approaches for 

improving the effective enjoyment of human rightrand fundamental freedoms. 
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amme budaet imDlirsfSons of draft resow II se 
bv the Second CommitLee in its feoort (A/46/645/A-, 

pare. 39). conceraina aqf&a item 77 (e)* 

48. At the 53rd meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee said that the 
Secretary-General had indicated in paragraph 7 of his statement (A4C.5446469) 
of the programme budget implications of draft resolution II that international 
cooperation to mitigate the environmental consequences on Kuwait and other 
countries in the region resulting from the situation between Iraq and Kuwait 
would give rise to an estimated requirement of $185,900. In paragraph 9 of 
the statement, the Secretary-General indicated that it would be his intention 
to seek voluntary contributions to enable him to carry out the tasks 
enumerated in the draft resolution. 

49. The Advisory Committee therefore recommended that the Fifth Committee 
should inform the General Assembly that, should it adopt the draft resolution. 
no additional appropriations would be required under the proposed programme 
budget for the biennium 1992-1993; the Assembly should note that, as indicated 
in paragraph 10 of the Secretary-General's statement, the extent to which the 
Secretary-General would be able to discharge his mandate would depend in large 
measure upon his success in obtaining voluntary contributions. (See 
A/C.5/46/SR.53, paras. 60 and 61.) 

Proa=-e budaet imalicatinns of draft decisions I and I.IX 
tiubmitted bv the Second CQmmCttee initaa 

(8/46/727/u2. Data. 34). conce+nina** 

50. At the 53rd meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee said that the 
programme budget implications of draft decisions I and III would give rise to 
an estfmated additional expenditure of $398,900. The full estimate fQ% the 

biennium 1992-1993 would amount to $489,500. However, as the 
Secretary-&enesaL~dbdicate&~pasagrapLLeEhi aatatementofprogranrne 

budget implications WC.5/46/70), the resources requeeted under 
subpragramme 19 of aectierr 23 (Economic Coannission for Africa) of the prQposed 
programme budget tot the biennium 1992-1993 would partly Cover the costs 
involved. Atwrdingly, &lOptiOS Of the two draft d6Qkiooo Would SetqUite a~ 

adaiti-enal appropriation of $398,900 uader section 23, and an amount of 
816,100 under bection 36 (Staff &umNmBalit), to be offp3tby t&a pine amount 
under income eeetioa 1 (Income from 8Wff aasemment), 8ub*ct +o the 
guidelines for the umm of the eontingeney fund. (Se0 A/C.S446/SR.S3, 
para. 63.) 

l Development and international economic cooperation: environment. 

l * Report of the Economic and Social Council. 
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amme budaet imol.&Ations of draft decision I su&itted 
by the Second Committee in its reoort (A/46/727. oara, 42). 

soncernino agenda item 12* 

51. At the 53td meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee said that 
draft decision I would give rise to additional expenditures of $73,500, to be 
dealt with in accordance with the procedures established for the use of the 
contingency fund. (See A/C.5/46/SR.53, para. 66.) 

amme budaet imoli.tions of the draft resolution 
9ub itted bv the Second Committee in its rg9Q.g-t 

&46/72tl. oara. 91. concernina aa da en item 7&** 

52. At the 53rd meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee said that no 
additional appropriations would be required under the proposed programme 
budget in respect of the draft resolution. (See AX.51461SR.53, pare. 69.) 

budo& imolfcatians of draft resolution I submitted 
& the Second Committee in its reoart (A/46/645/Add.8, 

para. 171. concern&na saenda item 77 (g)*** 

53. At the 53rd meeting. the Chairman of the Advisory Committee said that, as 
the Secretary-General had indicated in paragraph 7 of his statement 
(AK.5146173). the activities provided for in draft resolution I would give 
rise to additional expenditures of 947,000 under section 19 (United Nations 
Centre for Buman Settlements (Habitat)) of the proposed programme budget for 
the biennium 1992-1993, subject to the guidelines for the use of the 
contingency fund. (See A/C.5/46/SR.53, para. 72.) 

* Beport of the Economic and Social Council. 

** llttt6a Nations Ctsifkireaofa on Environment and Development. 

se* Development and international economic'cooperationt human 
rottleusents. 
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maramme budaet imolications of the draft resolutipB 
wined in document A/46/L.54. concerning aaen& 

.item 82* 

54. At the 53rd meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee said the 
Advisory Committee recommended that the General Assembly take note of the 
Secretary-General's statements in paragraphs 4 and 5 of document AIC.5146175. 
(See A/C.5/46/SR.53, para. 77.) 

proarsmme bu@t imolications of the draft resolution 
submitted bv the Second Committee in its reuort 

(A/46/733. para. 11). concernina aaenda item 83** 

55. At the 54th meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee sai& that, 
when the General Assembly haa adopted on 21 December 1990 its resolution 
45/165 concerning the International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction, the 
Advisory Committee baa requested the Secretary-General to provide information 
concerning the Trust Fund for the Decade and the staffing requirements of the 
Decade secretariat, in order to ascertain that sufficient resources were 
availsble in the Trust Fund to finance the activities envisaged by the 
Secretary-General. To date that information had not been provided. When the 
Advisory Committee had taken up the statement in document A/C.5/46/61, it had 
been informed that the requested information was contained in tbat statement. 
In view of the late submission of ~-0 statement, the Advisory Committee had 
decided to defer ite review of the statement until its spring session in 1992, 
when it would examine the justification of the estimated $1.7 million proposed 
by the Secretary-General to be financed from the Trust Fund and when it would 
have to be satisfied that there were sufficient funds to finance the 
activitier specified in document A/C.5/46/61. Accordingly, no additional 
appropriations Would be required as a result of the adoption of the draft 
rerolution. The Chairman not*8 that any contracts relating to the staffing of 
tbesecretariatnouI&have tohe subject to tiefinding -df tliKAdviSo* ~~~~~~ 
Committee at it.8 spring session. (See AX.5j46JSR.54, para. 1.) 

6 O@wational acrivities iOr develQpm8M.r 

(a) Gperational activities of the United Rations system; 

(p) United Hations Develcpmsnt Progrmm6; 

(0) United Rations Capital Developmsnt Fund; 

(4) united Rations technical cooperation ectivitiesr 

(s) United Rations Yohmteers prwra6; 

(f) World Food Programe. 

l e International Decade for Ratural Disaster Reduction. 
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Pro--e buaaet imDlic&imm of &&k resolak&cLU 
d bv the md Conunit;tae in its w 

(8/46/727/Add.2. mra. 331. concernina aaenda item X&e 

56. At the 54th meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee said that, 
under the terms of araft resolution III, the General Assembly would endorse 
the recommendations of the Committee for Development Planning regarding the 
inclusion of Cambodia, Solomon Islends, Zaire end Zambia in the list of least 
aevelopea couatriesr and that estimated additional requirements of $217,300 
would arise in the proposed programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993, to 
cover the travel costs of five representatives from each Member State, one In 
first class end four in business class, to attend sessions of the General 
Assembly. The Advisory Committee had beea informed that savings of $222,300 
had been made so far under section 1 (Overall policy-making, direction sad 
coordination) of the progranule budget for the bieaaium 1990-1991. The 
Aavisory Committee therefore believed that no additional appropriations were 
required sad that the possibility of z&sorption under that section should be 
considered. It recommended, therefore. that the Secretary-General should 
indicate such additional requirements as might be necessary in the first 
performance report on the programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993. (See 
A/C.5/46/88.54, pars. 7.) 

proaramme budmt imolfcations of the draft re 
tted bv the Second -tee in its r 

(A/46/729. vara. 131. codee 

57. At the 54th meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee said that the 
Advisory Committee bad considered the statement (UC.S/46/74) of the progrsme 
budget implications of the draft r0SOlUtiOa, in terms of which the General . 
Assembly would, malia, deaide that the Iatergoverameatal Megotiatiag 
Conmitteie for a Framework Convention on Climeto Chaage eh0uld hold its fifth 
session in lqew York from 18 to 28 February 1992, with the possibility of 
ho@iag a 8aogt tbsmBdBa&Wion in~ewXorb&a April X992. -It*&8 iadtCat0d 
in the statement that the activities proposed in tha draft resolution bad not 
beea.prograsrned in tbe proposed progrsmme budget for the bieaaium 1992-1993 
and would require the creation of progrtuma narratives uader a a0w eubseatioa 
of the proprosed pragramim budget, section llF, to'fiaance from the tlnitsd 
Nations regular budget during 1992 the ad hoc secretariat during the 
negotiating process and the f0110w-up of tbe coaveation. 

58. The fiaaPoial atraOpements and estimated resource r@remMta for then 
proposed activities were disoufised in tbe statement, in wbicb it vas noted 
that, by its resolution 451212 of 21 Deeenber 2990, tbe General Asa0mbly had 
decided that tbe aegotiatiag process should be funded from existing United 
l?atioas budgetary resourae8r without adversely affecting it8 programmed 
activities, and from voluatery aontributioas to a truet fund esteblished 

* Report of th8 Ecoaomia and SOCfU Council. 

l * Protection of global climste for preseae sad future generations of 
mankind. 

# 
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specifically for that purpose for the duration of the negotiations. That 
resolution had been adopted without a statement of programme budget 
implications, and Secretariat support to the negotiating process had, 
accordingly, been provided through a number of ad hoc and specific 
arrangements, listed in paragraph 6 of the statement. 

59. For the reasons listed in paragraph 14 of the statement, ;he estimate of 
$915,500 for conference-servicing costs under section 32 (Conference services) 
of the proposed programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993 would not give 
rise to additional appropriations under that section. The Advisory Committee 
noted, however, that under the terms of General Assembly resolution 401243 of 
16 December 1965, United Nations bodies ahoulti meet at their respective 
headquarters. Since the established headquarte's of the Intergovernmental 
Negotiating Committee was at Geneva, the holding of its sessions in New York 
would not only require an exception to the provisions of resolution 401243, 
but, as the Advisory Committee had been informed, would entail expenditures 
6 per cent higher than at Geneva. 

60. The non-conference-servicing costs amounted to $1.296,000. as proposed in 
paragraph I of the statement, with staff costs for general temporary 
assistance amounting to $949,000. The Advisory Committee recommended, for 
those requirements, the provision of five Professional posts for 12 
work-months each, one D-2, one D-l, one P-5, one P-4 and one P-3, as well as 
four General Service posts. The related resource requirements amounted to 
$029,300. In addition, the Advisory Comnittee recommended tbat steps should 
be taken to eneure the full utilisation of the extrabudqetary reaourcee of all 
Perticipatinq orqaniaations, both before and after the signing of the 
convention in June 1992. 

61. The Advisory Committee understood that activities arisinq out of the 
implementation of the convention would be oovered by the adminietrativaand 
finatacicl arrxnqements stipulated in the convention itself. 

62. --In summary,~tke Chairman bf EKe Adviclor~ Coiumittee~said mthat,ahould ~tlw 
General Aarembly adopt the draft reeolution, the proposed programme of work 
would be added under the new rubeectiom of the proposed proqrarmxi budget and 
that additional expenditure under that subsection would amount to $1,156,300. 
in connection with the activities of the ad hoc eecriteriet. That motant.rar 
to be copsidared in acw&tusa w&h the gidalina8 for the use of tlw 
contafuab 

63. Zhe Chairman eai6 that the Mvirory Committm had diaeuwad tke qua&ion 
of whether it was necessary to budget for 12 months end had reduced the au&es 
of work-maths propoaad by the GacreUuy46naral for both Professionel aud 
General Serviae rtaff. my follo*-uP aativitiea ari8ing out of the 
implementatson of the framemrk convention on climate change would lmve to be 
financed in awordanw with the aQministrative'an6 financial arrtmqaments laid 
down in the convention itself. Pollow-up activities which fell within the 
rerrponsibiltty of the Secretary-General, such (LB reporting to the General 
Assembly on the outcome of the United lfatioaa Conference on Environment and 
Developmenti would have to be fin&need fros the regular budqet. The 
contractinq parties could not be expected to meat such costs. 
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64. The Chairman pointed out that the draft resolution had been orally 
revised to provide a mandate for activities for the whole of 1992. The 
planned conference was bound to give rise to follow-up activities ana, 
although the scale of such activities might be open to question, the 
Secretary-General would be required to report to the General Assembly ana some 
provision for staffing requirements must therefore be made. (See 
AK.51461SR.54, paras. 10-15, 21 and 26.) 

Er I submitted oaramme buaaet imolications of draft reso lution 
bv the Tb&me in its reoort tA/46/704/Add.l, 

para. 241. concerning agenda item 94 (b)* 

65. At the 54th meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee said that the 
Advisory Committee, having considered the Secretary-General's statement in 
aocument A/C.5/46/76 on the programme budget implication8 of draft 
resolution I on the creation of an effective United Nations crime prevention 
ana criminal justice programme, noted that in paragraph 10 of the draft 
resolution the General Assembly would decide to recommend that a commission on 
crime prevention and criminal justice should be established as a functional 
commission of the Economic and Social Council, that the Commission should hold 
its inaugural meeting during 1992, and that the funds necessary for the work 
of tbe new commission should be made available within the proposed programme 
budget for the biennium 1992-1993. The Secretary-General estimated the 
additional requirements at $107,000. consisting of $79,000 for travel of 40 
conrnission members to the annual session. and $20,000 for travel of six 
experts from least developed countries. In that connection, the Aavisory 
Comnittee recalled section VI of General Assembly resolution 451248 B of 
21 December 1990 concerning procedures for admiostrative and budgetary 
matters. Recent experience underscored the need for adherence to that text, - 
and the Advisory Cosnnittee believed that it might even require some 
strengthening. 

-66. In response to the request in paragraph 7 of draft resolution I that the 
Seoretary-General take the necessary action and provide resources for the 
effective functioning of the United Nations crime prevention and criminal 
jurtice programme from within over*11 Uaited Datibnr resources, the 
Secretary-Gsneral pointed out in paragraph 8 (b) of his statement that the 
atructurai administrative and budgetary aspects of the planned restructarisq 
Oc the Csiam Prevention aaf3 Criminal Justice 3rancib 8a well as the issues of 
th@ uarkUa& anU othsr aspects of the fusetioninq of the Branch, would require 
a reparata management review, and that proposals would be submitted to the 
GeneraI Assembly at its fetty-seventh cession. 

61. ?he Advisory Committee therefore recommended that an effort should be 
made to absorb the additional requirement of /107r000 within the existing 
resources of the crime prevention and criminal justice progremme under the 
proposed programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993, witLout affecting the 
effective functioning of that programme as mandated by the General Assembly.' 

. 

* Social develdpmentr crime prevention and criminal justice. 

. 
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The Secretary-General should indicate such additional requirements as might be 
necessary in the first performance report on the programme budget for the 
biennium 1992-1993. The adoption of the draft resolution, therefore, would 
not necessitate additional appropriation6 at the current stage. 

68. In response to a request for clarification regarding his reference to 
General Assembly resolution 451248 B, section VI, the Chairman said that the 
Advisory Committee was simply trying to communicate to the Fifth Committee its 
concern at a tendency by the other Main Committees to make budgetary proposals 
that were better left to the Fifth Committee. If the members of the Fifth 
Committee had the same impression, they could act upon it. (See 
A/C.5/46/SR.54, paras. 33-55 and 31.) 

para. 24). concernina aaenda item 94 fh)* 

69. At the 54th meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee said that the 
Advisory Committee, having considered the Secretary-General's Statement 
(A/C.5/46/77) of the programme budget implication6 of draft resolution II, 
concerning the United Rations African Institute for the Prevention of Crime 
and the Treatment of Offender6 (URAFRI), noted that in paragraph 2 of the 
draft resolution the General Assembly would request the Secretary-General to 
ensure that sufficient resources were provided to URAFRI within the overall 
appropriation6 of the proposed programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993 to 
enable the Institute to carry out, in full and on time, all its mandates. In 
addition to the United Nations Interregional Crime and Justice Research 
Institute, located at Rome, which had an overall mandate for research in that 
area, all four regional United Nation6 institutes on crime prevention, in 
Africa, Asia, Latin America and Europe, were financed outside the regular 
budget of the United Nations. In accord_ence s@h @te 13t_ktut sf UNAFRL-itic 
administt8tive and~programme~~osfiwere to be financed from the assessed 
aontributions of African States under a specific scale of assessm-uit, while 
its operational activities were to be funded by the United l?atioiis Uevelopment 
Programme . However, it was clear that the situation of the Institute uas 
precarious. 

79. The* Secretary-General had set out varims options in paragmp& 5 ui hia 
strtcrmenl, avplahing why approaches swb as tlae re&4pltkymeat 6f resourea8 
from vithin section 21 (Social development and humanitarian affairs) or 
section 23 (Economic Co6nr1ission for Utica) or from other mctiona of the 
proposed programme budget would nOt be feasibler for the reason8 given in 
paragraph 5 (cl, the Secretary-General was proposing the provirton of tlSO,OOO 
under section 23 of the proposed programme bu&get for the biemairua 19924993 
ar a grant to the Iostituts, to assist in coveting its ad6hiirtative costa for 
1992. The Searetary-General also stated that he would report to the Gtaneral 
Assearblp at it8 forty-seventh session on the longer-tera solution to the 
fiaanciog of UUAFRI. The Advisory Comittee had been infornmd that the 

l Social development: crime prevention and criminal jurtice. 
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administrative costs of the Institute consisted mainly of staff costs for a 
P-5 and a P-3 post, and it believed that the $180,000 would cover the core 
administrative support of the Institute. However, the Secretary-General also 
indicated in paragraph 6 of the statement that, given the nature of that 
appropriation, he was not in a position to provide any alternative in case 
resources were not sufficient in the contingency fund other than to defer 
implementation of paragraph 2 of the draft resolution. 

71.. The Advisory Committee therefore recommended that, should the General 
Assembly adopt draft resolution II, an additional appropriation of $180.000 
for DRAPRI would be required under section 23 of the proposed progranrne budget 
for the biennium 1992-1993. subject to the procedures for the use and 
operation of the contingency fund. (See AK.51461SR.54, paras. 46-48.) 

Programme budaet iRpJ,ications of the draft resolution co- 
-t A/46/L.22/Rev.l. concernina aaenw* 

72. At the 54th meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee said that the 
Advisory Committee was recommending that every effort should be made to absorb 
the amount of $55,000 requested by the Secretary-General in his statement of 
programme budget implications of the draft resolution (A/C.5/46/60). If 
necessary the matter could be dealt with in the performance report. Adoption 
of the draft resolution would entail nc additional appropriations at'the 
current stage. 

73. By way of clarification, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee said 
that, in line vith the recosrnendation of the Advisory Committee, the Fifth 
Colnmittee had decided that any additional appropriation would be considered in 
the context of the first performance report on the programme budget for the ' 
biennium 1992-1993, and that at the current stage the Fifth Committee was not 
appropriating the $55,000 requested. (See A/C.5/46/18.54, paras. 63 and 67.) 

of the- 
fnt the bJgnnium 199O-UU 

74. At the 94th meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee said that 
although the Secretary-General’@ report en the programme budget performance of 
th9 United nations for the biennium 1990-1991 (A&5/46/46 and Corr.1) would 
be nupportad hy addenda containing de&ailed reporting on each expenditure 
rection and each income section, these could not he made available to the 
Committee at that ntsge. The Advisory Committee noted that, as in the past, 
the scope of the report war financial only and would be rupplemented by a 
report on programme implementation, which would be submitted to the Committee 
for Programme and Coordination at itr thirty-second session and to the General 
A8semhly at itr forty-seventh session. 

l Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to 
Colonial Countries and Peoples. 
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75. The Advisory Committee noted from paragraph 2 of the Secretary-General's 
report that "taking into account the actual expenditure and income recorded at 
the time of the preparation of the present reportggr the projected expenditure 
for the biennium 1990-1991 is $1,781,185,400 on a net basis ($2,181,841,600 
gross). This compared with the net amount of 61,752.318,300 ($2,134,072,100 
gross) decided upon by the General Assembly in its resolutions 451252 A and B 
of 21 December 1990. On that basis, there would be a net increase of 
$28,867,100, resulting from an increase of $47.769,500 under the expenditure 
sections, partially offset by an increase of $18,902.400 under the income 
sections. 

76. The increase of $18,902.400 projected unaer the income sections was 
discussed in paragraph 12 of the Secretary-General's report. As inaicatea 
therein, increases had been reported under income section 1 (Income from staff 
assessment) and income section 3 (Revenue-producing activities), while a 
decrease in ncome section 2 (General income) haa been projected. The net 
increase u ier income section 3 was the result of increased revenue in the 
United Nations Postal Administration and the sale of publications, partly 
offset by an additional expenditure of $3.1 million which represented the cost 
of the first phase of a project for the renovation of the First Basement 
Concourse of the General Assembly Building at Headquarters. Following 
consideration of a proposal in this regara by the Secretary-General, the 
Advisory Committee, as indicated in the report, had concurred in the 
Secretary-General's entering into commitments up to $3.1 million for that 
purpose. 

77. The increase of 847,769,500 in expenditure requirements was broken doun 
in paragraph 5 of the Seoretary-General's report according to major factors: 
rates of exchange, inflation, deaisions of policy-making organs snd other 
changes. The Secretary-General also provided a breakdown of this increase by 
object of expenditures as shown in paragraph 4, the mount of 841,169,566 
resulted from increases unqer a variety of pbje~cta_lt&e~ost~ 
increase-being in salaries and other staff costs) partially offset by 
decreases under printing and general operating expenses. 

78. Tables 1 and 2 Of annex I to the Secretary-General's report provided a 
breakdown of the above increase in expenditure by budget section and duty 
station rsspaotively, and by the main determining factors. Tables 1 and 2 of 
aanax II also 8~dsedtbe~cte~eIrge~tuteljudgst sectionandduty 
station respeotiwely but with rstereace tc the n&n object of expenditure. 

79. As stated by the Secretary-General, additional requirements Maunting to 
S&991,700 ware attributed to the decisions of poliay-making organsr a 
breekdom of that anmunt, rhfch was requested in connection with tanforeseen 
and extraordinary espenditutea incurred in lina with General Aaaeutbly 
resolution 441203 of 21 Dacambar 1989, was provided in annex III to ths 
8ecretarpGeaetal’s report. In this connection, the Advisory Committee noted 
that an amount of 8420,000 ha4 been recorded in respect of 
inter-organisational security meaaurea. As stipulated in resolution 44/203, 
ths Secretary-General was authorised to entar into cosnaitwnta for 
inter-organisational security measures in an amount not exceeding #300,000) 
above that amount the concurrence of the Advisory Committee must be sought. 
In view of the recent pattern of expenditure, the Advisory Coannittee 
reconnnended that ths amount of )300r000 be raised to S500,OOO in the 
resolution on unforeseen and extraordinary expenses for the biennium 1992-1993. 
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80. A8 indicated in paragraph 6 of the Secretary-General's report, the 
projected decrease of $10,091,700 in expenditures relating to more favourable 
exchange rates for the dollar in 1991 was entirely offset by the effects of 
inflation rates higher than anticipated at the time of the first performance 
report on the programme budget for the biennium 1990-1991. 91 Paragraphs 13 
to 16, supported by schedule8 1 to 4, provided additional information on the 
rates of exchange and inflation rates , while schedule 5 showed the rates of 
common staff costs recorded through September 1991. A8 indicated in 
paragraph 17, the effective rates projected through the end of the biennium 
1990-1991 were the same as those that would be used for the biennium 1992-1993. 

81. Projected additional requirements attributable to "other changes** 
amounted to $41,735,40Ot in paragraph 8 of his report, the Secretary-General 
had stated that this included $20 million for projected increases in staff 
assessment, a large part of which related to the impact of the recomsendations 
of the International Civil Service Commission approved by the General Assembly 
at its forty-fifth session on the level of staff assessment, as adjusted for 
rates of exchange. The overall increase under "other changes" was also 
attributable to higher costs for Field Service posts, to coat8 incurred for 
the evacuation of staff at the Economic Commission for Africa and the Economic 
and Social Commission for Western Asia and the shortfall projected for the 
cost of after-service health insurance coverage. 

62. He said that although the Advisory Committee had discussed a nuder of 
these matters with representatives of the Secretary-General, its consideration 
of the performance report wa8 greatly hampered by the absence of the 
supporting addenda as well as by the late submission of the main report. In 
this connection, the Advisory Committee also discussed the problems 
encountered by the Secretariat in preparing the report and the reasons for the 
delay in submission. While recognising the budgetary necessity of obtaining . 
an appropriation in respeat of the additional requiraments, representatives of 
the Secretary-General also acknOr?ledged that given additional time, a more 
precise and accurate indication of actual requirements could~be -achieved. 

83. That being the case, and bearing in mind the lack of available 
documentation on which it could base a recommendation as to the level of 
additional requframents, the Advisory Committee recdmaended that, at that 
stage, the Gemsal Assembly should apprupriate a net amount of $15 million, 
aadthat&tshouldauthorioe the Seeretary-Geaeraltoeater &atoconnnitments 
for the romeiotog S13r06?rU)3r subject to ths prior couc8kaeace oi the4 
Advisory Committee . Zhe actual level of cossniUmnts would depend on the 
Colmnittee's review of additional inform&ion which would thoroughly justify 
auy such commitments. The Assembly, at its earliest opportunity, could then 
appropriate the necessary amounts s. Thai sdventsges of this 
approach were that the Secretariat would not be deprived of resources if, in 
fact, they were justsfied. On the other hand, an appropriation which might, 
in the end prove unrealistic due to lack of precision, would not be made. 
(See A/C.5/46/5R.54, paras. 81-87.) 

. 
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. estimates under income section 3 &rvices t9 
the nublic) 

84. At the 54th meeting. the Chairman of the Advisory Committee said that the 
Secretary-General had recalled, in paragraph 1 of his report (A/C.5/46/79) 
that the Advisory Committee had agreed to his proposal regarding the 
renovation of the First Basement Concourse of the General Assembly Building at 
Headquarters, the first phase of which would be financed from projected 
additional revenues in the biennium 1990-1991. In making the proposal, the 
Secretary-General had also informed the Advisory Committee that the balance of 
the estimated total cost would be financed from the projected additional 
revenues under income section 3 (Services to the public) in rhe biennium 
1992-1993. The Advisory Committee had concurred in the project on the 
understanding that a phased approach to the project would be adopted so that 
if the balance of the required funds , estimated at $2r433r0Q0, did not 
materialise as forecast, the'project could be modified so as to be completed 
within available funds. The Advisory Committee had also agreed that the 
Secretary-General should submit revised estimates under income section 3 to 
reflect the additional projected revenues. 

95. As indicated in paragraph 14 of the report and shown in annex II thereto, 
the Secretary-General estimated net revenues under income section 3 at 
$10,779,200 for the biennium 1992-1993: that was 53.4 million more than the 
estimate contained in the proposed programme budget for the biennium 
1992-1993. As indicated, the Secretary-General proposed to charge the 
additional expenditure of $2,433.000 representing the cost of phase II of the 
project against that amount. Consequently, the revised net revenue of 
619,776,2QO would be adjusted downwards to $0,345,200. 

86. On the basis of the information available to it, the Advisory Committee 
concurred with the Secretary-General's inclusion of the expenditure of 
$2,433,000 in income section 3 and recommended approval of his revised 
@stinrateS under incnmesQCtiiM 3, ThQ AaYisory conlmittQQmotQa that# aa 
indicated in paragraph 11 of the report, the SQCOnd phQse of Lhe project would 
be initiated when sufficient funds were available in the biennium 1992-1993. 
The Advisory Conunittee hoped that. based on income projections, it vould bs 
possible to initiate that phase immsdiately following ths cor@Qtion of 
phase I so as to ensure thst the QntirQ project was CompletQd by thy end of 
1992, without further cost to the Organisation. Ths Advisory CosrnittQQ also 
rroted that, duringthe constructionPQrio& thy sales faoilitieswou%dbe 
relocated to the Public Lobby of the Scureral Assembly Building. (SeQ 
A/C.5/46/SR.54, pares. U2-X14.1 

07. At ths 55th meeting. the Chairman of ths Advisory CdttQe said that ths 
Advisory Committee hsd considered the report of the Secretary-General on 
facilities management, S/ which it bad not been able to sxamine during its 
second session in 1990, owing to ths late issuancs of the report. As stated 
in thy report, the &velopmQnt of a globally integrated approach to facilities 
managemsnt was central for the administrativQ and financial Qfficiency of 
progrsmins 43 (General services) of the medium-term plan for the period 
1992-1997, S/ given the magnitude of the investment involved. In the past, 
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programme budget preparation had been based on the immediate maintenance 
requirements of each location in isolation , without an anaessment of global 
needs within a coordinated programme designed to set priorities and even out 
over time the potential for "surges" in the need for budgetary appropriations. 

68. The Secretary-General noted, however , that the failure to develop an 
integrated programme meant that those "scattered" appropriations would be used 
less effectively and that some properties might not receive timely maintenance 
or necessary repair and technical modernisation. Accordingly. a coordinated 
and integrated approach to facilities management was being formulated. 

89. At the ssme time, the Secretary-General had emphasized that such a 
programme would require not only coordinated, long-range planning but also 
adequate financial resources. The properties covered by that progremme were 
the principal properties occupied by the United Nations worldwide, as 
described in the Secretary-General's report. The report also discussed 
implications for long-range major maintenance and the modernisation of the 
existing build!.ngs, and uutlined the technical, administrative and budgetary 
basis for a globally integrated and coordinated facilities management policy. 

96. The Secretary-General explained that major maintenance requirements 
varied with the age of buildings, the type of construction. climate and the 
adequacy of regular budget maintenance programmes. With a reasonably large 
aad diverse building inventory, however, it was possible to propose guidelines 
for minimum annual levels of expenditure for repair and maintenance on a 
global basis. The report also noted that in certain countries and 
organisations the target rate for annual expenditure on the maintenance of 
buildings was set at 1.8 per cent or 2 per cent of the gross replacement cost' 
of the structures concerned. The anticipated useful life of major building 
components was also used as a basis for the determination of maintenance 
expenses. The high level of funding involved in such an approach, however, 
meant that it was rarely applied in practice. 

*.--Paragraph 9 oi th# report~f/ ~aet~the~estimatdd total ~vAlu4 ~of-all land ~~~ 
and buildings owned or leased by the Organisation at nominal or no cost at 
approximately S4.339 million, of which approximately 11,652 million 
represented the current value of the buildings it owned. In paragraph 17, the 
Secretary-General pointed out that if the 1.3 per cent guideline had been 
applied, a maintenance budget of 559.5 millfonr of 529.3 million in annual 
tuna, would bwe been established for the biennium 1995-1991. as compare8 to 
ths actual appsopristion of $9.3 milUom. 

92. Soon, a substantial number of buildings would pass their theoretical 35- 
to 40-year ~middle-age thredoldn , after which obsolescence and deterioration 
accelerated ad buildings required increase6 major maintenance end repairs; 
the Secretary-General had concluded that increased difficulties could be 
expected in the next few year8 unless ismediate steps were takan by all 
responsible parties involved to iwreaee their maintenance efforte 
significantly. That did not mean that the budget planning basis of guideline 
rates should be taken as a substitute for the careful analysis of specific 
nee& snd msfntsnance sequfrements of each individual facility. The 
Secretary-General beliwed, however, that a global maintenance budget 



substantially and consistently below the guideline rate was clear evidence of 
chronic underbudgeting and a signal of potential future problems. 

93. The Advisory Committee had been informed that the Secretary-General's 
intention in admitting his report was, in addition to presenting Member 
States for the first time with an inventory of buildings and properties owned 
or occupied by the Organisation at the principal duty stations. to heighten 
the awareness of Member States of the need for a coordinated programne of 
facilities management end to inform them what such a programme would entail in 
general terms. without making a specific proposal. From paragraph 30 of tbe 
report, f/ the Advisory Committee noted that the Secretary-General had 
intended to elaborate on the programme in the proposed programme budget for 
the biennium 1992-1993. While that had not proved possible, the Advisory 
Committee had been informed that work would be completed by the next biennium 
oa priorities in major maintenance and that a systematic plan would be 
developed by the next medium-term ply:. 

94. In the meantime, studies were being prepared oa the long-term space 
requirements of the Organisation and the cost-effectiveness of existing leased 
properties, wh.ch would help determine the best way of meeting the 
Organisation's current and future requirements. The Advisory Comnittee 
welcomed the report, which was a very useful compendium of information and a 
credit to the Secretariat. It contaiaed a0 specific proposals: those w0uia 
only be forthcoming by the next biennium. The Advisory Committee had beea 
informed that the report was, rather, the first step towards a more coherent 
approach to major maintenance. The Advisory Cordttee accordingly urged the 
Secretary-General to pursue the studies indicated in his report, with a view 
to formulatiag comprehensive and viable proposals regarding the Organisation's 
requirements with respect not only to major maiateasnce, but also to the 
related issue of long-term space requirements, in particular at its main duty 
stationr. (See AN..5146/SR.55, ?aras. 25-32.) 

Proaramme budaet 
$a document A/46/L.'%. conceaada item 143* 

95. At the 55th meeting, the Chairmaa of the Fifth Committee raid thnt he had 
been iafermed by the Cbairmaa of the Advisory Committee that draft xeaolution 
AJ46IL.55 had ao financial implications and that no additional appropriations 
wouldha raquireduadesthe prapoaedprogra6iiii@budgetfozthebi@mimn 
1992-1993, should the General Aasmbly adopt tlm draft reaOlutiOx. (See 
A/C.W46/SR.55, para. 39.1 

* Streagtheaiag of the coordination of humanitarian emergency 
assistance of the united Nations. 
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gQ fun ida tatem f orooramm 
budqet imDlications and revised estimate& 

96. At the 56th meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee said that the 
Advisory Committee had considered the report of the Secretary-General on the 
consolidated statement of programme budget implications and revised estimates 
which fell under the guidlines for the use and operation of the contingency 
fund, contained in document A/C.5/46/61 and Corr.1. The total additional 
requirements to be financed from the contingency fund for the biennium 
1992-1993 amounted to $2,762,900. Since that amount was within the amount of 
$16 million available in the contingency fund for the period, the 
Secretary-General proposed an appropriation of the full amount required. 

97. On the basis of the procedures laid down by the General Assembly in its 
resolution 421211 of 21 December 1967, the Advisory Committee had no objection 
to the Secretary-General's proposal. It therefore recommended that the 
Assembly should appropriate an amount of $2,762.900, distributed under the 
various budget sections as indicated in paragraph 2 of the Secretary-General's 
report. (See A/C.5/46/SR.56, paras. 10 and 11.) 

Re vis im 8 
exchanae and inflation 

98. At the 56th meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee said that the 
Advisory Committee haa considered the report of the Secretary-General 
(A/C.5/46/82) in which he submitted revised estimates resulting from changes 
in rates of exchange and inflation. As indicated in paragraph 4, the revised 
rates had been applied to the proposea programme budget for the biennium 
1992-1993 as approved by the Fifth Committee in its first reading, and to all . 
revised estimates and statements of programme budget implications approved to 
date. However, that aia not include the estimated amounts that would arise 
from the implementation of the recommendations of the International Civil 

ServiceConaissioW Xhoseamounta were containea in %ocument AK.5146133 -and 
would be reported in the first performance report on the programme budget for 
the biennium 1992-1993. 

99. The Advisory Committee notea that the December rates had been used in the 
reeorting. In that connection, it haa been informed that the use of the 
December rate6 resulted in a figure slightly lower than that which would b@ve 
been obtained by using the average rates for lQ91, end was therefore more 
favoursble to Member States. As stated in paragraph 5 of the 
Secretary-General’s repcrt, the overall effect of the recasting was, in round 
figures, a net increase of $52.9 million under the expenditure sections and an 
increase of $46.6 million under the income sections. The increase er the 
expenditure sections was attributable to increased requirements of 
$73.6 million in respect of inflation (ibid., para. 6), which were partly 
offset by savings of $20.7 million as a result of currency fluctuations. For 
each duty ststion the Secretary-General compared the rates of exchange end 
inflation which he was proposing together with those assumed in his initial 
proposal. Be gave a breakdown (ibid., pars. 7) of the net increese of 
$52.9 million under the expenditure sections bycnain item of expenditure, 
showing that $46.9 million were attributable to staff assessment, while 
increased requirements. under established and temporary posts amounted to 
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$12.3 million. Those increases were partly offset by a reduction of 
approximately $6.3 million under non-post items. 

100. The Advisory Committee noted that the net increase of $12.3 million for 
posts was due to a decrease of $31 million in view of changes in average 
levels, which took into account the most recent experience with regard to 
salaries and rates of common staff costs, more than offset by an increase of 
843.3 million reflecting the full cost of inflationary factors on salaries in 
1992 and 1993 (ibid., para. 8). Major increases had been registered at field 
missions, Bangkok and Addis Ababa and smaller ones at Geneva and Nairobi, 
while decreases had been registered at all other locations. 

101. The Advisory Committee found no technical basis for objecting to the 
Secretary-General's revised estimates resulting from the recasting of the 
effect of changes in rates of exchange and inflation, as set out in his 
report, and accordingly transmitted them to the Fifth Committee for 
consideration ana approval. (See A/C.5/46/SR.56, paras. 15-M.) 

pr r aammea f 1 n 

102. At the 63ra meeting, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee said that the 
Advisory Committee had considered the statement of programme budget 
implications of draft resolution W46IL.57, as contained in document 
A/C.5/46/63, and that the revised draft resolution in document A1461L.571Rev.l 
contained no substantive changes but rather reflected changes in department 
nomenclature in the Secretariat. 

103. Implementation of the draft resolution would entail, as explained in the 
Secretary-General's statement, three major changes to existing bodies. The 
first would be to transform the Intergovernmental Committee on Science and 
Technology for Development and its subsidiary body, the Advisory Committee on 
Science and Technology forDevelopment<ACSTDfinto a functional commission-of 
the Economic and Social Council. The new commission, which would be named the 
Commission on Science and Technology for Development, would be composed of 53 
members and would meet for two weeks every other year. 

104. As called for in the draft resolution, travel expenses would be paid by 
theUnitedlDations fox oxexepresentative of eachMemberStatepaxticipatixg 
in the new Commission. In thin connection, the Advisory ComVkitfee ori 
Administrative and Budgetary Questions (ACABQ) xoted fxm patagx&ph 4 Of 
document A/C.5/46/03 that the travel costs for a session to be held during the 
biennium 1992-1993 were estimated at $175,000. 

105. As was indicated in paragraph 3 of the Otatement, ACSTU would not meet in 
the biennium 1992-1993. Nowever, ACABQ was informed that, in wwrdawe with 
a recent agreement between the United Uations and the Government of Burundi, 

t Restructuring aud revitalisation of the United Hatiow in the 
economic, social and related fields. 
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ACSTD would have held a one-week meeting in Burundi in May 1992. In place of 
that meeting, the Secretariat intended to hold an ad hoc expert meeting in 
Burundi in May 1992. The latter meeting, which was expected to cost less than 
the original ACSTD meeting, would be financed from the provisions in 
section 18 (Centre for Science and Technology for Development) of the 
programme budget for the biennium 1992-1993. including, if necessary, through 
redeployment of resources from within that section. The actual cost would be 
reported to the General Assembly in the context of the first performance 
report on the programme budget for the biennium for 1992-1993. 

106. ACAEQ noted from the draft resolution that the new Commission would 
examine at its first session the question of funding arrangements and the 
modalities for the convening of ad hoc panels/workshops which would meet 
intersessionally. As shown in paragraph 8 of document A/C.6/46/63, the 
estimated requirements for the Commission in the biennium 1992-1993 did not 
include any provision for such meetings2 ACABQ was of the view that any 
expenditure in that regard should be reported to the General Assembly in the 
context of the first performance report on the programme budget for the 
biennium 1992-1993. 

107. The second change called for in the draft resolution concerned a 
restructuring of the Committee on Natural Resources which was composed of 54 
members who were representatives of Governments. Under the terms of the draft 
resolution, the restructured Committee on Natural Resources would be composed 
of 24 government-nominated experts acting in their personal capacityr as 
stipulated in the draft resolution, travel expenses ana daily subsistence 
allowances, estimated at $147,000 for the biennium, would be paid by the 
United Nations for each member of the Committee. 

106. The third change called for in the draft resolution entailed transforming' 
the existing Committee on the Development and Utilisation of New and Renewable 
Sources of Energy, which was composed of government representatives from all 
Member States, into the Committee on New and Renewable Sources of Energy and 

onBnergy forDevelopment, composed ef 24 government-noraiQQtQd experts acting 
in their personal capacity. As stipulated in the draft resolution, those 
members would be entitled to travel and daily subsistence allowances. The new 
Committee would assume the responsibilitiQs for energy issues with which the 
Committee on Natural Resources was charged. The now Cons&tee would next meet 
in the biennium 1994-1995. 

LOO. In paragraph 6 of document WC.5/46/83, the Secretary-General had stated 
that the conterenee-servicing Goats related to the see&on ot the new 
Commission on Science and Technology end the restructured Committee on Natural 
Besources amounts% to 8992,000. They would be lnet from within the existiag 
Qppropriation U&r SQCtiOn 32 (COBfemICe SSrviCQS) of the prcgrQmmQ budget. 
The Secretary-General indicated in paragraph 9 of his statement that, should 
the General Assembly adopt the draft resolution, he would report in the 
context of the first performance report on the programme budget for the 
biennium 1992-1993 the changes reflected in paragraph 8 of the statement. 

110. The Advisory Committee had no objection to the above ccurse of action. 
At'the same time, however, it reiterated its preriouoly stated view that 
outstanding issues remained with regard to removing inconsistencies in the 
payment of subristence'allowances to members of certain organs and subsidiary 
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bodies. Accordinyly, as stated in its report (A/46/748), upon receipt of the 
requested review/evaluation of the existing system governing the rules aad 
procedures for the payment by the Organisation of travel expenses and/or 
subsistence allowances, the Advisory Committee would submit its related 
observations and recommendations to the General Assembly at its forty-seventh 
session. 

111. In conclusion. the Advisory Committee recommended that the Fifth 
Committee inform the General Assembly that should it adopt draft resolution 
A1461L.571Rev.l. additional requirements uuder section 14 (Department of 
Technical Cooperation for Development) amounting to $147,000 would be 
required; savings amounting to $231,000 were estimated under section 18 
(Centre for Science and Technology for Development). Furthermore, it should 
be noted that it was the Secretary-General's intention to deal with those 
changes in the context of the first performance report on the programme budget 
for the biennium 1992-1993. (See A/C.5/46/SR.63, paras. l-8.) 

and aaaenaum (A/45/7 aad Ada.l-14. and A/45/7/Ada.l5),' 
document A/45/7/Add.3. 

w See A/C.5/45/2, annex II B. 
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